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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is the second of three annual evaluation reports regarding the. 

implementation of the project "From Access to Application" (A2A). The focus of 

the evaluation is on the model of professional development being used in A2A to 

train and support classroom teachers' use of the Internet in their curricula for 

science and mathematics education in grades 4, 5, and 6. The project seeks to 

increase the confidence and competence of the participating teachers to use the 

Internet as a tool to improve instruction and student learning. 

Year Two involved the competitive selection of six additional elementary 

schools as Tier 2 schools. They joined the two elementary schools who were the 

Tier 1 pilot schools during Year One of this grant. The Tier 2 schools represent 

urban, suburban, and rural communities from across the state of Minnesota. 

Developing a model of professional development for this project has been a 

formative process. The project co-directors began with the basic assumption that, in 

order for teachers to adopt and feel comfortable with the Internet as a teaching tool, 

three core activities would take place. The first activity involved skills-training in 

use of the e-mail and Internet systems. Second, the teacher participants were led 

through a series of discussions about beliefs, attitudes, and practices in classroom 

instruction and how the Internet training and experiences were having an impact 

on their thinking and instructional behavior. Third, support, in the form of 

technical assistance and the provision of time as a necessary resource for practice 

and exploration, was provided to the project participants over the course of the year. 

The project co-directors were well-suited for their roles as the lead staff 

developers for the project. One person is an experienced staff developer and 

technologically proficient and the other is highly trained in technology and skilled 

at sequencing the development of technical expertise and explaining it in clear 

language. Together they formed an incredibly skilled team. The background 

knowledge and training skills each possessed would be considered essential traits for 

the replication of this model. 

Spaced over the course of the school year were four day-long sessions of skills 

training provided by the project co-directors at each of the local schools for the six 

elementary schools selected as Tier 2 participants. Also, a Summer Institute was 

conducted for nine days in the summer following the school year. The Summer 
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Institute was delivered in three-day increments in each of June, July, and August. 

Taken together, these 13 days of workshop time were the backbone of the project. It 

was during these days that new skills were taught and previously learned skills were 

reinforced, with reflective questions about changes in teaching and the impact on 

the students being woven throughout. The three-day segments in June and August 

combined teachers from three of the schools to work together. The three-day 

segment in July was done at each of the local schools, with individual teams of 

teachers deciding how they would best use that time for team work on use of the 

Internet in curriculum development. 

The evaluation results from the skills-training portions of the A2A Project 

reveal an extraordinarily high level of satisfaction with the "needs-driven" format 

used in this Year Two. Eighty-one percent (81 %) had favorable and strongly 

favorab le comments about the training experiences. Three-fourths (76%) of the 

teachers feel more confident about technology vocabulary and terminology after the 

four school-based training sessions and an equal number (76%) can see how the 

Internet could be applicable to their teaching. The highest rated answer came to the 

question of teachers' feeling more competent in using basic Internet skills. Over 

84% agreed that they felt more competent as a result of the training. 

To the question, "I have a clear sense of how my colleagues and I will work 

together as a team on this project" the positive response rate was 63%. This 

somewhat lower level of positive response is normal for the point in the training 

they now are. Feeling unsure about collegial connections in the use of this 

innovation, the Internet, is developmentally right on target. (The SoC 

questionnaire results to be discussed below would support this conclusion.) The 

lowest rated response was to the question regarding the location of the computer in 

the school for the respondent's teaching needs. Only 60% were satisfied with where 

the computers were located, and one school's response revealed that only 38% of the 

teachers were satisfied with the location of the computer(s) for teaching purposes. 

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) is the norm-referenced means 

by which changes are being measured in the participants' understanding and 

adoption of the innovation, the use of the Internet. The 35-item Stages of Concern 

(SoC) questionnaire is designed to be administered periodically to persons engaged 

in a change process. The A2A participants in Tier 1 have completed a sequence of 

three administrations of the SoC over the course of their two years' involvement in 

the project. The data analysis from the third administration of the SoC reveals a 

shift of concerns for most respondents to the areas of how to collaborate with their 
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colleagues and how to manage the innovation. We no longer see a large group of 

individuals who need or want more information about the innovation as was 

typical with non-users. Rather as a whole, this group has moved beyond their 

initial concerns to think about concerns related to application of the innovation. 

The most frequently found profiles, 12 out of 19 respondents (63%), show 

mixed peaks with greater intensity for concern for management of the innovation 

and concern for collaboration. Eight of these individuals (42% of the total number) 

have a high concern for collaboration and have concerns about working with others 

in relation to the innovation. Typically these individuals represent administrators, 

coordinators, or team leaders who perceive themselves to be in a leadership role 

where coordinating others is a priority. But two of these individuals show that, 

along with collaboration concerns, they also have personal concerns. These 

personal concerns will need to be addressed first before resolution can be reached 

with the concerns for collaboration. Also, their split scores indicate that the 

individuals tend to be more negative towards the innovation and are generally not 

open to information which may present a problem when trying to help these 

individuals move beyond their personal concerns. 

Six out of 19 (31 %) profiles show respondents who have a rather flat profile. 

This remains similar in number to the Year 2 results. Four of these profiles have 

concerns in areas 2-6 being about equal and all falling relatively high on the scale. 

This would indicate this person is overloaded with concerns but is actively engaged 

with the innovation and open to new ideas. The last two individuals show profiles 

with a very low level of concern across all areas except for a peak (relatively 

speaking) in area 3 (Personal concerns) for one respondent. This peak is still 

relatively low and it appears this person is not actively engaged or concerned about 

the innovation and perhaps has either been turned off by the innovation or never 

became that interested. 

As individual schools, the group profiles show both schools as "user" schools 

who understand the consequences for students in using this innovation, and now 

have a peak concern that falls in area 5 (Collaboration with others). Over the three 

administrations, the third group profile, shows schools that have more flattened 

and equal peaks which show active interest and engagement in the Internet. The 

profiles for both schools are relatively similar. 

The Tier 2 participants have completed two administrations of the SoC 

questionnaire, with the third round to be occurring at the end of their second year in 

A2A next spring, 1997. As expected, the individual profiles indicate a major shift 
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from typical non-users to varied profiles of experienced users now showing varying 

concerns in the later 4-6 stages. The profiles can be grouped, with the largest 

grouping of similar profiles, 12 out of 57 (21 %), showing high personal concerns. 

When further examined, a low stage 1 - high stage 2 split is present which means 

the individuals have self concerns, tend to be more negative toward the innovation, 

and generally are not open to information about the innovation per se. Nine 

profiles within this group also have a raised concern in stage 5 (Collaboration) 

which indicates concerns about working with others in relation to the innovation 

are present. The three remaining profiles in this group have a relatively flat profile 

other than the raised concern for stage 2 (Personal). 

Interestingly the next equally large grouping of similar profiles, 12 out 57 

(21 %) show a high stage 5 (Collaboration) concern along with a relatively high stage 

1 (Information) concern. This is characteristic of individuals having concerns about 

looking for ideas from others, reflecting more on a desire to learn from what others 

know and are doing, rather than concern for collaboration. 

The next group's concerns are more common and closer related to newer 

users of the innovation. Nine out of 57 (15%) profiles display concerns for logistics, 

time, and management of the innovation. A spiked pattern similar for 14 

respondents (24%) is typical for individuals who are intensely involved with the 

innovation. A concern for the consequences the innovation will have on students 

is shared by 6 out of 47 (10%) of respondents. Looking at the remaining profiles, 

three have a small rise of concern in stage 5 (Collaboration) , with all other areas 

being low. 

Profiles grouped by schools present a different picture of each school's 

combined concern and comfort with the innovation. Three schools show 

experienced users who don't, as a group, have concerns regarding the consequences 

of the innovation for students, but are concerned with about working with others in 

relation to the innovation. One school's group members are experienced users and 

have very minimal concerns, if any, for management of logistics and time, 

consequences for students1 and collaboration in use. Two schools are struggling 

with both collaboration and managing the innovation. 

As an overall view, the Stages of Concern questionnaire results show A2A 

participants are moving at expected rates of development with regard to ease and 

understanding of use of the Internet as an innovation having an impact upon their 

work life. By the end of the project, which will be the second year for the Tier 2 
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participants, those that have moved to advanced stages of use will be evident in 

their SoC profiles. It will be interesting to assess those changes. 

The use of action research is the means by which the teachers will be 

systematically trying out the Internet and new instructional practices. Teams of 

teachers will be meeting regularly to discuss the outcomes with these changes, with 

the discussion occasionally led by one of the A2A project leaders. As noted in the 

literature review, research has not fully defined whether changes in skills and 

practice precede or follow real changes in professional beliefs. This will be an area of 

inquiry during Year Three of A2A. 

In sum, the A2A Project is going forward into its third and final year with a 

solid base of training for teachers in use of the Internet as its foundation. It is the 

conclusion of this evaluation that the training was exemplary in all aspects. The 

project directors used the information and experiences from the pilot year to 

"monitor and adjust" the training for Year Two. The result led to having all A2A 

teachers plus their administrators participate in a well-designed and delivered 

program. The literature clearly supports the components and teaching approach 

used, as well as the qualities present in the project co-directors. The project appears 

to be on a solid base of training and expectations, and we expect that Year Three will 

yield equally interesting and informative findings about quality practices towards 

forming a model of professional development for application of the Internet in 

classroom instruction. 
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Report and Evaluation of Year Two Activities 

October 1995 - September 1996 

Introduction and Overview 

This is the second of three annual evaluation reports regarding the 

implementation of the project "From Access to Application" (A2A). The focus of 

the evaluation is on the model of professional development being used in A2A to 

train and support classroom teachers' use of the Internet in their curricula for 

science and mathematics education. The model for professional development is 

predicated upon the following goals and objectives for A2A: 

Goalsl 

• To enable teacher to use the Internet and its resources as a tool for inquiry-based 

learning in which students become active participants in their own education; 

• To use the action research methodology of professional development, providing 

teachers the opportunity to plan, implement, observe, and reflect on their own 

professional development; and 

• To develop an interactive electronic laboratory, a "co-laboratory", with the 

National Education Supercomputer Program (NESP) at the U.S. Department of 

Energy 's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in order to improve the 

classroom applications of the NESP. 

Objectives2 
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• To develop a standards-based, hands-on professional development program in the 

use of the Internet for science and mathematics education; 



• To engage elementary teachers in the design and development of the program, 

both in order to develop a practical, pragmatic professional development 

curriculum and also to model the behavior of teachers contributing to their own 

professional development; 

• To implement the program in two phases in order to observe and document the 

effort required to replicate and scale-up the program; 

•To measure, assess, evaluate, and document the successes and failures of the 

program and use these results in a continuous improvement process to revise and 

improve the program as it is implemented; and 

• To disseminate the results to local, state, regional, and national audiences. 

The evaluation of the model for professional development in the A2A 

Project is stated in the first of the four outcomes developed for the project. Three 

additional outcomes serve as tangible evidence that the first outcome has been 

successfully achieved. The four outcomes3 of "From Access to Application" are: 

• The development and use of a replicable and scalable staff development model 

that efficiently develops elementary teachers' competence and confidence in using 

the Internet for science and mathematics teaching and learning; 
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• Approximately 80 highly skilled elementary teachers using the Internet for science 

and mathematics instruction, who are also prepared to train and support peers 

throughout the state; 

• The development and use of new or refined NESP teaching tools; and 

• The development and use of new instructional units that validate the use of the 

Internet for teaching and learning. 

The Sites 

Tier 1 Schools 

For the first year of the project, October 1994-September 1995, two elementary 

schools were selected via a state-wide competitive application process to become 

participants in A2A. The two pilot schools, referred to as the Tier 1 schools are: St. 

Clair Elementary in St. Clair, MN, and Clearview Elementary in St. Cloud, MN. St. 

Clair is located about 90 miles southwest of Minneapolis/St. Paul and is a small 

rural community where the total K-12 school enrollment is 581 students. The 

elementary school is located in a portion of the K-12 school complex. Clearview 



Elementary is a K-6 school with an enrollment of about 630 students. It is one of 15 

schools in the St. Cloud, MN, school district, an area located about 60 miles 

northwest of Minneapolis/St. Paul. 

Tier 2 Schools 
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For the second year of the project, October 1995-September 1996, six more 

elementary schools were competitively selected from a statewide application process 

and added to the project. The Tier 2 pilot schools are: 

• Bluff Creek Elementary School is a K-6 school with an enrollment of 

approximately 630 students in the Chaska School District. Bluff Creek is located 

in the community of Chaska approximately 15 miles southwest of Minneapolis. 

Internet access for teachers at this school entails the use of an individual 

Macintosh Power Book computer, complete with modem, which can used both 

at home and school. Each teacher has dial-up Internet access in their classroom. 

Bluff Creek had a Tl line installed this summer along with a computer lab where 

a whole class can simultaneously be on-line. This upgrade in access should have 

a direct impact on Internet availability and ease of access for teachers and 

students during Year 3. 

• Onamia Elementary is a K-6 school with an enrollment of approximately 540 

students co-located with the middle and high schools. Onamia is a community of 

700 persons adjacent to the Mille Lacs Indian Reservation. It is approximately 85 

miles north of Minneapolis. The school district draws students from a large 

surrounding geographic area. Teachers at Onamia have access to the Internet 

through one computer in each of their classrooms. The phone system at Onamia 

is an older system and teachers report difficulty accessing the Internet on a 

regular basis. 

• Pillsbury Math, Science, Technology Magnet School in northeast Minneapolis is 

a K-6 school serving 675 students. The school became a math/science/technology 

magnet in 1990-91. Teachers at Pillsbury did not all have access to the Internet in 

their own classrooms. Teachers were required to partner up and share with a 

colleague the phone line and computer to access the Internet. Each teacher did 



have their own Internet account, yet hardware (computer, modem, and phone 

line) was shared between two classrooms. 
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• St. Paul Academy and Summit School -Lower School in St. Paul is a private, 

non-parochial school with two campuses. The Lower School houses grades K-6 

in one building, serving 327 students with a teacher-student ratio of 1:15. St. Paul 

Academy teachers use a small "mini lab" of computers that rotate among 

classrooms to access the Internet. Once teachers have access to the "mini lab" of 

computers, several students have access through "piggy backing" on the network 

at the Upper School. 

• Remer Elementary School, with an enrollment of approximately 445 students, is 

co-located with the middle and high schools in Remer. It is part of the Remer

Longville School District. Remer is 175 miles north of Minneapolis. Remer 

teachers each have their own classroom computer with dial-up access to the 

Internet. 

• R.W. Handke Math, Science, and Technology Magnet School is an elementary 

school for grades 1-6 with approximately 287 students in the Elk River School 

District. Handke is located on Main Street in Elk River, which is approximately 

40 miles northwest of Minneapolis. Teachers at this school have direct network 

connections on one computer in each classroom. 

The Teacher Participants 

Teacher Participants Tier 1 

As noted in the design for the A2A project, the teachers who are participants 

are upper elementary classroom teachers in grades 4-6. Demographic information 

obtained on the teachers in the Tier 1 pilot site schools is shown in Appendix A. 

Looking at the scores of the means for each column reveals that among the group of 

20 participants (teachers and principals) the average age is 44.7 years, the average 

number of years in teaching is 18, and the average number of years in their school is 

12.7 years. Thirteen out of 20 (65%) of the teachers have taught 15 or more years. 

The average number of clock hours individually spent in professional 

development for mathematics, science, and/ or technology training in the last three 
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years is 17 hours per person or 5.7 hours per year It is important to note that the 

teachers who teach science (S) and/ or mathematics (M) and those that teach all (All) 

subjects have had more professional development training in the subjects which 

they teach than in the subjects which they do not teach. The professional 

development for those who teach language arts (LA) and / or social studies (SS) is not 

listed as a category in this table for which they can report such clock hours. Also, 

the time spent in preparation for teaching various subject areas is clearly dependent 

upon the range of subjects taught. 

In sum, the compiled information tells us that this is an experienced group of 

educators who have a long-term history with their school and their peers. Sixty-five 

percent (65%) of the educators have a Master's Degree level of education or higher, 

indicating a commitment to continuing education and professional growth. 

Teacher Participants Tier 2 

Year two participants were also upper elementary classroom teachers in 

grades 4-6. Demographic information obtained on the teachers in the six Tier 2 

pilot schools is shown in Figures 1-6 on pages 32-37. Looking at the scores of the 

means for each column reveals that among the group of 56 participants (teachers 

and principals) the average age is 39.55 years, the number of years in teaching is 13 

years, and the average number of years in their school is 7.85 years. Compared to the 

teachers in the Tier 1 schools, this group of teachers is a bit younger and have a few 

less years of experience. 

The average number of clock hours individually spent in professional 

development for mathematics, science, and/ or technology training in the last three 

years is 21 hours per person or seven hours per year. Even though this is a younger, 

less experienced group of teachers compared to the Tier 1 schools, they have spent 

more hours in professional development related to their teaching areas. It is 

important to note that the teachers who teach science (S) and/ or mathematics (M) 

and those that teach all (All) subjects have had more professional development 

training in the subjects which they teach than in the subjects which they do not 

teach. The professional development for those who teach language arts (LA) and/ or 

social studies (SS) is not listed as a category in this table for which they can report 

such clock hours. Also, the time spent in preparation for teaching various subject 

areas is clearly dependent upon the range of subjects taught. 
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In sum, the compiled information tells us that this is a younger, less 

experienced group of educators when compared to their Tier 1 peers. However, they 

are not novices. Thirty-three percent (33%) have earned a Master's degree or higher. 

Seventy eight percent (78%) have taught 10 or more years. 
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School-Based Training 

The Year One report describes in detail the training and workshops provided 

to the Tier 1 participants in Year One of their involvement with A2A. A summary 

and outcomes of the school based training provided in year one can be found in 

Appendix B. During the second year, the Tier 1 participants received no direct 

training through the project. An informal gathering of participants did take place in 

March in response to a desire expressed by the participants at the conclusion of the 

1995 Summer Institute. One teacher from each school was instrumental in planning 

the workshop. The A2A Project co-directors attended in order to facilitate the 

discussion of teachers' experiences using the Internet with their students. Several, 

although not all, teachers reported they have been incorporating the use of the 

Internet in their classrooms. Following are some of the ways teachers report using 

the Internet: 

• A Clearview 5th/ 6th grade teacher devised a cooperative group strategy that 

gives each of four students a real, useful role in the Internet exploration. 

• The 5th/6th grade teachers at St. Clair created the Minnesota Tourist activity: 

Students are given a budget and then tasked with exploring various vacation 

sites on the WWW to determine where they would like to go and how to spend 

their money. 

• A St. Clair 5th-6th grade teacher used the access she has in her classroom to 

encourage a student with a special interest in science and math. During the early 

spring, the student accessed the web each morning to collect temperature data 

from several locations. She then charted those temperatures along with the 

reading she took in St. Clair and shared the advance of spring with her 

classmates by posting the information on the wall chart. 

• The Internet was used in one Clearview 3rd/ 4th grade classroom as one of 

several choices the students were given when they had free time for reading or 

pursuing a special personal interest. The teacher reported that several of her 

students began using Internet as "picture book", paying attention largely to the 

beautiful graphics. However, in a relatively short time they tired of this 



superficial use and were drawn into reading the information, much of it at a 

more difficult reading level than they might have found in a book from the 

library. 

Summer Training Institute 

Details and outcomes for the participants of the Summer '95 Institute for 

Tier 1 pilot schools can be found in the Year One report or in Appendix C. 

Site Visits and Teacher Interviews 

13 

At the end of the second year of the project, site visits and teacher interviews 

were held at each of the Tier 1 pilot schools, St. Clair Elementary and Clearview 

Elementary. Thirteen teachers from Clearview Elementary School make up the 

3rd / 4th grade classrooms and 5th/6th grade classrooms, along with two special 

education teachers who support these grade levels, were individually interviewed. 

All but one of the teachers, who is a new first year teacher, had participated in the 

previous A2A training and Summer '95 Institute. All teachers interviewed are 

presently classroom teachers except for one, who since November has temporarily 

moved out of the classroom and has been assigned to a position managing the data 

collection system for the school. 

Five teachers from St. Clair Elementary School make up the 3rd / 4th grade 

classrooms and the 5th / 6th grade classrooms and were individually interviewed. 

All the teachers interviewed participated in the A2A training and Summer '95 

Institute. The following interview questions were asked and a summary of findings 

has been highlighted: 

Question 1: Let's begin with your use and experiences thus far using the Internet as 

a personal resource to you in your teaching. How/In what ways have you used it? 

Teachers' responses regarding their use and experience with the Internet were 

consistent within each school. However, use and experience using the Internet 

varied significantly between the two schools and appears related to the ease of access 

and availability. All 13 teachers at Clearview Elementary School mentioned their 

frustration accessing the Internet from school and feel strongly that this has limited 

their use. Their school was late to receive their Internet connection. The teachers 
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did not receive access in their classroom until January /February 1996 and since that 

time the system continues to be flogged with problems and is not up and running 

on a regular basis. Recently teachers were told the students could not be on-line 

because a password system is in place which makes student access difficult, if not 

impossible, unless teachers log students in under their own personal password. 

Some teachers mentioned they were hesitant to do this due to confidentiality of 

their files and the ethical use of their passwords. 

Lack of technical assistance from the district was also mentioned by many 

Clearview teachers which has added to their frustration with using the Internet. 

Based on discussions with teachers from Clearview, it is evident that a level of 

frustration with access and technical support is apparent. In contrast, there were no 

complaints regarding ease of access or reliability of the hardware system from the 

five teachers at St. Clair Elementary School. 

Teachers at both schools consistently report that they value the use of the 

Internet. All five teachers at St. Clair Elementary School report using the Internet to 

supplement their teaching. In St. Clair each teacher has one computer that is on

line in their classrooms. These teachers did comment that it is hard with one on

line computer in their classroom to have all students engaged. St. Clair teachers 

have the opportunity to take their students to a lab area where up to 25 students can 

be on-line simultaneously. However, the teachers are frustrated that the lab is often 

not accessible as the room is being used for other activities. They would like to see 

this change so more regular and consistent use of the lab could be in place. One 

teacher expressed she would like to have access to a large screen monitor in her 

classroom so her whole class could view the screen when large group Internet 

activities take place. 

Despite reported access problems, all 13 teachers at Clearview Elementary 

School see the value of the Internet as a teaching tool but, as mentioned, have been 

frustrated by its availability and level of district technical support. The majority of 

teachers report using the Internet to browse and find current information to share 

with their students and to support their teaching content. A few report having 

used it for lesson planning. One teacher used it as part of her Master's project. A 

number of teachers have had their students use it to complete research projects. 

Clearview Teachers report Social Studies seems to be a subject that is well 

suited for finding related information on the Internet. One 5th/ 6th grade teacher 

there reported it was difficult to find things to support math. She found most things 

in the math were better suited for Junior High. One 3rd/ 4th grade teacher and a 
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special education teacher are concerned about the readability of the information 

available on the Internet along with finding things that were related to her students' 

levels. On the other hand, another 3rd / 4th grade teacher has no hesitation about 

using the Internet at all. A few Clearview teachers have used the Internet for 

personal use and one teacher has taught lessons in conjunction with the Media 

Specialist on Internet use. The impact the Internet can have on teaching is summed 

up by a teacher from Clearview who comments, "I have learned to be a facilitator of 

learning." 

All five St. Clair teachers mention they have used the Internet for lesson 

planning and locating current information to supplement what they are teaching. 

One teacher reports she hasn't used the Internet as much as she had planned due to 

time constraints. One teacher commented that "I don't know how to live without it 

(Internet access)" . Another teacher mentioned, "I am trying to use it as a tool and 

each time I plan a lesson or unit I try and think of how I can use the Internet to get 

more information or more current information to support the curriculum." The 

technology coordinator often pulls relevant topics from the Internet for the teachers 

and places them on the school home page which is very helpful. 

Clearview teachers and St. Clair teachers did attempt some collaborative 

projects using the Internet during the year, but the lack of consistent on-line access 

hampered their results . Teachers in the 3rd/4th grade classrooms tried to use e-mail 

to arrange a joint field trip to Fort Snelling with classes at St. Clair Elementary 

School. However, the on-line system at Clearview was so unreliable and often 

messages couldn't be sent or were never delivered that it became much easier and 

more convenient to use the office FAX. A few Clearview teachers attempted to use 

e-mail to set up pen pals with St. Clair but the system was not working properly. 

Question 2: In what ways have your students been exposed to the Internet through 

your lessons? 

Students at both schools have been exposed to the Internet but to different 

degrees and frequency. Four Clearveiw teachers out of thirteen (30%) comment 

they have used the LCD to do some Internet demonstrations in their classrooms . 

Four teachers (30%) have had the students use it to complete a research project. A 

number of teachers will have students consult the Internet to see what information 

can be found when questions are raised in class. One teacher commented she has 
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Several Clearview teachers commented on how the Internet has impacted 

their teaching and it's affect on student learning. 

• "I have changed the way I teach. I am less dependent on 

textbooks." 

• "I find the information from the Internet is more credible to the 

students and more current." 

• "I have seen a change in my role as a teacher to more of a 
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facilitator of learning. This has happened because our principal 

allows and supports us to take risks, our school has lots of updated 

technology we can use, and we have the ability to control the 

curriculum and what we teach. This school has a supportive 

environment which makes me feel confident." 

• " I see the Internet as an easy and natural way to extend the 

curriculum for advanced learners." 

• "Any time students have free time they ask if they can use the 

computer in general. It now ranks along with other frequently 

asked questions such as: 'can I go to the restroom or get a drink?', 

now it is 'can I use the computer?' " 

E-mail Messages 

An analysis of 16 e-mail messages sent by individuals in the Tier 1 schools to 

Margo Berg from October 1995 through September 1996 reflect some of the reasons 

teachers may use e-mail to communicate with colleagues. Ten of the 16 messages 

(62%) dealt with planning and arranging the February gathering. Four of the 16 

messages (25%) asked questions about publishing on the A2A web site. Two of the 

16 messages (12%) were general in nature. 

In contrast, 12 e-mails sent to Margo between March 1995 and September 1995 

were also analyzed. Four of these 12 (33%) solicited help with technical assistance 

in using the Internet or hardware. Another four (33%) were messages sent by 

Margo about on-line projects. Two of the 12 (16%) reported an update by the 

teachers of their progress. The remaining two messages were miscellaneous in 

nature. 
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Action Research Plans and Outcomes 

Developing action research plans was part of the Summer '95 Institute. 

However, the depth of coverage and expectation for a final project did not match 

what was covered and expected at the Summer '96 Institute . In addition, due to late 

access of the Internet at Clearview Elementary School, it was difficult for teachers to 

fully implement their plans. With the added portfolio requirement along with the 

action research project, it is expected more data will be available from the Tier 2 

schools. These results will be covered in the Year Three report. 

Longitudinal Evaluation 

Identifying Needs Within the Change Process 

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall, George, and Rutherford, 

1979; Hall, 1989) is the framework by which the teachers' movements through the 

skill and use levels are being viewed during the three-year course of the A2A 

Project. Individual progress is documented using the Stages of Concern 

Questionnaire (SoCQ), a 35-item paper and pencil measure administered after the 

first training session in the school, and then periodically re-administered 

throughout the duration of the A2A Project. (See Appendix F for a copy of the SoC 

questionnaire.) The questionnaire seeks to identify the specific stages of concern 

that an individual has with regard to the adoption and use of an innovation. The 

stages of concern range from the zero level (awareness) to level six (refocusing). 

Further information about the characteristics of each of the seven stages can be 

found in the Appendix G. 

Entering the data from each questionnaire into a computer program enables 

one to graphically view a picture of each individual's profile of where the concerns 

lie for that particular participant. As one might expect, these concerns normally 

show a shift over time. Research has shown that the perceived needs of the 

individual, in this case the implementation of the Internet as the innovation, 

precede the ability of that person to apply the innovation to situations outside of 

himself /herself. In other words, the concerns of the individual participants of A2A 

will necessarily arise and need to be dealt with before the participant can apply the 



innovation to the needs of the student as learner and to the integration of the 

innovation into teaching and collegial discourse. 

The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) has been administered three 

times to the 19 teacher participants in the two Tier 1 pilot sites: once after the first 

training session at the school, the second at the conclusion of the Summer '95 

Institute, and the third in May of 1996 at the end of Year Two of the project. The 

following is a discussion of what has been learned about the concerns of the 

participants and how the concerns have evolved over the two years in the project. 

Initial Baseline Data from the first administration of the SoC Questionnaire 

(Fall, 1994) 
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Of the 20 respondents completing the SoC questionnaire after the first 

training session in their home schools (including one of the respondents as an 

administrator), 8 out of 20 (40%) had "typical non-user" profiles. These persons had 

their highest percentile scores in stages 0-3 and were lowest on stages 4-6. 

Interpretation of such a profile is that these are interested individuals who are 

aware of and concerned about the innovation. They are interested in learning more 

about the innovation from a positive, proactive perspective. The tailing-down of 

stage 6 on the graph suggests that such persons do not have other ideas that would 

be competitive with the innovation. In sum, these persons are positively interested 

and not overly concerned. 

The next largest cluster of respondents, 7 out of 20 (35%), also had "typical 

non-user" profiles, but their concerns did not generally have a clear focus and there 

is general confusion about the innovation. These persons had high percentile 

scores across all stages and they are unsure of the areas in which they need more 

information. Three of the six individuals had a tailing-up in stage 6 which suggests 

that these persons tend to be outspoken, with definite negative opinions about the 

innovation. They already have ideas of things might be done differently with 

regard to the use of the innovation. The other three respondents' do not have ideas 

of what might be done differently, and generally show confusion and a lack of 

understanding of the "big picture". 

The third cluster of respondents were also "typical non-users" with a clear 

need for more information. These persons who have a high percentile score at stage 

5 reflect more of a desire to learn from what others are doing than to engage in 

actual collaboration. These persons want to be directly taught the information as 
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concern him/her more. Personal and management concerns are less, with the 

highest stage 5 indicating that this person has a desire to learn from what others are 

doing and is concerned about the collaborative effort. In this second round of 

questionnaire administration, 9 / 20 respondents (45%) would be considered to be 

within that general description. 

The second large group of respondents would be described as having a fairly 

"flat" profile, indicating that there is a general lack of sorting of concerns about the 

innovation. Persons whose profile is flat in the low to mid-range of percentile 

scores (0-50%) tend not to be forthright in their opinions. This can pose a problem 

for the program leaders because there is not a clear message from such persons about 

their feelings of overall concerns and general frustrations. 

On the other hand, when the profile is flat but at the high end of the 

percentile scores (above 50%), such persons feel they have adequate information, but 

it is almost at the point of "overload". Persons who have high levels of concerns in 

all areas, where the concerns are not focused and not easily discriminated one from 

another, will almost certainly be outspoken, with definite opinions, but with no 

clear sense of direction for where/how help could be obtained. For this second 

round of administration of the SoC questionnaire, there were 6/20 respondents 

(30%) who fit the "flat" profile pattern. 

The third group of respondents clustered around a high score in area 3, the 

concerns about management of the innovation. For this round, there were 5/ 20 

respondents (25%) whose peak score indicated concerns that relate to logistics, time 

demands, and the management of the materials associated with the innovation. 

Often these persons also have a relatively high score in area 2, the personal 

concerns, as well. The key to understanding the needs of these individuals is 

whether or not there is an "up-tail" or a "down-tail" in area 6. A "down-tail" (i.e. , a 

lower score for area 6 than for area 5) generally means that the person is open to 

suggestions to how those personal and management concerns might be addressed. 

An "up-tail" usually indicates that the individual has other ideas of how to address 

the personal and management concerns and that those ideas would be counter to or 

negatively impact the innovation. 

Third Administration of the SoC Questionnaire 

(June 1996) 

The third and final administration of the SoC questionnaire for the Tier 1 

schools was administered at the end of the 1995-96 school year. This was a year after 
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training and technical support of the A2A project had ceased for these schools. 

Consistent with the findings from the second SoC results, the profiles of the 

individual participants continue to show a mixed picture. This third 

administration reveals a shift of concerns for most respondents to the areas of how 

to collaborate with their colleagues and how to manage the innovation. We no 

longer see a large group of individuals, only one in this round, who need or want 

more information about the innovation as was typical with non:-users. Rather as a 

whole, this group has moved beyond their initial concerns to think about concerns 

related to application of the innovation. 

The most frequently found profiles, 12 out of 19 respondents (63%), show 

mixed peaks with greater intensity for concern for management of the innovation 

and concern for collaboration. Eight of these individuals (42% of the total number) 

have a high concern for collaboration and have concerns about working with others 

in relation to the innovation. Typically these individuals represent administrators, 

coordinators, or team leaders who perceive themselves to be in a leadership role 

where coordinating others is a priority. But two of these individuals show· the 

low 1 (Awareness area) /high 2 (Information area) split which means, along with 

collaboration concerns they also have personal concerns. These personal concerns 

will need to be addressed first before resolution can be reached with the concerns for 

collaboration. Also, the split indicates the individuals tend to be more negative 

towards the innovation and are generally not open to information which may 

present a problem when trying to help these individuals move beyond their 

personal concerns. Results from the second round of SoC profiles, also shows a 

high concern for stage 5, the Collaboration with peers stage. However, these profiles 

show individuals who are concerned about collaboration from the sense of having a 

desire to learn from what others are doing. 

Three individuals (15% of the total) show a high stage 3 management 

concern. These individuals have high concern for logistics, time, and management. 

Within this group, two of these individuals show a low 1/ high 2 split which, again 

is an indication of personal concerns. In contrast, one individual with high 

management concerns also has a high concern in the sixth stage (Refocusing). This 

is a user who tends to be positive in attitude towards the innovation, but has many 

logistics issues to take care of. The high six in this case indicates the person has ideas 

about how to improve the use of the innovation. The number of individuals with 

management concerns has decreased from 25% in the second round of SoC results. 



One individual shows concerns for both management and collaboration. 

This individual has a concern about a collaborative effort in relation to the time, 

logistics, and management of the innovation as opposed to collaborative concerns 

about looking for ideas from others or learning from what others know and are 

doing. 
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The remaining 6 out of 19 (31 %) profiles show respondents who have a rather 

flat profile. This remains similar in number to the Year 2 results. Four of these 

profiles have concerns in areas 2-6 being about equal and all falling relatively high 

on the scale. This would indicate this person is overloaded with concerns but is 

actively engaged with the innovation and open to new ideas. The last two 

individuals show profiles with a very low level of concern across all areas except for 

a peak(relatively speaking) in area 3 (Personal concerns) for one respondent. This 

peak is still relatively low and it appears this person is not actively engaged or 

concerned about the innovation and perhaps has either been turned off by the 

innovation or never became that interested. The other mid- to low profile indicates 

the person is moderately interested in the innovation, has concerns in many areas, 

but hasn't been turned off to the innovation. 

As individual schools, the group profiles show both schools as "user" schools 

who understand the consequences for students in using this innovation, and now 

have a peak concern that falls in area 5 (Collaboration with others). Over the three 

administrations, the third group profile, shows schools that have more flattened 

and equal peaks which show active interest and engagement in the Internet. The 

profiles for both schools are relatively similar. 
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School-Based Training 

Over the course of Year 2, the A2A participants in the Tier 2 schools engaged 

in workshops and training sessions at their home schools. Initially, a Kick-Off 

Workshop for principals and teacher-representatives from each of the six Tier 2 

schools was held in October. All six principals along with two teachers from each 

school attended the workshop . The objectives of the kick-off workshop were: 

• To develop a planning team in each school that can articulate the expected 

outcomes and activities of the A2A model to other participating teachers, 

interested individuals, and groups. 

• To familiarize attending school representatives with the Internet and 

NESP tools, with the national standards for teaching and professional 

development in science and mathematics, and with action research 

methodology. 

• To set the calendar for the winter and spring on-site professional 

development sessions and for the 1996 Summer Institute. 

The project co-directors, Mike Damyanovich and Margo Berg visited each of 

the Tier 2 schools prior to the kick-off workshop to meet the teachers and principals 

and to address any questions or concerns they had. During these visits an 

assessment of the school's on-going activities that might impact the teachers' 

participation in A2A was elicited. This idea developed out of the experience of 

working with the two Tier 1 pilot schools. 

Additionally, the principals were asked to have each participating teacher 

complete a self-assessment survey of computer usage skills prior to the kick-off 

workshop. This survey was developed from the experience of having a very broad 

range of computer skills among the pilot teachers in the Tier 1 schools. The results 



of the survey were used to prepare for the skills-based portion of the on-site 

sessions. The information was compiled and provided to the principals for their 

use in determining other staff development needs. (See Appendix H for a copy of 

this self-assessment survey.) 
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In general, most teachers were more experienced with basic computer use 

(e.g., word processing), as compared to their experience with the Internet (e-mail, 

Gopher, and on-line services). For more information regarding the level of skill at 

each school, refer to Appendix I. 

Starting in November 1995, and then periodically throughout the remaining 

school year, four training sessions were provided at each of the six pilot schools. 

Substitute teachers provided coverage so participating classroom teachers could 

attend. These training sessions sought to assist teachers in understanding the 

language, equipment, and potentials of using technology for communication ( e

mail) and as a resource in teaching (Internet). 

Training sessions were geared to meet the needs of teachers at individual 

school sites. A philosophy and attempt was made to "take teachers wherever their 

skill levels were at the moment and to help them advance in both confidence and 

competence" in using the technology. A large portion of time during each training 

session was allotted to teachers hands on practice of using the Internet to find 

information that would meet the needs and have application in their own 

classroom. Each training session allowed time for trouble shooting and technical 

assistance, introduction of new material, and facilitated discussion and application 

of using the Internet to change teaching practices. 

The training sessions provided teams of teachers a chance to collaborate and 

support each other in gaining confidence and competence in their Internet skills. 

Four of the six pilot school's teachers who were involved in A2A were able to meet 

as a whole team. Due to the limited availability of substitute teachers and the 

number of 4th-6th grade teachers, two of the schools had to split their teachers into 

two separate groups, with each group only having a half day for training. The 

training components themselves for these two schools (four groups) were not 

reduced, but the time for the participants to practice new skills and to explore the 

Internet was significantly less for the teachers in the half-day training sessions. 
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Site Visits to School -Based Training 

Visits were made by the evaluators to each school during one of their four 

training sessions. Observations made at these times confirmed that teachers were 

interested in both gaining technical skills as well as sharing with each other their 

experiences thus far with the Internet. Typical training sessions gave teachers time 

to learn new skills as they were ready, time to provide technical assistance with 

hardware concerns, and time to share and reflect as a team their direction and 

change of practice as a result of growing competence with use of the Internet. 

Perceptions and Experiences of School -Based Training 

Teachers were surveyed in May 1996 regarding using two different 

instruments. One instrument measured their experiences and perceptions of the 

school-based training that occurred during the school year and their expectations for 

the Summer '96 Institute. (See Appendix J.) The other was a self-assessment of 

Internet Skills. (See Appendix K.) The results from each measure will be reviewed. 

Experiences and Perceptions Survey 

Fifty-six teachers and their principals completed and returned a survey which 

measured their experiences and perceptions of the training that occurred during the 

school year and their expectations for the Summer Institute. Questions 1-9 asked 

teachers for demographic information. Questions 10-15 asked teachers to rate on a 

scale of 1-7 their experiences for the series of training sessions that were held at their 

individual schools. Questions 16-20 were open ended questions that asked teachers 

to elaborate upon their experiences and expectations. 

Analysis of Questions 1-9 

Year two participants are upper elementary classroom teachers in grades 4-6. 

Demographic information obtained on the teachers in the six Tier 2 pilot schools is 

shown in Figures 1-6 on pages 32-37. Looking at the scores of the means for each 

column reveals that among the group of 56 participants (teachers and principals) 

the average age is 39.55 years, the number of years in teaching is 13 years, and the 

average number of years in their school is 7.85 years. Compared to the teachers in 
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the Tier 1 schools, this group of teachers is a bit younger and have a few less years of 

experience. 

The average number of clock hours individually spent in professional 

development for mathematics, science, and/ or technology training in the last three 

years is 21 hours per person or seven hours per year. Even though this is a younger, 

less experienced group of teachers compared to the Tier 1 schools, they have spent 

more hours in professional development related to their teaching areas. It is 

important to note that the teachers who teach science (S) and / or mathematics (M) 

and those that teach all (All) subjects have had more professional development 

training in the subjects which they teach than in the subjects which they do not 

teach. The professional development for those who teach language arts (LA) and/ or 

social studies (SS) is not listed as a category in this table for which they can report 

such clock hours. Also, the time spent in preparation for teaching various subject 

areas is clearly dependent upon the range of subjects taught. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Analysis of Ques tions 10-15 

Question 10: I feel more confident about technology vocabulary and terminology 

Participants ' levels of confidence varies somewhat by school. Individuals at Remer 
and Pillsbury schools appear to be more confident than those individuals at St. Paul 
Academy and Onamia Elementary. Still, it should be noted that all respondents' scores fall 
in the positive range between points 5 and 6 on the scale. 

Figure 7 Teachers ' Confidence in Technology Vocabulary and Terminology 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7 being 'strongly agree'. 
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Question 11: I can see how the Internet could be applicable to my teaching 

All respondents agree they can see how, to some extent, the Internet could be 
applicable in teaching. This also matches the feelings of teachers in the Tier 1 
schools who took a similar survey after their school-based training. Those at Bluff 
Creek Elementary School seem to agree most strongly with the statement, while 
those at Pillsbury Magnet and St. Paul Academy seem less convinced. 

Figure 8 Teachers' View of Internet Application to Teaching 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7being 'strongly agree' . 
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Question 12: I am more competent in using basic Internet skills. 

All participants across the schools report a feeling of increased competency in using 
basic Internet skills. 

Figure 9 Teachers' Competence in Using Basic Internet Skills 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7 being 'strongly agree'. 
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Question 13: I have a clear sense of how my colleagues and I will work together as a 
team on this project. 

Again, all responses were in the lower end of the positive range. St. Paul 
Academy, Bluff Creek, and R.W. Handke were found to be most in agreement with 
how they might work together as a team on this project. Interestingly, Tier 2 
teachers rated themselves higher (mean 5.89) as team workers than their Tier 1 
colleagues (mean 4.25) did at similar points in their training. 

Figure 0 Teachers View of Team Work With Colleagues 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7 being 'strongly agree'. 
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Question 14: For my personal needs, I am comfortable with the location in the 
school of the computer (s) linked into the Internet. 
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Here we see a wide range of agreement. St. Paul Academy was most in 
agreement ,while Bluff Creek showed a lesser degree of agreement. As a group, the 
respondents generally agree that they are comfortable with the location in the school 
of the computer (s) linked into the Internet. 

Figure 11 Teachers Comfort with Internet Access in School For Personal Use 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7 being 'strongly agree'. 
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Question 15: For my teaching needs, I am comfortable with the location in the 
school of the computer(s) linked into the Internet. 
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In comparison to the other responses in this section of the questionnaire, this 
question seems to have reached a lower level of agreement with the respondents as 
a whole. R.W. Handke strongly disagrees with the location in the school for the 
computer(s) linked into the Internet for teaching needs. Remer Elementary, taking 
the opposite view, agrees they are comfortable with the location in their school. 

Figure 12 Teachers' Comfort With Internet Access In School For Teaching Needs 

Respondents rated their feelings on a 1-7 scale, 1 being 'strongly disagree' and 7 being 'strongly agree' . 
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Experiences and Expectations 

Following is a thematic analysis of the responses to the four open-ended 

questions, number 16-20. 

Question 16: This year the training sessions were driven by the needs of the 
participants as opposed to a typical workshop format of being "topic-oriented". 
Please comment on the "needs-driven" format for training used. this year. 
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The predominant response to this question favored the "needs-driven" 

format for training. Well over half the respondents (81 %) felt this "needs-driven" 

format was the best way to learn how to use the Internet. 

"I liked the open, "needs-driven" format. It provided us with an opportunity 

to search and learn according to our interests ." - a teacher from Onamia 

Elementary School. 

"I applaud the move to a needs driven format. It is particularly beneficial to 

those who lack confidence in using technology. It is also nice for those who have 

strong skills in that they don't have to sit through topics they know." - a teacher 

from St. Paul Academy and Summit Schools. 

"This is exactly what was needed to implement this new technology." - a 

teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School. 

"I appreciate this format . I remember the things I "need" more than random 

topics." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School. 

A small number of respondents (14%) indicated a preference for a 

combination approach that stressed some structured basic skill instruction initially, 

followed by plenty of time for personal inquiry and exploration. 

"I think the initial sessions could have been more topical, especially relating 

to navigating. The latter sessions were great for exploring," a teacher from Bluff 

Creek Elementary School. 

"Sometimes I didn't know enough to be able to ask the best questions. I 

prefer to get a solid base of information first and work from there," a teacher 

from R. W. Handke Magnet School. 

One individual reported that the needs driven approach was hard to follow 

and another individual reported they don't learn much they didn't already know. 
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Question 17: If I could change one thing about those training sessions it w ould 

be ......... .. . 

Adding additional time for practice and hands on activities using the Internet 

(24%) was the most popular change reported by the participants. 

"More hands on initially--it is hard to see the whole picture listening about 

it." - a teacher from R. W. Handke Magnet School . 

"More time on computers. More time working with teams to develop a 

group project for the school ." - R. W. Handke Magnet School. 

"More frequent but less hours at a time. Instead of 4 hours sessions, I would 

like to see 2 hour sessions." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School. 

"Being able to practice more outside of training sessions." - a teacher from 

Bluff Creek Elementary School. 

"Spending more time searching for practical lessons to use in the classroom." 

- a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School. 

"More time on computers with specific tasks to perform (the scavenger hunt 

was excellent)--maybe rotate so there is not so much wait time." - a teacher from 

St. Paul Academy and Summit Schoo ls. 

The next two · main changes the respondents saw as important were more 

applications to the curriculum (13%) and more specific details and background (13%) 

about terminology and conducting searches. 

"More lesson ideas and applications to the curriculum." - a teacher from Bluff 

Creek . 
"Model lessons for how I could teach my students to use this wonderful tool ." 

- a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School. 

"Actually fitting it into our curriculum focus areas. Having time to write a 

unit of study incorporating technology." - a teacher from R. W. Handke Magnet 

School. 
"Provide a background vocabulary list related to terms. Many terms are new 

and their usage is unfamiliar." - a teacher from Onamia Elementary School. 

"I needed a specific focus or purpose for being on the Internet. I sometimes 

felt like I spent hours accomplishing nothing. " - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet 

School. 



Three other changes all having equal weight were suggested. Having more 

collaboration and sharing among schools (6%), more follow-up support and 

assistance in using the Internet (6%), and improved access (6%) were mentioned. 

"More time to discuss and share with other schools." - a teacher from 

Pillsbury Magnet School. 

"Individual help with my personal questions." - a teacher from Pillsbury 

Magnet School. 

"Quicker access." - a teacher from Onamia Elementary School 
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Other changes suggested individually by teachers were: seeing examples of 

action research projects, having set breaks during the training, providing a paid staff 

development day on a non-school day, less review, having a short assignment due 

before sessions, attending as actual teaching teams so planning could be done, and 

having materials accessible. 

Question 18. A concern about the use of e-mail and the Internet I still have is ........ 

Of the participants who responded four major themes emerged. Problems 

with access in general was the biggest concern (31 %) across all schools. 

"The speed of access that we have when we have multiple groups of students 

working simultaneously." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy and Summit 

Schools. 

"Getting on the Internet when needed with students and not getting "thrown 

off"". - a teacher from Remer Elementary School. 

"Connecting without problems." - a · teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary 

School 

"Trouble shooting what to do when it doesn't work. I have been having 

some problems on my computer. " - a teacher Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Lack of equipment discrepancy between enthusiasm/knowledge and 

available equipment." - teacher from St. Paul Summit School 

Having time to practice and incorporate its use in the classroom was also a 

high (24 % ) concern for teachers. 

"More practice time and need to use it." - a teacher from Remer 



"The amount of time it takes to search, the overwhelming feeling I get 

because there is so much out there, and how I can zncorporate all of this in my 1st 

grade classroom. Plus all the other "tools" I still do not know how to use. " - a 

teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School. 

"Time--need more play time." - a teacher from Remer Elementary School 
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Along with time, questions related to day-to-day use were equally high (24%). 

"I am still uneasy about receiving and sending e-mail messages." - a teacher 

from Remer. 

"How to save e-mail messages into files. How to copy documents from 

Clarisworks and send via e-mail." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

Not far behind these concerns was the concern for screening inappropriate 

materials for students and monitoring appropriate student use (20%). 

"Screening the appropriate stuff for my 5th graders." - a teacher at Onamia 

Elementary School. 

"A concern I have is that their is a great deal of inaccurate information on the 

Internet. We have to be sure to inform the students that just because it is 

accessible it doesn't mean it is accurate." - R. W. Handke Magnet School 

"Youth who give out real names, addresses, etc." - R. W. Handke Magnet 

School. 

Question 19. With regard to outcomes for the A2A project, I m still not sure 

about ......... 

Of the responses given, most teachers (48%) expressed concern about how the 

Internet and skills learned in the A2A project can be applied to their individual 

classrooms and used with students. 

"How much time it will take in my classroom.?" - a teacher from Onamia 

"How I will work it into the everyday curriculum--not so much how but 

what do I give up to make time for work in the classroom." - a teacher from St. 

Paul Academy 
"The use of 'technology' in general in the classroom. Use of this is growing 

so fast that I hope we don't lose out on what I consider core subject areas, 



including handwriting, etc." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy and Summit 

Schools. 

"My specific plan for use in my classroom." - a teacher from Remer 

Elementary School 

Another major concern (33%) centered around the required action research 

project: 

" What conditions for a final research project are going to be expected to be 

met as part of the project?" - a teacher from St . Paul Academy and Summit 

Schools 
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"To what degree I must go to develop a project (the Wolf Study seemed huge) 

that is understandable and applicable to my students so I don 't feel like I am over 

my head." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

Other concerns that were raised by two teachers were how to access the 

Internet in September without problems and how to maintain skills without time 

to use the equipment. Three teachers also expressed concerns for their own 

"direction and vision" for use of the Internet. 

"Whether or not I'll be able to access the Internet come August from the 

classroom without any problems getting on-line." - a teacher from Bluff Creek 

Elementary School 

"The vision of where ultimately we want to be." - a teacher from Bluff Creek 

Elementary School. 

Question 20: Beyond learning more specifics regarding the use of the Internet and 

other computer tools, what do you expect to gain from the up-coming summer 

Institute? 

Of those participants that responded nearly half (44%) expect to gain more 

information on how to apply the use of the Internet in their classrooms and have 

time to plan and gather materials. 

"Effective ways to integrate this technology into the classroom and make it 

student accessible." - a teacher from Onamia Elementary School. 

"Time to use and gather materials for actual classroom lessons." - a teacher 

from St. Paul Academy and Summit Schools. 
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"Specific plans for applications with kids." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

and Summit Schools. 

"Time to work out 'kinks' , work on my particular classroom plans, and 

network with other teachers. - a teacher from Remer Elementary School. 

"Actual applications in the classroom that will change the way I present 

information and the way students obtain information. " - a teacher from Bluff 

Creek Elementary School 

Another major group of participants who responded (25%) look forward to 

more hands on practice to maintain and improve their skills along with time to 

search the Internet. 

"Being able to practice more during our time together--right now I feel way 

behind and don't feel comfortable constantly asking for help! My colleagues 

seem leaps beyond me! - a teacher from Bluff Creek 

"More automatic skills in getting in and out. Learning how to search more 

efficiently. Learning how to cope when hitting a road block." - a teacher from St. 

Paul Academy and Summit Schools. 

Other responses from participants (23%) hope to gain confidence and comfort 

in using the Internet. 

"Comfort with new technology. I am getting that --slowly but surely." - a 

teacher from St. Paul Academy and Summit Schools. 

"Comfort zone for working with this technology in the classroom." - a teacher 

from Remer Elementary School. 

"More confidence to explore new areas. The logistics of getting on line 

faster." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

Almost equally important (21 %), were participants who responded wanting 

time to work collaboratively with colleagues in their own school and other schools 

in the project. 

"Hearing and learning about what teachers have done with Internet in the 

classroom and how." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Collaboration and networking with other teachers; teaming and planning 

with my newly assigned teaching partner; confidence." - a teacher from Pillsbury 

Magnet School 



"Connections with other teachers and networks. How to use the Internet 

effectively; I don't want to get lost in a million resources ." - Pillsbury Magnet 

School 
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"More time to talk with other teachers about their experiences and advice for 

incorporating Internet use into various subject areas." - a teacher from Remer 

Elementary School. 

Lastly, one to two teachers indicated the following as expectations for the 

Institute: learning more about the Super Computer, learning more about action 

research, and earning credit. 

Self -Assessment of Internet Skills 

A self-assessment was also given to each participant by Margo Berg in 

preparation for the Summer '96 Institute. See Appendix L for the results of this self

assessment. 

E-mail Messages 

Nine e-mail messages were exchanged between participants and Margo Berg 

from October 1995 through September 30, 1996. The concerns and impetus for Tier 2 

teachers to utilize e-mail reflect the following themes: 7 out of 9 (78%) asked for 

technical assistance, 1 out of 9 (11 %) was related to planning a school visit, and 1 out 

of 9 (11 %) asked questions regarding the portfolio and NESP training. 

Summer Training Institute 

Changes were made to the organization and structure of the Year Two 

Summer Institute based on recommendations from Year One. In Year Two, the 

summer institute occurred in three segments during the summer. For three days in 

late June and three days in mid-August the participants from the six schools were 

divided into two groups, three schools each, based on their geographic location. The 

"north" group included Handke, Remer, and Onamia. Twenty teachers and three 

principals comprised this group. The "south" group included St. Paul Academy, 

Pillsbury, and Bluff Creek. Thirty-one teachers and three principals comprise this 
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south group. Benefits of having two smaller groups were: (1) having enough 

computers on site for hands-on practice, (2) receiving individual help was easier, 

and (3) the logistics for teachers commuting to training was more manageable. Each 

group's Institute was hosted by a Tier 2 school that had direct Internet access in their 

school computer labs. 

During July, participants were expected to work in grade level teams to 

produce science and mathematics Internet lesson plans, activities, projects using the 

A2A Classroom Application Documentation Template. The decision to use three of 

the Summer Institute days in this way was based on input form the Tier 1 pilot 

school teachers who all expressed a need to have time to plan what they would do to 

incorporate the Internet into their plans for the school year. Technical support for 

the teachers during these work days was provided via e-mail and telephone by 

Margo Berg, a project co-director. 

Participants in the Summer '96 Institute were expected to develop an action 

research plan which was part of their portfolio of Internet Use and Classroom 

applications that would be due the last day of the August training. The purpose of 

the portfolio is two-fold. One purpose is to provide evidence for having 

competence and confidence to use the Internet for classroom instruction and 

professional development. The other purpose is to show progress towards 

attaining standards-based mathematics and science teaching and learning. The 

requirements for the portfolio include providing evidence such as artifacts or 

samples of work from the Internet, such as e-mail messages, web pages, and 

bookmarks. An action research plan which has a question and a plan for conducting 

an action research project was also required. Personal reflections of both the 

summer institute experience and classroom lesson and or project plans using the 

Internet are to be included. 

Agenda items for the days of training included: 

June Training 

• Science & Mathematics Professional Development and Teaching and Learning 

Standards 

• Action Research--What is it? 

• Classroom Applications 

• Decision Case Studies and Internet Use 
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July Training 

• 3 work days back at individual school sites 

August Training 

• NESP Training 

• Sharing of Action Research Plans 

• Development of inter-school Internet projects 

Focus Groups With Principals 

The evaluation team met either individually or in small groups with the 

principals of the schools involved in A2A to gather their impressions about 

effective staff development practices and how the professional growth of teachers is 

addressed in their buildings. A commonly shared view among all six principals was 

that teachers are really the developers of the district curriculum. Access for staff to 

new ideas, with permission to try them out, is essential for a healthy and 

progressive view towards educational change. They agreed that such an attitude 

was a prominent feature of their willingness to support their teachers in 

participating in the A2A project and that time spent by teachers to learn and explore 

· the Internet was time well spent for the long-term goals of the district. 

They also shared the opinion that the elementary years are the foundation for 

what students learn and attempt to accomplish in secondary grades. Therefore, the 

fact that A2A is focused on the elementary level is absolutely in concert with their 

beliefs. There was much discussion of how technology, and especially the Internet, 

will have an impact upon the graduation standards movement and the attainment 

of personal learning goals. As one principal stated this concern, "We need to be 

more clear about what we expect from kids and how we know what they know." 

The principals agreed that changing teaching practices and applying the Internet 

when appropriate may assist in addressing that concern. 

The key to making the A2A project and its activities become infused into the 

regular curriculum seems to be, according to them, dependent upon (1) ready access 

to technology and communication lines, (2) an expectation that curriculum needs to 

be ever-changing and responsive to the demands of the future, and (3) an 

acknowledgement that time is a critical resource that must be allocated as part of the 

regular professional life of teachers. Without an understanding and acceptance of 

those features by parents, administrators, and other school decision-makers, the goal 
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of truly reforming education is a hollow exercise of repeatedly meaningless in

service experiences. At this point, the principals in A2A hope and expect that the 

project will persist beyond those potential roadblocks and will really "make a dent" 

in the future of their schools. 

Teacher Focus Groups 

As a culminating activity on the last day of the Institute in August, teachers 

from each school met as a group to first respond to an open ended questionnaire, 

then to complete their second SoC Questionnaire, and finally to participate as an 

individual school in a focus group . The six reflection questions on the open ended 

questionnaire served as the framework for the focus groups as teachers reflected on 

their experiences with the Internet to date. For one school, the principal also 

participated in the discussion. During the focus groups, common themes were 

found across schools for each question discussed. Following is a list of open ended 

questions used as a framework for the discussion and the summary of answers 

shared. Appendix M has a copy of the questionnaire used. 

Question 1: Since last fall in what ways have your feelings, confidence, and 

comfort level changed regarding the use of the Internet? To what do you attribute 

the cause of this change? 

Across all schools, teachers send a clear message that their confidence and 

comfort level has dramatically increased since their involvement with the A2A 

project. Teachers as a whole identified a number of key factors which caused this 

shift in their feelings of comfort and confidence. Simply having uninterrupted time 

to explore the Internet using topics of personal interest was critical. The staff 

development model used was felt to be well suited to the needs of teachers and 

expected outcomes of the training. The mixed talents of the two project 

directors / trainers, one being an education specialist and the other being a 

technology specialist, was cited by a number of teachers as critical to their learning. 

The trainers, Mike and Margo, made them feel accepted and supported in their 

learning and also provided key on-going technical support. Sharing experiences and 

ideas with their colleagues also played a role in making this shift in confidence and 

competence happen. 
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"Last fall with my knowledge it was hard to understand its capabilities and mostly I 
played around with it. Now I feel I can use it as a classroom tool with students, to 
supplement lesson plans and research/communicate with other teachers . The 
cause--experience, being able to access it, having it readily available and training." -a 
teacher from R. W. Handke 

"I am much more confident and assured in my ability to use and teach with the 
Internet in my classroom. I have been pleased with the results of using the Internet 
in both the students attitudes and its effectiveness as an instructional tool. Having 
the training and the time were very important." - a teacher from R. W. Handke 

"Our training days helped tremendously. I went from a 0% rating on the 
confidence scale to a 40%. The last 3 days this summer helped me forward at a faster 
rate." - a teacher from R. W. Handke 

"My comfort level has changed from fear of the unknown. I was not aware of the 
fascinating things that could be done on the Internet and feel that even though the 
A2A training was a bit overwhelming it gave me much more confidence using the 
Internet." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary 

"I now understand what the Internet is, how to access it and how I can use it for 
myself and my students. Having access to the Internet and having time to "surf" 
when convenient (10:30 PM) has been a key factor in learning." - a teacher from 
Bluff Creek 

" My comfort level has increased--! am no longer intimidated by the Internet I 
attribute most of this to the class and having access to laptops so I could freely 
explore at home." - a teacher from Bluff Creek 

"My abilities are much greater. I have readily used E-mail and a variety of search 
engines to locate information. I view the Internet as a great tool in efficiently 
extending the "walls " of the classroom. Time on line has been the key to 
professional development. It would not have been possible without my lap top and 
modem.' - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"I feel much more confident and knowledgeable about the Internet. I really feel 
these days we had in August allowed me consistent focused time to really practice 
and became competent. I think I would have gotten more from the sessions during 
the year if I had a few days last summer to get me going." - a teacher from Bluff 
Creek 

"Wow, I feel like I can just jump on and do just about anything. Instead of just 
"surfing" the net, I am able to use is a resource. I believe it is due to the me time 
given us and working with others as well." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 
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"Now I am able to manage many of the tools on the Internet such as bookmarks, list 
serves, etc. This makes made feel much more confident when using the Internet. 
The workshop, time to play, and my colleagues have all contributed to this change." 
- a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

"Since last fall, my confidence and comfort level have increased tremendously. I 
went from feelings of intimidation and insecurities to self-assurance and 
confidence in my abilities . I feel I went from an "experiment", "guess· and check" 
stage to more of a "knowledgeable" know what to do" stage. I attribute the cause of 
this change to spending a lot of time on the Internet and having the support of 
Mike and Margo available." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

"I have gone from being "scared" to a very positive feeling about the potential of the 
Internet. While not completely comfortable, I am getting there, because I have had 
the chance and stimulation to find out about it." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"This project has turned out to be very positive for me. Although still not very 
proficient I know what this approach can accomplish and how it can affect students 
involvement in their learning. The cause is experience, information, time to 
experiment"- a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"I now know that this is worthy of my time". I wasn't techno-phobic as much as 
techno-adverse. We had a chance to get started and get involved (which most 
workshops just do the first part). We have learned something that will push these 
changes in the Upper school." - a teacher from St . Paul Academy 

"Last fall, I had no idea of the capabilities of the Internet. Now I think I know the 
capabilities--now the question is how to utilize them to their fullest potential-
change was due to instruction and time allowed to play." - a teacher from Remer 

"My feelings, confidence, and comfort levels have gone from scared-to-death, 
frustrated, confused, and incompetent to excited, somewhat confident, and very 
comfortable. The format of the sessions--short discussions, instructions, then 
applications. The presenters--Margo and Mike--with their expertise immediately put 
us at ease. They truly were our partners in the project--supporting and guiding us. 
bounce ideas off each other." - a teacher from Remer 

"Since first being introduced to the net I've had time to use the Internet at home 
and become familiar with its potential. Time is the most important aspect. Thanks 
for the accounts so I could use it at home." - a teacher from Onamia 

"My comfort level is much higher in the use of the Internet and I am confident that 
using the Internet will be successful. At first I was very apprehensive and anxious 
but not any longer. It's going to be an exciting adventure." a teacher from Onamia 
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Question 2: What specific activities, experiences, and/or support did the A2A 

training provide that caused you to be willing to change your teaching to include the 

use of the Internet? 

The teachers together identified a number of activities, experiences, and 

support the A2A training provided that caused a willingness on their part to change 

their teaching to include the use of the Internet. Time, both to explore the Internet 

and plan how to apply it to individual classrooms, was a driving force. 

Collaboration with colleagues, both in planning and sharing ideas and seeing how 

other teachers are using the Internet in their classrooms was energizing. The 

training itself, the format and frequency along with specific training activities such 

as evaluating web sites, completing scavenger hunts, completing the portfolio 

assignment , and the provision of much hands-on practice were all key factors. 

"Monetary compensation for spending time outside of school contracted time was 
the incentive. I did not participate for credit and of course spent many more hours 
than the compensated time." - a teacher from R. W. Handke 

"Gave me the training I needed to develop skills; had the support (I knew it was 
there when I needed it (e-mail); being on the computers with knowledgeable people 
nearby to help; provided numerous opportunities to experiment." - a teacher from 
R.W. Handke 

"Having time to really explore the Internet to see what the possibilities were proved 
to be most helpful." - a teacher from R. W. Handke 

"Guiding teachers to plan lessons and problem solve together. I could not have 
moved forward without someone else taking the lead . A2A took the lead . The 
scavenger hunt helped and the assignment (portfolio) specifics helped." - a teacher 
from R. W. Handke 

"The specific activity which caused me to change my teaching to include the use to 
the Internet was in creating the A2A directed lesson plan. We chose tracking the 
wolves. Also, allowing free time to explore was helpful." - a teacher from R. W. 
Handke 

"There really wasn't so much of a change. The Internet fits beautifully with the 
teaching we try to do--we just lacked expertise." -a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"Seeing some of the projects that are already in the works at the Tier 1 schools and 
the presentations that showed some good sites on the net." - a teacher from St. Paul 
Academy 
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"The time to experiment has been invaluable--also the introduction to people who 
have already been involved. Often in education we just get started this time we got 
involved." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"We had peers here that assured us that this is possible (i.e. peers from Tier 1 sites). 
A lot of what we've done is how we've worked in the past in teams of teachers--it fit 
well with our current practice. The new part for us is the Internet. This project has 
"closed the gap" between those that are computer literate and those that aren't." -a 
teacher from St . Paul Academy 

"Continuous, periodic training--truly this is a model staff development program-
the best I have been involved with. When you learn, practice and come back 
continually to work out the bugs and learn new things you truly acquire new skills ." 
- a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"I think the fact we were given enough time to build confidence in our own ability 
to use Internet--before being pushed to use it in our classroom. Also the many 
examples of how other teachers have used it was very helpful." - a teacher from 
Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Everything we did was pertinent to changing my attitude; knowing what was "out 
there" even if not directly applicable to my instruction helped me learn the process 
of usage." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"The one day sessions during the year reinforced, answered questions, about 
Internet use. - a teacher from Remer 

"I loved the ability to explore, and time allotted to think of ways to use the Internet-
and as much as I hate papers--! must say the time I spent putting together the 
portfolio was extremely useful in learning how I could use it. It was necessary to be 
able to feel fully comfortable using it in the classroom--mapping out precisely how I 
would teach it use it--having the time was great. " - a teacher from Remer 

"The step by step approach Margo and Mike did to take us through Internet training. 
Patience never assuming we know more than we did. Also consistent help and 
encouragement meant so much to me. Doing a project was extremely useful." -a 
teacher from Onamia Elementary School 

"The making of the portfolio with a given checklist was extremely helpful in getting 
me to try new things and add to my comfort level. Also; even just providing time to 
work/learn with others.- a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

"The portfolio forced me to reflect on how much I really did know about using the 
Internet. Planning projects and lessons I would really use helped me to see how 



easily the Internet could enhance my curriculum." - a teacher from Pillsbury 
Magnet School 
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Some of the discussions led teachers to share how using the Internet has 

changed their practice. Teachers at St. Paul Academy now use the e-mail to find 

lessons that can be applied to their existing curriculum. They are working towards 

making the Internet part of the natural learning environment and want it to be 

used more than just for research. Teachers still struggle with supervising students 

to ensure they don't end up at some site that is not appropriate. Teachers report 

using e-mail has made a big shift in practice and serves as an excellent way to 

communicate more often with colleagues and helps avoid the telephone tag 

problem that occurred in the past. A 3rd/ 4th grade teacher, at St. Paul Academy, is 

still struggling finding things on the Internet that are appropriate for this age group. 

Remer teachers are beginning to use it in their daily teaching. Scheduling 

students so they each have a chance to use the Internet when each classroom only 

has one computer continues to be a struggle. 

Bluff Creek teachers have taken a broader view of how the Internet has 

changed their practice. Using the Internet challenges teachers by bringing to the 

table what we used to think kids could and couldn't do based on our past practices. 

Using the Internet changes how we look at instruction, information, and how we 

invest in resources. It changes how we do research and what we require from 

students. Students can find information that really peaks their interest and changes 

their frame of reference. 

The model used for staff development was also discussed by some groups. 

Teachers at R.W. Handke liked having the training at their school during the year 

but really felt they didn't have enough time to devote to planning. Now in the 

summer they have the time and really value it. Having time to plan for Internet 

use is key. 

Bluff Creek teachers took a very positive view of the many aspects of the 

model. They liked that they started out as a team to learn basic skills, and then went 

off in individual directions, only to come together once again as a team to share 

findings. 
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Question 3: Please elaborate on the usefulness and effectiveness of the three

day work session you had in July, between training times this summer. 

Having time to explore and collaborating with colleagues again came 

through as reasons why the three-day work session n July was effective. Teachers 

also liked having the expectations for an end product, that was unique, useful, and 

individualized to their own teaching situations. This made it relevant. 

"It gave our grade level team a chance to work together and learn from one another 
in a safe non-judgmental atmosphere." - a teacher from R. W Handke 

"It was helpful to me because it allowed me time with my colleagues to sit and plan 
together what we would do for our grade-level. It provided a quiet work area 
conducive to our schedule and it gave me permission to sit for hours and just work 
on my project." - a teacher from R. W. Handke 

"These days allowed my team of teachers to collect their experiences, research, etc . 
and plan and talk about what we're going to do as a school team. It's changed how 
we think about instructional resources, books, etc." - principal 

"Working with my partner enabled us to focus on needs particular to our 
classrooms ." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet School 

"Gave me time to think how I would use the Internet with students. Gave me time 
to go from exploration to application." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet 

"July was the most productive session--no distractions, lots of time, the team all 
together. We really made progress, sharpened and refined skills, shared. - a teacher 
from St . Paul Academy 

"Superb--it was a turning point for me. Prior to that I could not function 
independently using the Internet." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"We had something that we could work on that had meaning for our school. It was 
not an add-on, but we talked about infusing it in all that we teach. We talked about 
practice, teaching philosophy, etc. just felt it was the best time we've had a s a team 
since we reorganized. - a teacher from St . Paul Academy 

"The three day work session was very useful and effective. It gave us a chance to 
work with a partner without interruptions (something very rare at school). Often, 
we don't see each other all day. Great time to share, collaborate, and bounce ideas of 
each other. - a teacher from Remer 



"Our team worked very well together. We each brought in more ideas and from 
this were able to formulate a project. I think we needed this! We needed to share 
ideas and apply what we gained from the June session." - a teacher from Onamia 
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Question 4: What types of long term needs do you still have, or that you feel 
must be met or addressed, to help you integrate the Internet into your classroom? 

In order for teachers to integrate the Internet in their classroom the following 
long term needs must be met: time; availability and access to the Internet; readily 
available technical support to help trouble shoot when problems arise; and strategies 
to engage students when the whole class can not be on-line simultaneously. 

"Constant technology support--still have problems with machines that I can't 
solve." - a teacher from Handke 

"Time." - a teacher from Handke 

"We need to have access for our students m a lab setting." - a teacher from Handke 

"Time to plan, practice, design curriculum." - a teacher from Bluff Creek 

"Issues of time to continue to explore. Concern of students' getting into 
inappropriate material." a teacher at Bluff Creek 

"Hardware problems, time to prepare"-- a teacher from Bluff Creek 

"I would still like to build up my comfort level by continuing to practice the 
current level skills and continue to learn new ones. - a teacher from Pillsbury 

"Help line for when I am stuck. Don't always want to go running to our tech. 
support person for help." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet 

" A T-1 connection; building network, and faster computer so access is quick and 
accessible." - a teacher from Pillsbury Magnet 

"Access in my room, a lab with access, continued professional development m this 
subject." - a teacher from Pillsbury 

"I am concerned about "wait time" or unavailable times when I want to use it with 
my students and I can't get on-line." -a teacher from Pillsbury 

"Number one concern is with equipment and tools. The Internet connection must 
work 95% of the time before I will feel comfortable counting on using it my 
lessons:" - a teacher from Remer Elementary 
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"Time and release time to continue exploring and polishing skills." a teacher from 
Remer Elementary 

"Our biggest challenge will be fighting others for terminals. More are coming, but 
we are limited right now. A small pipeline makes response time an issue. 
"Greater computer access at school." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"Classroom management strategies which help kids do ongoing research and 
documentation--organizing their paper, encouraging independent access and 
responsible use. Ways to link available math resources to established units of study
-pre-algebra, fractions, etc. - a teacher at St. Paul Academy 

"True full time computer technology and teaching support. Release time continued 
for exploring and planning lessons. More equipment for kids and more dedicated to 
the teacher - a teacher at St. Paul Academy 

"Hardware; the culture needs to value the application of technology in instruction, 
which the leadership doesn't get because hardware, training, and access is not at the 
top of their list ." - a teacher at St. Paul Academy 

"Immediate access to the net from the classroom. Our school still is not set so we 
won't get "bumped" off the lines once we are on-line." - a teacher at Onamia 
Elementary School 

"We need more access to the net; we do not have a lab and our system often fails. 
Need more help with tech support." - a teacher from Onamia Elementary School 

"We need a system at our school that will accommodate frequent usage and time to 
practice with our students." - a teacher from Onamia Elementary School 

Several groups of teachers from some of the schools branched off and 

discussed how they can keep the momentum of the project going now that the basic 

training is over. Teachers at Bluff Creek Elementary feel their clusters are set up to 

share information and caretakers that represent technology as a curriculum area are 

in place. This coming school year, a paraprofessional aide who will help the 

teachers with technology (technical assistance ) will be in place. Also over the 

summer, the school was wired with a Tl line and a computer lab is now in place 

where groups of students can be on-line simultaneously; both changes should help 

with access and availability concerns. 

Teachers at St. Paul Academy feel the approach is complimentary to how 

they currently approach curriculum at their school. To them this question isn't 
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about sustaining interest but to ensure they all have access to the Internet. They see 

the Internet as a vehicle to collaborate with each other and that is the beauty. 

Eloquently said by one teacher, "The Internet is the thread of whatever we do." 

Another teacher commented strongly, "Society won't let us forget--expectation of 

school, students, and parents is that we should be using the Internet. " The 

sustaining question at this school appears to be around hardware--enough 

terminals and a large enough pipeline for the teachers to get on-line readily. 

Teachers at Remer Elementary School see themselves with some expertise 

and feel they can answer questions that new users may have. They are willing to 

take on the role as resource people if other teachers are trying to use it have 

questions. One teacher shared for the group, "We have a responsibility to train 

other teachers in our building." 

Question 5: What advice would you give to a teacher considering learning to 

use the Internet? 

Advice from the A2A participants to other teachers new to using the Internet 

can be summed up as: (1) being willing to take the risk, (2) don't give up, (3) allow 

yourself plenty of time to explore, and (4) find support through a colleague. 

"Don't be afraid to start." - a teacher at R. W. Handke 

"It's not going to go away. Even if you gain knowledge and experience just for 
yourself, you need to do this." - a teacher at R. W. Handke 

"Spend time on the Internet yourself and get comfortable with it. Locate some 
useful web sites for your class ." - a teacher fro R. W. Handke 

"It takes time, go slow, play a lot, remember no question is a stupid question, and 
get a partner you feel comfortable with to help you and learn with you. - a teacher at 
R.W. Handke 

"Just do it! Try it on things you 're personally interested in." - a teacher from Bluff 
Creek 

"Work with a partner--take it slow and practice what you learn over and over. 
There's so much to learn. Find someone who knows it well and grab on to their 
expertise." - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary 

"Go for it but start small because it can be overwhelming. Have a focus but be 
flexible with your plans." - a teacher at Bluff Creek Elementary 
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"Invest in a computer or laptop--being able to explore at home, on your own time is 
the key" - a teacher from Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Devote days to just playing around and experimenting." - a teacher from Pillsbury 
Magnet 

"Go slow. Start with a structured activity that fits into you curriculum." - a teacher 
from Pillsbury Magnet 

"Start small use e-mail and Netscape--do a small project ." - a teacher from Pillsbury 

"Don't feel overwhelmed, it is very accomplishable. " - a teacher from Pillsbury 
Magnet School 

"Relax and know that in time your comfort level will increase." - a teacher from 
Pillsbury Magnet School 

"It's worth the investment--even it you have doubts and question the role the 
Internet might play in your teaching." - teacher from St . Paul Academy 

"Enjoy/explore and find information useful to you as a teacher and works with your 
curriculum." - a teacher from Remer Elementary 

"Get a mentor/pal to begin together--Then, when you feel comfortable with the 
basics, just allow time to do it." - a teacher from Remer Elementary School 

"The process seems slow and cumbersome at first, but find a spot in your 
curriculum where it would be useful and I think it would work best." - a teacher 
from Remer Elementary 

Question 6: What advice would you give to a building principal, that might 

be within his/her control, to help facilitate the use of the Internet in teachers' 

classrooms? 

These experienced teachers would advise principals to spend time in teachers ' 

classrooms to learn what they are doing and to support their efforts. Principals need 

to play an active role in ensuring that teachers have the time to continue to explore 

on the Internet, plan its application to curricular and classroom use, and find ways 

that collaboration and sharing of ideas can take place. As a bottom line, principals 

need to advocate for the hardware, direct and easy access to the Internet, along with 

on-going technical support and training for teachers. 



"Its the daily grind that rips the rug out from under us. Having the principal be in 
the classroom, see this, believe you, etc. is necessary. I need to know that the 
principal is supporting me, especially when things start to look different in my 
room ." - a teacher at R. W. Handke Magnet School 

"Visit with teachers using the Internet--see some concrete applications and how 
teachers are managing. Allow for training and a time for sharing." a teacher at 
R.W. Handke 

"Be supportive in times of success and failures." - a teacher at R. W. Handke 
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"Go into the classrooms often to see how teachers are doing. Give them positive 
support for every little accomplishment, ask the teacher, "What can I do to help you 
move forward." Support the collaboration of teachers." -a teacher from R. W. 
Handke Magnet 

"Give them time and resources." - a teacher from R. W. Handke Magnet 

"Support the technology slumps when you can't get things to work---encourage 
teachers just to try it--find ways to assist in finding sites that connect to curriculum 
standards/goals/outcomes that are appropriate for that age/grade level. - a teacher at 
Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Give teachers training, support through equipment and an environment 
conducive for using it. Promote Internet use to parents in the school." - a teacher at 
Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Learn it. See how much can be done with students. Observe a teacher(s) who are 
using it . Make sure there re training opportunities for staff." - teacher at Bluff Creek 
Elementary School 

"Have more technical support available." - a teacher at Bluff Creek Elementary 
School 

"Give time for training and planning" - teacher at Bluff Creek Elementary School 

"Model the behavior wanted with teachers" - teacher at Bluff Creek Elementary 

"devote workshops to Internet training." - a teacher at Pillsbury 

"Allocate phone lines, money for hardware, technological support, and push to 
have the school networked." - a teacher from Pillsbury 



"Identify person/or persons in building who have some expertise and give them 
time to help those with less experience." - a teacher from Pillsbury 
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"Promote professional development, all-staff training sessions, push for continued 
updating and maintain that as a priority." - a teacher from Pillsbury 

"Please budget for this as a high priority for the now and for the future." - a teacher 
at St. Paul Academy 

"Pair a novice with someone who is using Internet". - teacher at St. Paul Academy 

"Have enough technology to support the skills, enthusiasm, and interest of students 
and teachers. Time for faculty to work together to collaborate. Access enough 
machines enough power, enough support staff." - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"Have enough equipment and enough teaching support in building. We need 
quicker access! - a teacher from St. Paul Academy 

"Perhaps some flexible scheduling could take place that could provide two or more 
teachers some common planning time." - a teacher at Remer Elementary 

"Please give us time to explore web sites and support us !" - a teacher at Remer 

"Don't hesitate. Go for it and watch the benefits come in. Be patient, but look for the 
gains not the short comings." - a teacher at Onamia Elementary 

"allow people the time to get together and discuss Internet challenges." - a teacher at 
Onamia 

"provide a good working system; provide adequate training for the staff; be 
understanding of down time situations that could make a classroom appear 
unproductive." - a teacher at Onamia 

"Give teachers time and opportunities to use it and be trained." - teacher at Onamia 
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Longitudinal Evaluation 

Identifying Needs within the Change Process 

As stated earlier in the report, the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) 

(Hall, George, and Rutherford, 1979; Hall, 1989) is the framework by which the 

teachers' movements through the skill and use levels are being viewed during the 

three-year course of the A2A Project. Individual progress is documented using the 

Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ), a 35-item paper and pencil measure 

administered after the first training session in the school, and then periodically re

administered throughout the duration of the A2A Project. (See Appendix for a copy 

of the SoC questionnaire.) The questionnaire seeks to identify the specific areas of 

concern that an individual has with regard to the adoption and use of an 

innovation. The stages of concern range from the zero level (awareness) to level six 

(refocusing). Further information about the characteristics of each of the seven 

stages can be found in the Appendix. 

Entering the data from each questionnaire into a computer program enables 

one to graphically view a picture of each individual's profile of where the concerns 

lie for that particular participant. As one might expect, these concerns normally 

show a shift over time. Research has shown that the perceived needs of the 

individual, in this case the implementation of the Internet as the innovation, 

precede the ability of that person to apply the innovation to situations outside of 

himself /herself. In other words, the concerns of the individual participants of A2A 

will necessarily arise and need to be dealt with before the participant can apply the 

innovation to the needs of the student as learner and to the integration of the 

innovation into teaching and collegial discourse. 

The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) has been administered twice to 

the 58 participants in the six Tier 2 pilot sites, once after the first training session at 

the school and the second at the conclusion of the Summer '96 Institute. The 

following is a discussion of what has been learned about the concerns of the 

participants and how the concerns have evolved over the course of their first year 

in the project. 
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Initial Baseline Data from the SoC Questionnaire · 

Of the 58 individuals completing the SoC questionnaire, two distinct groups 

emerge: typical non-users and beginning users. Within the typical non-user and 

the beginning user groups there are varying levels of concern. 

The largest group of respondents, 21 out of 58 (36%) had "typical non-user" 

profiles. These persons had their highest percentile scores in stages 0-3 and were the 

lowest on stages 4-6. Interpretation of such a profile is that these are interested 

individuals who are aware of and concerned about the innovation. They are 

interested in learning more about the innovation from a positive, proactive 

perspective. The tailing-down of stage 6 on the graph suggests that these 

respondents do not have other ideas that would be competitive with the 

innovation. These persons are positively interested and not overly concerned. On 

the other hand, four individuals in this group of 21 showed a tailing-up of stage 6. 

This should be taken as a potential warning that there may be resistance to the 

innovation on the part of the respondents . 

Another group of non-user profiles, deviate a bit from the typical non-user 

pattern by showing high concerns in the first 3 stages, typical for a "non-user", with 

a high peak in one of the later three stages which is significant. Nine respondents 

out of 58 (15%) have this type of profile. Even though these individuals are open to 

and needing more information about the innovation, they are beginning to think 

and apply the potential use of the innovation to other areas of their life. Eight of 

these non-users show a peak concern in stage 5 (Collaboration) in the sense of 

looking for ideas from others and reflecting more a desire to learn from what others 

know and are doing, rather than having a negative concern for collaborating on 

ideas. One of these non-users shows clear peaks in stages 3 (Management) and 5 

(Collaboration) . This person has a concern about a collaborative effort in relation to 

time, logistics, and management of the innovation. 

An equally large grouping of profiles, 21 out of 58 (36%), show individuals 

who have some awareness and comfort with the innovation but are not yet 

experienced users. These profiles resemble a wave of high peaks, typically peaked in 

stages 1, 3 , and 5 or some combination, with valleys in stages 2 (Information) and 4 

(Consequences for students). Nine of these 21 individuals have concerns in stage 5 

(Collaboration) and are beginning to look for ideas from others and have a desire to 

learn from what others know and are doing. Within this group of 9, one individual 



shows a stage 1 - 2 split that indicates they have self concerns, and tend to be more 

negative toward the innovation and generally not open to information about the 

innovation per se. 
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Eleven of these 21 individuals (18% of the total group) show a combination 

of peaks in stages 3 and / or 5 indicating a more advanced concerns with 

management and collaboration. Within this group of 11, one profile shows the 1 - 2 

split--again indicating self-concerns and more negative concerns toward the 

innovation and not open to learning more about it. Lastly, two remaining profiles 

in this group of 21, show users of the innovation who lack concern for the 

innovation (low concerns in stages 1-3), but are concerned about the impact and 

consequences the innovation has upon his / her students. These persons are also 

concerned about working with his / her colleagues or others in coordinating use of 

the innovation. 

The last grouping of profiles, shows four out of 58 individuals (0.07%) have a 

profile which shows a high level of concern across all stages, giving the profile an 

almost "flat" look. These persons are very involved with the innovation. Not only 

are they needing more information about the innovation they also have concerns 

about how the innovation will affect them at a personal level, the consequences it 

will have for students, how it will be managed, and how they can collaborate with 

other individuals on its use. Basically, these individuals are operating on overload. 

One of these profiles has the "tailing-up" of stage 6 (Refocusing) which should serve 

as a potential warning that this person may have some resistance to the 

innovation. 

One profile stands alone and shows a person who is an experienced user who 

has concerns about working with others in relation to the innovation. This profile, 

with a high stage 5 with all other stages being low, is likely to be an administrator, 

coordinator, team leader, or someone who perceives herself/himself to be in a 

leadership role and coordinating others is a priority. 

When looking at group profiles for each of the six Tier 2 pilot schools, the 

above individual differences don't necessarily show through. Onamia Elementary 

School, R.W. Handke Magnet School, St. Paul Academy, Remer Elementary School 

show typical "non-user" profiles with high concerns in stages 1-3; but these schools 

also show a peak concern area in stage 5 for collaboration. On the other hand, 

Pillsbury Magnet School's profile shows some use and comfort with the innovation 

but also concern for stage 5 (Collaboration). Bluff Creek Elementary School's profile 

has the beginnings of three distinct peaks in stages 1, 3, and 5. This school is open to 
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gaining more information, however moving away from being typical non users, but 

concerns for the management and collaboration of the innovation have emerged. 

Second Administration of the SoC Questionnaire 

Participants were asked on the last day of the Summer Institute in August of 

1996 to complete their second SoC questionnaire. As expected, the individual 

profiles indicate a major shift from typical non-users to varied profiles of 

experienced users now showing varying concerns in the later 4-6 stages. The 

profiles can be grouped, based on the following 6 types of experienced users. 

The largest grouping of similar profiles, 12 out of 57 (21 %), show a high 

concern in stage 2 (Personal concerns) and when further examined, a low 1 - high 2 

split is present which means the individuals have self concerns, tend to be more 

negative toward the innovation, and generally are not open to information about 

the innovation per se. Nine profiles withi~ this group also have a raised concern 

in stage 5 (Collaboration) which indicates concerns about working with others in 

relation to the innovation are present. The three remaining profiles in this group 

have a relatively flat profile other than the raised concern for stage 2 (Personal). 

Interestingly the next equally large grouping of similar profiles, 12 out 57 

(21 %) show a high stage 5 (Collaboration) concern along with a relatively high stage 

1 (Information) concern. This is characteristic of individuals having concerns about 

looking for ideas from others, reflecting more on a desire to learn from what others 

know and are doing, rather than concern for collaboration. 

The next group's concerns are more common and closer related to newer 

users of the innovation. Nine out of 57 (15%) profiles display a somewhat 

experienced user, yet relatively high concerns are shown in stages 0-2 with the 

highest peak occurring in stage 3. These individuals have concerns for logistics, 

time, and management of the innovation. One of these 9 profiles also shows a 

concern for the consequences the innovation will have on students. Four of the 5 

have low 1 - high 2 split indicating these individuals have self-concerns and tend to 

be more negative toward the innovation and generally are not open to information 

about the innovation per se. One additional profile indicates an experienced user 

who also has shared concerns for logistics, time, and management of the 

innovation. 
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A spiked pattern with peaks in stage 1, 3, and 5 or a combination there of are 

found in 7 out 57 (12%) profiles. These individuals are looking for ideas from 

others, reflecting more a desire to learn from what others know and are doing, 

rather than concern for collaboration. These individuals are also concerned with 

the management, time, and logistics of the innovation with and without a 

collaborative effort. 

Seven out 57 (12%) profiles show a low 0 stage (Awareness) with high peaks 

in all other stages. This is typical for individuals who are intensely involved with 

the innovation. 

A concern for the consequences the innovation will have on students is 

shared by 6 out of 47 (10%) of respondents. Two out of this group of 6 show 

concerns in both stage 4 (Consequences) and stage 5 (Collaboration). These 

individuals have concerns about the collaborative effort and consequences of use of 

the innovation with students. 

Looking at the remaining profiles, two have a small rise of concern in stage 5 

(Collaboration) , with all other areas being low. It is assumed these two people are 

likely to be an administrator, coordinator, or team leader and perceives themselves 

to be in a leadership role where coordinating others is a priority. One additional 

profile shows a high 5 and 3 stage concern. This person has a concern about a 

collaborative effort in relationship to the management, logistics, and time of the 

innovation. 

Profiles grouped by schools present a different picture of each school's 

combined concern and comfort with the innovation. St. Paul Academy, Bluff Creek, 

R.W. Handke show experienced users who don't, as a group, have concerns 

regarding the consequences of the innovation for students, but are concerned with 

about working with others in relation to the innovation. Remer Elementary has a 

very gradual slope to its profile, appearing that the group members are experienced 

users and have very minimal concerns if any for management of logistics and time, 

consequences for students, and collaboration in use. Pillsbury Magnet School has 

gained in experience but are struggling with both collaboration and managing the 

innovation. Onamia Elementary School also has shown growth in experience with 

the innovation as they show peaked concerns in stages 2 and 5, meaning group. 

members have self concerns regarding the innovation and are looking for ideas 

from others, reflecting more a desire to learn from what others know and are doing, 

rather than a concern for collaboration. 
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Discussion of the Model of Staff Development 

There are three component skill areas in the professional development 

model for A2A participants that are primary elements of the project. The first 

component is the knowledge and application of standards in math and science. The 

second component is the use of technology in various forms; in this project we are 

using e-mail and the Internet. The third component is the participants' use of 

action research as a tool to systematically examine the application of standards and 

the use of technology in their teaching. Action research is also being used as a 

means to bring the teaching teams to a point of sustained and on-going reflection 

upon their instructional practice. 

Training for the participants in Year Two of the study was modified a bit 

from discoveries of best practices made in the first year of the project. Direct 

training for the Tier 2 participants consisted of four school-based sessions, rather 

than three. Changes were made to the Summer Institute. Instead of having two 

weeks (10 work days) comprise the Summer Institute as was done in Year One, in 

Year Two teachers participated in training for three days in June, had 3 work days 

back in their schools in July, and returned for three more days of training in August. 

These changes in training came about based on feedback from Tier 1 participants. 

Based on the evaluations completed by Tier 2 teachers, this change in format was 

effective. 

School based training sessions in Year 2 resembled those in Year 1. During 

those sessions, all three of the skill areas noted above were repeatedly addressed. 

The training in a specific skill or technology tool was always grounded in the 

standards. Mike Damyanovich continued to take great care to weave and embed 

the notion of standards into the skill being taught that day. Open-ended discussion 

questions to the participants might sound like, "How does the use of the Internet as 

curriculum enter into your teaching the concept of inquiry?", for example. He 

encouraged a broad range of replies and led the participants to a discussion among 

themselves about their views. In a sense he modeled the spirit of professional 

inquiry by facilitating a discussion that did not have a "right or preferred answer". 

Mike's use of "wait time" and his understanding that new learning in professional 
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development must resonate with and link to the individual's personal beliefs about 

teaching and learning are key elements in his successful training techniques. 

Again, during Year 2, the actual, hands-on skill training in the use of the 

technology had Margo Berg leading the group. She guided the participants along, 

step-by-step to teach them the skills they would need to use the hardware and 

software available to them. She, like Mike Damyanovich, modeled the speed, 

language, and teaching techniques that the teachers could emulate in working with 

their own classes of students. For example, many instances of brief, technological 

"glitches" occurred which Margo turned into "teachable moments". She showed 

the participants that one must come to expect that the use of technology will not 

usually occur without some minor or greater problem. She demonstrated trouble

shooting skills and used those moments to assure the participants that taking a risk 

to try something new is still better than not trying something new and remaining in 

a rut. Many teachers are fearful of making a mistake in front of their students, and 

overcoming this condition of being risk-averse is an important step in reaching the 

goals of the A2A project. Margo is a wonderful exemplar of learning by doing and 

in finding support from a colleague or neighbor when the inevitable problems arise. 

Data collected from participants clearly indicates the teamwork format demonstrated 

by Mike and Margo was seen as successful by the participants. 

From the data that has been collected during both Year One and Year Two of 

the project, we can see that the participants have changed during that time. 

Increases in competence and confidence on the part of the participants are being 

used by the project to characterize the anticipated changes in them. So far, we have 

seen positive movement towards these ends. Participants both years came to the 

training with a broad range of computer skills and comfort levels which is reflective 

of groups of teachers in the schools. There were several who didn't know how to 

turn on a computer or use a mouse. There were others who were quite computer 

literate, but did not know how to use e-mail or the Internet, and there was one or 

two who were familiar with e-mail and the Internet and just needed some minor 

assistance from Margo to explode forward. No matter what their individual 

knowledge and comfort level was at the start of A2A, there has been an increase in 

competence and confidence in each of them to a greater or lesser degree. The 

quantitative information gathered after the school-based training sessions both years 

supports this conclusion, as well as the informal conversations with the 77 

participants over the course of Year One and Year Two. 
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Summary 

The evaluation from Year Two continues to reveal and affirm that the 

project is on course and meeting the objectives which are pertinent to and 

appropriate for both years. The model of professional development being examined 

in this project has shown more clear definition as the year progressed. It is in Year 

Three that the training content and critical features which persist over time will 

become evident, so that a replicable model will result from this study. Also in Year 

Three evidence of broad application of the technology and its regular use in 

teaching is expected to occur as fifty eight teachers Tier 2 teachers begin 

impiementing their individual action research plans. 

Access, at this point in time, continues to be an issue, particularly at several 

schools. It has become clear that without adequate access to computers and phone 

lines to use e-mail and the Internet, parts of the training may be forgotten. Also, 

some of the enthusiasm and zeal for attempting major changes in practice may be 

dimmed. Worries such as these were articulated by many of the participants during 

both years of the project. 

Finally, as Year Three begins, it continues to bring several thoughts and 

questions to the forefront from our very earliest discussions during the grant 

writing process. We will be looking at the teachers' experimentation, collaboration, 

and reflection now that two groups of pilot schools have had the basic training in 

the technology and as teachers begin implementing action research projects. With 

the major training now complete, Year 3 will give time to fine tune the model for 

dissemination so that other individuals can replicate the successes. Observing 

teachers ' changes in practice as the Internet begins to have an influence upon 

inquiry-based math and science lessons will be major focus in Year 3. We will 

continue to seek and monitor any additional changes in the teachers' beliefs about 

teaching and learning as a result of their participation in A2A, and whether or not 

such changes have led to changed actions. 

The end result of this project, From Access to Application, is hoped to be a 

well-articulated model of professional development that is realistic, scalable, and 

generalizable to any school/ district moving to adopt and implement technology. 

The macro question super-imposed upon this developing model continues to be 

centered around how the model can be sufficiently adaptive to the dynamics of 

education and its ever-changing nature. Perhaps, this question will be answered 

over the course of the next two years. It certainly will be guiding our thinking. 
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Endnotes 

1. List of goals is taken verbatim from A2A Application. 

2. List of objectives is taken verbatim from A2A Application. 

3. List of outcomes is taken verbatim from A2A Application. 

Hall, George, Archie George, and William Rutherford, Measuring Stages of 
Concern About the Innovation: A Manual for Use of the SoC Questionnaire. The 
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education. The University of Texas 
at Austin, Second Edition, 1979. 
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I. Teachers and Staff Development 

What we know about traditional Staff Development Programs 

Staff development programs for teachers have traditionally been short-term, 
on-off, supervised or delivered by experts, with minimal active participation by 
teachers and with little opportunity for the training to be retained long term. The 
success of these programs to positively change teachers ways of thinking and their 
behaviors in the classroom have been grim. 

School Reform Movement and Its Impact on Staff Development for Teachers 

Nelson, Hammerman, and Prawat (1992) share the following regarding the 
school reform movement and how it will impact staff development for teachers. 

"The nation's push for reforming schools requires most teachers to 
rethink their own practice, to construct new classroom roles and 
expectations about student outcomes, and to teach in ways they have 
never taught before and probably never experienced as students. 
Professional development today means providing occasions for teacher 
to reflect critically on their practice and to fashion new knowledge and 
beliefs about content, pedagogy, and learners. " 

Throughout a teacher's career, starting with preservice education. 
teacher development must focus on deepening teachers' 
understanding of the processes of teaching and learning and of the 
students they teach. Effective professional development must change 
to involve teachers as both learners and as teachers and allow them to 
struggle with the uncertainties that accompany each role." (p. 354) 

Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin (1995) define this new practice of staff 
development for teachers as having a number of characteristics (p. 598) 

• It must engage teachers in concrete tasks of teaching assessment, observation, 
and reflection that illuminate the process of learning and the development. 

• It must be grounded in inquiry, reflection, and experimentation that are 
participant-driven. 

• It must be collaborative, involving a sharing of knowledge among educators and 
a focus on teacher's communities of practice rather than on individual teachers. 

• It must be connected to and derived from teachers' work with their students. 
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• It must be sustained, ongoing, intensive, and supported by modeling, coaching, 
and the collective solving of specific problems of practice. 

• It must be connected to other aspects of school change 

Professional development must contain a range of opportunities that allow 
and encourage teachers to share what they know and what they want to learn and 
to connect their learning to the contexts of their teaching. These activities must 
allow teachers to engage actively in cooperative experiences that sustain over time 
and to reflect on the process as well as on the content of what they are learning. In 
many ways professional development activities for teachers should resemble the 
types of activities we want teachers to be using with students. Teachers can't be 
expected to teach for understanding and active engagement, if they are taught 
themselves by staff development dominated by traditional practices of pre
packaged programs that stress passive learning. 

What we know about teachers and staff development 

A meta-analysis of nearly 200 research studies, plus a review of the literature 
on staff development by Showers, Joyce, and Bennett, (1987), shows the following 
(p. 79). 

• What the teacher thinks about teaching determines what the teacher does when 
teaching. In training teachers, therefore, we must provide more than "going 
through the motions" of teaching. 

• Almost all teachers can take useful information back to their classrooms when 
training includes four parts: (1) presentation of theory, (2) demonstration 
of the new strategy, (3) initial practice in the workshop, and (4) prompt feedback 
about their efforts. 

• Teachers are likely to keep and use new strategies and concepts if they receive 
coaching (either expert or peer) while they are bringing the new ideas back to 
their classrooms. 

• Competent teachers with high self-esteem usually benefit more from training 
than their less competent, less confident colleagues. 

• Flexibility in thinking helps teachers learn new skills and incorporate them into 
their repertoires of tried and true methods. 

• Individual teaching styles and value orientations do not often affect teachers' 
abilities to learn from staff development. 
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• A basic level of knowledge or skill in a new approach is necessary before teachers 
can "buy in" to it. 

• Initial enthusiasm fo r training is reassuring to the organizers but has relatively 
little influence upon learning. 

• It doesn't seem to matter where or when training is held, and it doesn't really 
matter wheat the role of the trainer is (administrator, teacher, or professor). 
What does matter is the training design. 

• Similarly, the effects of training do not depend on whether teachers organize and 
direct the program, although social cohesion and shared understandings do 
facilitate teachers willingness to try out new ideas. 

What helps teachers transfer knowledge learned in staff development to 
classrooms 

Again, Showers, Joyce, & Bennett, (1987) give concrete evidence for what will 
help teachers transfer knowledge learned in staff development. 

• Teachers who felt best about themselves transferred nearly seven times more 
from the content of training than did those whose self concepts were most 
precarious. (p. 81) 

• For a complex model of teaching, about 25 teaching episodes during which the 
new strategy is used are necessary before all the conditions of transfer are 
achieved. Sustained practice in the classroom is necessary until transfer is 
achieved, or there will be an erosion of cognitive and interactive skills to 
complete practice. (p. 86) 

• Skills developed in training do not appear sufficient to sustain the practice until 
transfer is achieved. Nearly all teachers need social support as they labor through 
the transfer process. Expert coaches can provide support, but peer coaches can 
also. (p . 86) 

• Combinations of the four components theory, demonstration, practice, and 
feedback appear necessary to develop the levels of cognitive and interactive 
skills that permit practice in the classroom. (pg. 86) 
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II. Components for Effective Staff Development Programs 

A number of authors have found a list of factors related to effective staff 
development programs. Following is a list of factors related to staff development 
programs in general and other factors that have been found unique to technology 
oriented staff development and have a direct effect whether or not teachers will 
adopt the use of technology in their classrooms. (Fisher, 1989; Stecher & Solorzano, 
1987; Joyce & Showers, 1983; Glenn & Carrier, 1988; Lauro 1995; Strange, Tucker, 
Uhlig, Feldman, 1988; Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, & Hall, 1987; Smylie, 1988; 
Fulton, 1988; O'Neil, 1995; OTA Report, Power on Learning) 

General Factors Related to Effective Staff Development Programs 

• Sessions should be held in a comfortable environment. 

• A balance between lecture and practice of the new knowledge should exist. 

• Instruction should be individualized to meet the needs of the participants. 

• Trainers should be knowledgeable in the content and be respected by the 
participants. 

• Trainers should be skilled in strategies for teaching heterogeneous classes-as 
participants will be coming to the training with varying skill level and 
background knowledge. Trainers should also be skilled in teaching strategies 
specific to adult learners. 

• Trainers should have clear and relevant objectives for the sessions. These 
should be shared with the participants. 

• Trainers should have detailed lesson plans for the training which include 
lesson-related handouts for the participants to use when they return to their 
classroom and begin implementing the new knowledge. 

• In-service training should be linked to what teachers will face when they attempt 
to implement the new knowledge back in their classrooms. 

• Time should be allotted for peer interaction so teachers can share experiences 
and help process and internalize new knowledge. 

• Participation of the teachers in the training session should be voluntary. 

• Some sort of reward structure should exist for participants. Participants should 
be recognized for the risks they are taking in exploring change. 
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• Teachers should be involved pro-actively in the staff development process; 
involve teachers in the process of identifying their needs and maintain their 
involvement and feedback all the way through the design and implementation 
of the staff development program. 

• Administration must convey to teachers their ongoing confidence of the new 
program and stress their desire to see it used to benefit students. 

• Staff development programs should only be initiated when there is full support 
for the implementation of the new knowledge. 

• To be effective, staff development programs must offer teachers practical ideas 
that can be efficiently used to directly enhance desired learning outcomes in 
students. Studies have shown that staff development activities undertaken in 
isolation from teachers' ongoing classroom responsibilities seldom have much 
impact on teaching practices or student learning. (Doyle & Ponder, 1977, 
Zigmarmi, Betz, & Jens en, 1977) 

• Programs should involve a substantial element of school-based work and the 
sharing of ideas among teachers along in the training process (Aston, 1988). (See 
later in this the report the work done in New Zealand.) 

Specific factors for staff development related to technology 

• There should be time for extensive "hands on" practice with the technology 
during the sessions. Teachers will also need time to explore the uses of 
technology and try out the use of it in their classrooms. They must feel 
supported in their efforts. They also will need time to talk to other teachers 
about their experiences using technology. 

• Issues related to setting up of the hardware itself and getting participants to 
actually use the hardware must be considered. Equipment must be present and 
available for all participants at the training. Teachers must have easy and 
convenient access to technology when they return to their classrooms. 

• Trainers need to address the fear, anxiety, and uncertainty participants might 
have using computers when they are planning and implementing programs. 

• Instruction should be adapted to the teachers' level of computer competence. It is 
important to identify the prerequisite skills needed for understanding the 
information to be presented and making sure participants have these skills or 
have a way to learn them. 

• This type of training usually requires more money, time, and support, than 
other in service topic areas. 



• More support is needed to integrate technology into instructional practice than 
many other forms of curriculum ideas or teacher behaviors. 
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• Access to computers during the training as well as after the training is essential. 
Easy access is key to use after the training. If teachers are required to use the 
technology then having to access important information from it enhances its 
use. 

• Training should focus on applications which the teacher can customize or adapt 
to their individual situation. 

• Staff developers must help participants connect how they will use the new skills 
presented in training back in their classrooms, provide ways to integrate the new 
knowledge into the curriculum, and relate new knowledge to changing 
instructional practices. 

• Trainers need to shift their thinking about staff development . Staff 
development should be viewed as a way of promoting individual self growth 
not strictly as a way to teach teachers about technology. 

• Staff developers must understand the process of change. 

• Staff developers must recognize a shift of values (for the teachers) must precede 
any personal adoption of a change and take this into account when planning 
their training lessons. 

• Teachers need continuing training as technology changes and more applications 
are developed. 

• Trainers should consider using experiential learning based on teacher's specific 
classroom experiences as part of the training. 

• TIME and SUPPORT are critical--and trainers should allow for plenty in both the 
training session and afterwards when teaches return to their schools and 
classrooms. It is best when teachers have easy and ready access to technology 
experts in their schools who can help them troubleshoot their problems as they 
attempt to use the technology back in their classrooms and schools. 



Why technology related staff development programs fail 

Sturdivant (1989) reports several key reasons why technology related staff 
development programs fail: 

• Incentives are lacking for teachers to participate in training. 

• Teachers who take additional training are often unrecognized and lack peer 
recognition for their extra efforts. 

• Teachers have limited opportunities to see model applications being used. 

• Teachers are isolated and have few opportunities for sharing. 

• Teachers' access to software and computers is limited. 

• Teachers don't get enough coaching, assistance, and advice as they go back to 
their classrooms and begin implementation. 
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• Teachers lack accurate feedback and direction that what they are doing is making 
a difference in their teaching. 

Other barriers that affect a teacher's use of technology 

Fulton (1988) identifies barriers that can affect a teacher's use of technology: 

• Schools are not sufficiently stocked, powered or wired for technology and the 
Internet. 

• Computers are located in labs where teachers have a hard time accessing them. 

• OTA reports one-third of schools have access to the Internet but only three 
percent of classrooms do. 

• When training is provided for teachers, it focuses on mechanics of operation, 
not how to integrate the technology into curriculum or use it to change 
instructional practices. 

• Schools lack an overall vision and clarity of goals with regard to technology's 
role in the school. 

• Often more time is spent on "how to get technology" which overshadows the 
questions of how teachers want to change their instruction and what role 
technology can play in this. 
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• Teachers and administrators are not likely to embrace technology if they do not 
understand how it can help restructure schools. (Spriggs & Bohannon) 

What teachers say about using technology 

Turning to work done by Fulton (1988) and Peha (1995) generates a list of what 
teachers are saying about using technology, particularly computers and computer 
networks: 

• Most teachers want to use technology. 

• Many teachers have computers at home and are interested in the possibilities 
they can offer. 

• Many teachers see how the use can "rekindle the spirit" for teaching. 

• Teachers have found their roles changing when they begin using computers in 
their classrooms. Teachers have found moving back and forth between lecturing 
and coaching (which is common when using computers in the classroom) 
requires a different set of teaching skills. 

• Teachers report that initially using computers makes their job harder not easier. 
Having to plan to handle the logistics (i.e. schedule computer use by students, 
assure the equipment and material are available) and incorporating the use of 
computers into lesson plans takes time. 

• Most teachers report they have had little or no training on how to apply 
computers effectively as teaching tools. OTA found only one-third of all K-12 
teachers have had even 10 hours of computer training, much of was at the 
"introduction to computer literacy" level. Also OTA found, "despite the 
presence of computers in almost K-12 schools nationwide, only half of the 
nation's teachers report ever using computers in instruction." 

• School schedules or length of instructional periods (usual 40-50 min. period) can 
limit students' ability to engage in exploring the Internet. 

• Lack of time to stay abreast of the changes to the Internet resources--need time to 
explore and feel comfortable with the Internet before expected to use it in their 
classrooms with students. 



• Rewards and recognition is often small for teachers who take the risk to be 
innovative. 

• Sometimes teachers report they are discouraged by other teachers and even 
principals to be innovative and upset the status quo. 

Reflection Questions Related to Evaluating Staff Development Training 
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How does your staff development program measure up against what the 
literature says should be present to positively effect teacher change? Based on a 
review of the literature, following are two sets of reflection questions that can be 
used in planning and evaluating staff development training sessions in general and 
those specific to the use of technology. 

Questions Specific to Staff Development Training 
1. Is the training ongoing, intensive, and supported by modeling, coaching, and the 
collective solving of specific problems encountered in practice? 

2. Is the training collaborative and involve the sharing of knowledge among 
educators and focus on teachers' communities of practice rather than individual 
teachers? 

3. Is the training grounded in inquiry, reflection, and experimentation, that is 
driven by the teachers; interests and experiences? 

4. Does the training engage teachers in concrete tasks of teaching assessment, 
observation, and reflection that illuminate the process of learning and the 
development of new skills? 

5. Are teachers pro-actively involved in the staff development process? Teachers 
should be involved in the process of identifying their needs. Their involvement 
and feedback should be maintained all the way through the design and 
implementation of the staff development program. 

6. Does the training take into consideration the change process? 

7. Is there full support for the implementation of the new knowledge? 

8. Does the administration send a message that (1) the training is important; (2) they 
want to see it being used to benefit students; and (3) they support and value 
experimentation by teachers? 

9. Is the staff development program connected to other aspects of school change? 



10. Is the training connected to and derived from teachers' work with their 
students? 

Questions Specific to Technology-Related Staff Development 
1. Was time allowed for extensive hands on practice during the training sessions 
with the technology? 

2. Will the teachers have easy and convenient access to the technology when they 
return to their classrooms? 

3. Did the training address and support the fear, anxiety, and uncertainty teachers 
might feel as they are learning to use the technology and planning for ways to 
implement its use back in their schools? 
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4. Did the training focus on applications which the teacher can customize or adapt 
to their individual classroom situations? 

5. Were ideas presented that would help teachers: (1) integrate the technology into 
the curriculum; (2) change their instructional practices? 

6. At the school level, will the teachers be given time and support to familiarize 
themselves with the technology and integrate its use into their classrooms? 

7. Will the teachers have easy access to technology experts, preferably at their school, 
to help them troubleshoot their problems as they attempt to use the technology back 
in their classrooms? 

8. Will the teachers be provided ongoing feedback regarding the impact the use of 
technology is having on student achievement? 

9. Does the use of technology tie in with the school's vision and goals? 

10. Using technology within the classroom changes the teacher's role and impacts 
their instructional strategies and routines. Are teachers provided the support and 
skills to support them in this transition? 

11. Will the teachers be given ongoing opportunities to share and reflect on their 
experiences using the technology in their classrooms? Time should be allotted for 
peer sharing both during the training and the implementation phase so teachers can 
process and internalize the new knowledge. 

12. Did the training include the following four parts: (1) presentation of theory, (2) 
demonstration of the new strategy, (3) time initial practice in the workshop, (4) and 
prompt feedback about their efforts? 



13. Did the trainers have the following: 
(1) clear and relevant objectives for the sessions and were these shared with 

the participants? 
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(2) elements of adult learning theory in their presentation of new material? 
(3) detailed lesson plans that included lesson-related handouts for the 

participants use to guide them when they return to their classrooms? 
(4) a balance of lecture and hands on practice of the new knowledge during 

the training? Teachers should be actively engaged during the training. 

14. Were the trainers: 
(1) viewed as knowledgeable and respected by the participants? 
(2) able to individualize the training to meet the needs of all teachers present 

and to account for their wide range of skills and experiences? 

15. Is there a reward structure in place for teachers who participate? Teachers 
should be recognized for the risks they are taking in exploring change and their 
participation in the training should be voluntary. 



III. What we Can Learn from Districts Implementing Network Use 
and the Use of Technology 

The Boulder Valley Internet Project: 
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The Boulder Valley Internet Project (BVIP), sponsored by the National 
Science Foundation, The Annenberg/CPB Math and Science Project, the US West 
Foundation and other corporate, district and university funds, is deploying 
connectivity to the entire district and training both teachers and students. Use of 
networking to enhance and rethink curriculum is being developed by an associated 
project, "Kids as Global Scientists", sponsored by the NSF and other efforts. The 
BVIP began in the summer of 1991. Following are issues that have emerged that 
appear to significantly affect the impact that electronic networks can have in 
reforming education and educational processes. (Black and Klingstein 1995) 

1. Planning and Policy 

• The district-level approach is proving effective. It has many strengths: facilitating 
release time and use of dedicated staff like instructional specialists and MIS 
personnel. But there are some weaknesses. 

• There is a fundamental relationship between connectivity options, the tools they 
enable, and the type of curriculum that can be built on those tools. 

• True costs of networking are considerable and must be locally raised. Many think 
of the cost being the external link. However, the dominant capital cost is in 
upgrading school computers to handle networking and the LAN components. 

• The social consequences of networking have generally been positive. Users of 
BVSDnet must sign a contract that makes explicit the expectations put upon them. 
A teacher must sign students' contracts and students under the age of 18 must have 
a parent signature as well. 

• Teachers have high expectations for what this technology can bring to education. 
Many anticipate it will be both easy to use and ready-made as an educational tool. 
The project has found it nearly impossible to meet these expectations, so teachers 
may be disappointed. 

• Volunteers must be managed. Local community members volunteer their time as 
technical and user support. 
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students will benefit." (p.75) Harootunian and Yargar (1980) found "regardless of 
teaching level, most teachers define their success in terms of their pupils' behaviors 
and activities, rather than in terms of themselves or other set criteria." (p.4) Lortie 
(1975) found similar results in his research. 

Another important factor that many staff development programs fail to 
consider is related to the process of teacher change. Staff development efforts 
frequently attempt to first initiate some form of change in the beliefs, attitudes, and 
perceptions of teachers (Pullan, 1982; Harris, 1980). Many staff developers try to 
change teachers' beliefs about certain aspects of teaching or the desirability of a 
particular curriculum. They presume that such a change in teachers' beliefs and 
attitudes will lead to specific changes in their classroom behaviors and practices, 
which in turn, will result in improved student outcomes. 

Current research on teacher change indicates that the underlying 
assumptions of this model may not be accurate, especially for staff development for 
experienced teachers. An alternate model to guide staff development that 
reexamines the process of teacher change under these conditions is necessary. 
Guskey's model provides us with a framework to re-think the order of the three 
major outcomes of staff development (change in classroom practices of teachers, 
change in their beliefs and attitudes, and change in the learning outcomes of 
students) and the order in which these changes occur. 

Staff development programs have traditionally been based on the assumption 
that change in a teacher's beliefs and attitudes comes first. In other words it is 
important to gain a sense of commitment from teachers initially. Activities are 
usually planned specifically to alter the beliefs and attitudes of teachers prior to the 
implementation of a new program or innovations. Often this is done by involving 
teachers in planning sessions or by surveying teachers to ensure that the program is 
aligned with their stated needs. (Joyce, McNair, Diaz, & McKibbin, 1976). Certainly 
teachers should have input in the planning and development of programs, but in 
some cases, particularly on a large scale, this is not always possible. (Dawson, 1981, 
Gersten & Guskey, 1985, Hood & Blackwell, 1980) Although these activities may 
make certain programs or innovations a bit more palatable to some teachers, they 
seldom result in significant attitude change or strong commitment from the 
majority of teachers (Jones & Hayes, 1980) 

An alternative perspective on the teacher change process, "suggests a different 
temporal sequence among the three major outcomes of staff development. 
According to the model, significant change in teachers' beliefs and attitudes is likely 
to take place only after changes in student learning outcomes are evidenced." 
(Guskey, 1986, p. 7) The model looks something like this: 

Staff development---> Change in Teachers' Classroom Practices --> 
Change in Student Learning Outcomes--> Change in Teachers' Beliefs and 
Attitudes 
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According to this model, changes in student learning result from specific 
changes teachers have made in their classroom practices, for example, a new 
instructional approach, the use of new materials or curricula, or simply some 
modification in teaching procedure or classroom format. Whatever the case, this 
model proposes that significant change in the beliefs and attitudes of teachers is 
contingent on their gaining evidence of change in the learning outcomes of their 
students. The model may appear simple in nature but it is offered as an ordered 
framework by which to better understand trends that appear to typify the dynamics 
of the teacher change process. 

This model presents the perspective the teacher change is predicated on the 
idea that change is a learning process for teachers that is developmental and 
primarily experienced based. The instructional practices most veteran teachers 
employ are determined and fashions to a large extent by their experiences in the 
classroom. (Lortie, 1975) 

Practices that teachers find useful when helping students attain desired 
learning outcomes are retained. Those that do not work are abandoned. So a key 
factor in the endurance of any change in the instructional practices will depend on 
the whether the students' learning outcomes are met and that the teacher 
recognizes and feels the success of the practice. Activities that teachers find are 
successful with students tend to be repeated while those that are not successful, or 
for which there is no tangible evidence of success, are generally avoided. 

Beliefs and attitudes about teaching and instructional practices are also 
derived, largely from classroom experiences. For example, a teacher who has 
experienced an ongoing lack of success in helping educationally disadvantaged 
students to improve their academic skills is much more likely to believe these 
students are incapable of academic success compared to a teacher who has 
experienced success in teaching these students. However, if the first teacher tried a 
new instructional strategy that successfully helped such students learn, that teacher's 
beliefs about the students would change. Hence, the evidence of improvement or 
positive change in the learning outcomes of students generally precedes and may be 
a prerequisites to significant change in the beliefs and attitudes of most teachers. 
These learning outcomes may include not only cognitive and achievement indexes 
but also students' scores on teacher-made quizzes, results from standardized 
achievement tests, as well as a student's attendance and involvement in class and 
their motivation for learning. 



readily available. When teachers try to implement a new approach, they have 
the most specific concerns and doubts and need support. (Fullan, 1982) 

• Support is also necessary so that teachers can tolerate the anxiety of occasional 
failures and persist in their implementation efforts. (Cogan, 1975) 

• Support is also necessary for program continuation and expansion. Teachers 
must come to use new practices out of habit--continued support and 
encouragement are essential. (Guskey, 1986 p. 10) He mentions 
the use of coaching which is further explained below. 

Ways to provide Support--Coaching 
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Joyce and Showers (1982) suggest that a way to provide support is via 
coaching--providing teachers with technical feedback, guiding them in adapting the 
new practices to the needs of their students, and helping them to analyze the effects 
on students. Coaching is personal, hands-on, in-classroom assistance. It can be 
provided by administrators, curriculum supervisors, college professors, or fellow 
teachers. 

Providing opportunities to interact and share ideas can also be very valuable . 
Little (1981) found staff development programs most successful when teachers can 
regularly discuss their experience in an atmosphere of collegiality and 
experimentation. Most teachers find it beneficial to share perspectives and seek 
solutions to common problems. Holly (1982) found that what teachers like best 
about in-service was the opportunity to share ideas with other teachers. 

The following authors provide support for Guskey's Teacher Change Model 
Bolster (1983), Crandall et. al (1982), Huberman's (1981), Fullan (1985), Guskey, (1979, 
1982, 1984), Bloom, (1968, 1971). 
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Richardson's Views 

Virginia Richardson (1990) explores what is involved in bringing about 
significant and worthwhile change in teaching practice and how research can aid in 
this process. She draws her recommendations from a review of two fields of 
literature: teacher change and learning to teach. From this, research implications for 
effective staff development programs can be drawn. Before one can understand 
these implications, however, it is useful to examine the findings of both fields of 
literature. 

Teacher Change 
For the purpose of Richardson's research, teacher change focuses on teacher 

behaviors or what teachers do. Most of her findings in the literature relate to why 
innovations are not implemented as their developers anticipated. 

The first wave of research was quite critical of teachers. McLaughlin (1987) 
presents a history of the literature and suggests the lack of success of various 
implementation experiments is because teachers are resistant to change. Lortie's 
(1975) looks at the sociology of the teaching occupation and suggests teachers are less 
rational and analytic than other types of college graduates. Jackson (1958) studies 
classroom life and suggests teachers are conceptually simplistic and intuitive and do 
not use scientific or objective measures in assessing student growth. 

The second wave of research was "kinder" to teachers and focused on two 
factors: organizational features and personal attributes. Little (1987) leans toward the 
structure of the organization as accounting for a large part for teachers' engagement, 
commitment, and willingness to change. He focused on school conditions such as 
norms of collegiality and experimentation. Little felt the organizational structure 
and environment is more important than the nature of the individual teacher. 
Rosenholtz, Bassler, and Hoover-Dempsey (1986) investigated school organization 
features as they relate to teachers' stated commitment and willingness to learn. 
They found a number of school-level features such as collegiality, instructional 
coordination, and other factors in the school effectiveness literature as affecting 
teachers' perception of their skill acquisition. Huberman and Miles (1984) examined 
ways that administrators handle the change process and their effects of how new 
programs were adopted. 

Some researchers choose to focus on the beliefs, knowledge, attitudes, and 
perceptions of teachers as a group inhibiting or promoting their adoptions of new 
practices. Doyle and Ponder (1977) suggest teachers are oriented toward the concrete 
and practical, and thus are less receptive toward change on the basis of three ethics: 
practicality (does it allow for classroom contingencies?) situation (does it fit my 
classroom situation?) and cost. Tobin (1987) concludes from a math study that 
teachers' beliefs about how students learn and what they ought to learn had the 
greatest impact on what teachers did in the classroom. Guskey (1988) found that 
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efficacious teachers were more likely to implement a new mastery learning program 
that those who were less efficacious. 

Some scholars look to both organizations and individuals to explain change. 
March and Simon (1985) suggest an individual's behavior and decision to change 
within an organization is influenced by (a) cues from the organizational 
environment, and (b) individual beliefs, attitudes, goals , and knowledge acquired 
from experience in relation to change (see also Haergreaves, 1984). Smylie (1988) 
tries to determine which aspects of personal characteristics and which of 
organizational structure account for whether individual teachers change practices. 

Other researchers try to link organizational factors with personal attributes 
theoretically through concepts such as the incentive system. This requires a sense of 
what motivates teachers in combination with structural conditions to meet those 
needs. Most work in this area suggests that teachers are motivated by student 
performance and engagement rather than salary incentives and external rewards . 
(Bryk, 1988; Mitchell, Ortiz, & Mitchell, 1987; Stern & Keislar, 1977.) McLaughlin and 
Yee (1988) found quality of a teacher's experience far outweighed the potential for 
promotion as an incentive 

Change literature has moved from viewing teachers as stubborn and resistant 
to change to examining the structure of the organization and personal attributes of 
teachers that affect whether or not they implement new programs. Teacher-change 
literature provides a way of thinking about systemic change and the importance of 
the organization and its norms in the change process. It acknowledges teachers' 
change is the necessary condition to systemic change. (Richardson, 1990, p. 12) 

Learning to Teach 
The Learning to Teach literature focuses on individual teacher's cognitions, 

beliefs, and other mental processes rather than on behaviors. It asks questions--Are 
there differences in the way teachers think at different stages of their careers? What 
accounts for how teachers think about what they do? This set of literature focuses 
on the individual teacher and suggests that teachers change on the basis of who are 
the teachers and what experiences they have had. 

Are there differences in the way teachers think at different stages of their 
career? What accounts for how teachers think about what they do? Carter, Cushing, 
Sabers, Stein, and Berliner (1988) found that expert, novice, and postulant (those 
with subject matter expertise but no pedagogical training) teachers perceive and 
process visual classroom information in quite different ways. These studies provide 
information about how experts think and what they do. In addition these studies 
suggest a developmental or learning process involved in the acquisition of these 
ways of thinking. Another set of studies seek to explain teachers' ways of knowing 
and their origins. These studies suggest that the focus of a change effort should be 
directed towards teachers' cognitions and thought processes rather than or in 



addition to behavior. (Elbaz, 1983, Calderhead, 1988,Schon, 1982, Jordell, 1987, 
Fenstermacher, 1986). 
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Two related aspects of the teacher's life emerge as being important in the 
development of knowledge: experience, and the teacher as a person. Shulman 
(1986) and Anning (1988) have pointed out experience is educative only with 
reflection. This suggests that improvement of the teacher-learning process requires 
acknowledging and building upon teachers' experiences, and promoting reflection 
on those experiences. 

Promoting Change in Teaching Practice 
Neither the teacher-change or learning -to- teach literature by themselves do 

provide the framework necessary for considering ways of bringing about change ---
the following issues and their interrelationships may be helpful: 

Who is in control of change? 
Both literatures found teachers exercise considerable control over the decision of 
whether and how to implement a change. 

What is the focus of change? 
Major shift from a focus on change in teachers' behaviors' to change in teachers' 
practical knowledge and cognitions seems very promising. The learning to teach 
literature suggests that classroom actions are less important as a focus of change 
than the practical knowledge that drives or is part of classroom actions. Practical 
knowledge allows a teacher to quickly judge a situation or context and take action on 
the basis of knowledge gained from similar situations in the past. Reflecting on the 
action and its results adds to the teacher's practical knowledge. A strong focus 
should be placed on teachers' cognitions and practical knowledge in a teaching 
change project, and these should be considered in relation to actual or potential 
classroom activities. 

What is significant and worthwhile? 
Bringing both literatures together suggests that teachers themselves must be 
involved in making judgments about what change is worthwhile and significant. 
Also, practices and ways of thinking outside an individual teacher's own 
experiences should be introduced. Thus two sources of content for the change 
process should be considered--the practical knowledge and value premises held by 
teachers and the empirical premises derived from research. 

The context of change 
The teacher-change literature is quite convincing in its consideration of the 

effects of the nature of the school organization has on teacher change. Thus, 
individual teacher change should be viewed within the culture and norms of a 
collective of teachers, administrators, and personnel, and students in a school. 
School organization has an effect on teacher change. 



Implications for Practice and Research 

Richardson (1990) closes her work with some very thought provoking 
implications for practice and research: 
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"The analysis of literature and observation from our research suggest a 
somewhat different view of teaching practice, change in teaching 
practice, and the use of research in this process. Often the research
based activity and the implemented activity by the teacher may be 
called the same thing, and even look somewhat similar, but are not the 
same practices because the activities are embedded in different belief 
sets, intentions, and theoretical frameworks. The notion that practice as 
activity embedded within theory is important in thinking about 
changing teacher practice. Teachers change all the time. The problem 
is not one of change or non change but rather the degree to which 
teachers engage in the dialogue concerning warranted practice and take 
control of their classroom activities and theoretical justifications. 
Taking control of one's justifications involves reflection on practice. 
Without an understanding of the theoretical framework and the 
opportunity to talk about how the premises in the theory agree or 
disagree with the teacher's own premises, teachers may meet the 
personality needs of the teacher and other more ecologically created 
concerns such as classroom management and content coverage. 
Empowerment is threatened when teachers are asked to make changes 
in activities without being asked to examine their theoretical 
frameworks. Teacher empowerment does not occur without reflection 
and the development of the means to express justifications." (p.15-16) 

"This perspective on change advocates that opportunities should be 
created to allow teachers to interact and have conversations around 
standards, theory, and classroom activities. It also suggests that a 
necessary element of the conversation are discussion of alternative 
conceptions and activities that in combination with some of the 
teacher's own conceptions form a view of warranted practice. " (p. 16) 
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Appendix A 
Table Tier 1 Demographics 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Years Years in Lane Dev. Hours Grade Subjects Outside Hrs. 
ID Code Age Teaching School Placement M 2 T Level Taught M 2 T 

2929 44 19 19 MS+ 3 0 5 516 LA 0 0 2 
6016 51 27 5 BA+30 5 5 20 516 LA,M,SS .67 .67 .67 
4461 56 26 25 MA+45 10 30 8 516 LA,M,S 5 5 0 
1594 45 22 18 MS+45 10 10 15 NIA NIA 
6421 46 16 16 BS+30 20 50 50 516 s 0 6 3 
8009 42 14 9 BA+30 516 SS 0 0 3 
9271 50 29 29 MS 50 0 50 516 M 5 0 0 
9589 48 25 4 PhD 20 10 30 NIA NIA 
7898 51 27 17 MA 4 LA,M 3 0 1.5 
2627 34 9 8 MA 20 0 20 314 LA,M,SS 6 0 1 
9524 48 14 7 MA 60 0 25 314 LA,M 5 1.5 1 
8176 27 3 1 BA+15 40 40 0 516 All 5 5 0 
6167 39 5 3 BA+15 30 30 30 314 All 5 5 0 
6032 31 9 8 MA 516 All 
5782 59 25 25 BA+60 0 40 0 4 S,SS 0 2 1 
9689 45 24 24 MA+42 516 All 
5983 52 12 1 MA 0 0 4 6 LA,M 1 0 5 
9411 37 15 7 BA+45 30 0 40 516 All 4 0 2 
2184 44 21 13 MA+15 30 0 12 314 LA,M,SS 1.5 0 0 
8413 45 18 14 MS 5 0 10 314 LA,M 5 0 2 

MEAN 44.7 18 12.7 19.6 12.6 18.8 2.6 1.6 1.4 



Appendix B 

Summary of School Based Training for Tier 1 Schools in Year One 
(From Year One Report) 

School -Based Training 
Over the course of Year One, the A2A participants engaged in workshop and 

training sessions both in their home schools and as one large group which 
combined both staffs. A series of three initial training sessions were conducted at 
each of the local sites and these sessions sought to familiarize the participants with 
the language, the equipment, and the potentialities of using technology for 
communication (e-mail) and as a resource in teaching (the Internet) . 

The three school-based training sessions at one of the two sites lasted all day 
for the participants, with substitute teachers covering their duties for an entire day. 
At the other school, the teachers were released from their classrooms, with half-day 
substitute teachers, to attend the training sessions for three hours per day for each of 
the three days. The amount of material covered at each of the two schools did not 
differ, but the amount of time that the teachers had to explore and try out the newly 
learned techniques was double at the school where the teachers were released for an 
entire day. 

After the three training sessions at the schools, which took place between 
January and April, 1995, a brief evaluation was conducted. The results are provided 
in Table 2. In general, the results reveal that the participants feel both more 
confident in terminology use (mean of 5.45 on a 7-point scale) and more competent 
in using basic Internet skills (mean = 5.25 ). The highest rated response was 
participants' perceptions that the Internet could be applicable in their teaching 
(mean = 5.55). 

The question about the implications for this project upon the work of the 
teaching team brought a mean response of 4.75, which indicates that further 
discussion needs to take place about the role of the Internet in team-based 
instruction. Also, participants felt more comfortable about the placement of the 
computers in their school for personal access (mean = 4.5) than they did about the 
placement of computers for teaching ease (mean = 4.1). 



Appendix C 

Summary of Summer '95 Institute 
(From Year One Report) 

Summer '95 Training Institute For Tier 1 Schools 
A ten-day summer institute occurred during two weeks in July, 1995. The 

staffs from the two schools were combined into one group. An overnight stay was 
required at the beginning and at the end of the institute for evening learning 
activities and team-building. The remainder of the eight days was spent in day-long 
sessions where training was integrated into experiential sessions, team planning, 
exploration time on the Internet, and a variety of presentations from teacher 
practitioners who shared their teaching strategies and experiences incorporating 
technology into their day-to-day instructional behavior. Every participant in the 
A2A summer institute had a personal computer on which to work. This allowed 
for the maximum amount of freedom for each learner to practice and explore the 
possibilities of the application of the technology. 

The time was also structured to support and expect that the teaching teams 
from each school had the opportunity to meet and establish a "sense of the group" 
with regard to the implementation of this innovation. The daily commute back 
home for eight of the days permitted extended casual conversation about new 
learnings and ideas for what to do when the next school year begins. 

Information on action research as a professional growth and development 
tool was shared during the institute. Each of the teaching teams from the schools 
met to develop an action research plan to be implemented in the fall of 1995. Copies 
of the teams' plans can be found in the appendix of this report. Assessment of the 
plan, the data gathering methods, and the evolution of the action research activities 
will occur during Year Two of the project. 

Evaluation of the Summer Institute consisted of a written questionnaire of 10 
open-ended questions, as well as a large-group feedback session to close the 
conference. Although 19 participants attended institute, only 17 questionnaires 
were returned. The 2 missing questionnaires resulted from one person who had to 
leave early and one person who was ill. The following is a thematic analysis of the 
responses to the 10 questions: 

Question 1. The most valuable part of this Institute for me was ... because ... 
The predominant response to this question referred to the time actually spent 

using the Internet. Close to half (47%) of all the respondents felt that this "hands
on" experience was the most valuable part of the Institute. The reasons for this 
included not having enough time at school or home to do so, being better able to 
remember data when able to apply it, and becoming more comfortable with using 
the computer. 

The second most popular comment (41 %) dealt with the application 
component of the workshop. Because they were given time to spend planning for 
the implementation of Internet in their classrooms, seven of the 17 participants 



found this aspect to be the most valuable. One individual commented, "This is 
what I will actually take back to my classroom -- This is how it becomes a real tool..." 

Thirty-five percent of the respondents cited the speakers as being most 
valuable. Words such as "stimulating," "enthusiastic," and "interesting" were used 
to describe the speakers. Also mentioned were statements that the speakers "excited 
me about incorporating Internet" and "motivated me to want their project 
incorporated into my curriculum." 

Three of the participants noted that unstructured exploration was most 
valuable. This "cruising" of the Internet resulted in increased comfort levels in 
using the computers. 

Question 2. The least valuable part of this Institute for me was ... because ... 
Of the 17 participants who completed this survey, three left this item blank. 
Of the remaining 14 respondents, three indicated that the theory component 

of the Institute was least valuable. Reasons given for this answer included not 
learning well in "verbal/lecture style" and the fact that "we've been inundated with 
theory." 

Two of the respondents believed that the Action Planning portion was least 
valuable. One of these offered that this might be improved if more time was spent 
"walking us through how to write while we were actually writing." 

The remaining responses were only listed by one participant each. These 
included: NESP, wait time when NESP could not be accessed, journaling, learning 
styles, brainstorming, some of the technical aspects, the long lunch hour, and the 
long drive. 

Question 3. As I anticipate using the Internet next year, I wish ... 
By far the most common response to this item was the wish for more 

computers in the schools. More than half of all respondents made reference to the 
need for more computers in order to allow for sufficient student accessibility. One 
individual expressed fear "that we'll have limited access to Internet at best." 

Other responses to this question (each written by only one respondent) 
included wishes: to have own set up like this, to remember everything that was 
learned, to help the district in developing an Internet program, to practice more at 
home in order to increase level of expertise, to have a unit done to assess its impact, 
to have in-district technical support, and that students will learn and be successful 
with Internet. 

Question 4. What is the likelihood of your using e-mail to communicate with 
teachers from other schools about your/their application of Internet in teaching? 

This item had respondents rate this likelihood on a scale between 1 
(none/not likely) and 6 (very likely I certain). Eighty-eight percent of participants 
answered with a 5 or a 6, with only two of the 17 responding with a 4. The resulting 
mean of 5.2 suggests that these respondents feel a strong likelihood that they will 



use e-mail to communicate with teachers from other schools about their application 
of Internet in teaching. 

Question 5. Describe/discuss your expectations of integrating this innovation 
(Internet) with the rest of the staff in your building. 

Positive Expectations: 
Almost thirty percent of the participants alluded to increased communication 

as a positive expectation of integrating Internet with the rest of the staff. Specific 
comments included: "Wow! Look what I found," and "I can't wait to show others 
what is available for them in their discipline." 

The second most popular expectation listed dealt with the excitement that 
Internet will likely generate among the staff. 

The third most frequent response to this item was the hope to become 
proficient enough to be a resource for other staff. 

Equally common was the expectation that other staff will be curious to learn 
what is available and want to know about programs. 

There were several answers mentioned by one respondent only, which 
included anticipating that other staff will be responsive and enthusiastic and show a 
desire to be involved. Other answers included presentations to the entire staff as 
well as the hope that all teachers will have access to Internet by Christmas. 

Negative Expectations: 
The most common concern regarding their expectations, raised by forty-one 

percent of these participants, is the limited computer access with which they are 
currently faced. 

Thirty-five percent fear that lack of time will be an issue that will hinder the 
integration of Internet. 

Several other negative expectations, mentioned by one respondent each, were 
that the Internet will not be used appropriately, that it is "another new thing" and 
that technological difficulties may cause teachers to become frustrated. One 
participant expressed concern that there may be a feeling among non-participants 
that "They didn't come - so they don't have to know." This was echoed by another 
respondent who fears reluctance and jealousy from the non-participating staff. 

Question 6. Describe/discuss any developmental changes in your team over the past 
two weeks. 

Almost one-fourth of the participants agreed that gaining a better 
understanding of learning styles was a developmental change in their team. 

Three of the 17 respondents remarked that their team was able to develop a 
common language. A similar number of individuals shared the belief that their 
team has always worked well together, one of whom reflected, "this just helped us 
grow more." Two other respondents echoed this sentiment, using the phrases 
"more cohesive" and "team bonding." One participant wrote that the team "worked 



on integrating/ cooperating more," while another thought there was a "better 
understanding of one another's needs." 

Overall, the vast majority of the answers to this question were positive, with 
only one respondent leaving it blank. 

Question 7. How would this year's experience have been different if you had not 
had the carpooling component? 

Of the 15 respondents that this item applied to, two-thirds alluded to the 
process time that the carpooling afforded them. One participant offered, "We used it 
to 'debrief' and share ideas or expectations." Another reflected that, "We have done 
a lot of visiting/ sharing of feelings about our progress - as well as accomplishments 
on the Internet." 

Of the remaining individuals who took part in the carpooling, one felt it 
would have been "intense" to have stayed at the Institute for two weeks, while 
another remarked that it would have been "much easier to drop the drive." 

Finally, one participant brought up the fact that "We were able to get the chit 
chat... taken care [of] during the commutes so we could focus on the workshop when 
here." 

Question 8. How would this year's experience have been different if you had not 
had the two overnights? 

Two individuals had no response to this question. Of the fifteen who did 
provide an answer, all but one were in agreement that the overnights were 
beneficial in bringing the schools together and helping the participants get to know 
one another better. One respondent declared, "We had a great time getting to know 
others on a social, rather than just on a professional, level." 

Three of the participants discussed the fact that staying overnight meant that 
they were not required to make the commute, while two individuals described 
staying overnight as more relaxing. 

Two of the respondents (12%) commented that they would have preferred 
going home to staying overnight. 

Question 9. If I were planning next year's Institute, I would ... 
Twenty-four percent of the respondents claimed that a step-by-step set of 

directions for each activity would have benefited them. 
An equal number of participants agreed that having everyone work on the 

same type of computers would be helpful. One suggested that if planning were up 
to them, they would "rethink [the] combination of Mac and IBM's." 

Two individuals expressed that they would recommend using the same 
speakers next year. One respondent exclaimed, "Spare no money to get the same 
dynamic speakers." 

A similar number of respondents would have preferred that the two weeks of 
the Institute be separated into two one-week sessions. One of these individuals also 



offered the opinion that it could be shortened to one week, while the other 
participant wished for some classroom time between the first and second weeks. 

Several other suggestions for next year (each listed by one respondent) 
included: teach NESP at another time, give participants time to develop two good 
units during the second week, schedule team discussion after each presentation, 
have computers up and operational before use, continue to give time to practice and 
plan as a team, and do not schedule two "heavy duty" presenters in the same day. 
Still others requested more work time, more scavenger hunts, more computer use, 
less time on standards, less brainstorming, and more social events. 

Question 10. Additional comments/reflections/suggestions: 
Three individuals left this item blank. Of the 14 remaining respondents, 

almost all made positive comments about the Institute, with a few listing some 
suggestions. 

The most popular response, made by twenty-nine percent of the participants, 
was to compliment the speakers, who were described as "great," "marvelous," and 
"excellent." 

Two individuals made reference to the support they felt they received during 
the workshop . 

A similar number of participants indicated that they really learned a lot, 
though one respondent did mention feeling overwhelmed at times by the 
information given. In contrast, however, another participant stated, "I feel much 
more comfort and less stress about using Internet next year in the classroom." 

One individual found the two weeks to be desirable in terms of the 
continuity, while another remarked that having extra helpers around had been 
"super." 

Negative comments were made by two participants, one of whom stated that 
the equipment was disappointing at times, while the other expressed concern about 
the inconvenience of having both Mac's and IBM's. 

Suggestions noted included having more practice time when new materials 
were presented and having more of a mix of teams/schools in order to gain new 
perspectives, ideas, input, etc. 

Overall, the workshop garnered positive statements. It was described as 
"enjoyable," "exceptional," "terrific," and "well-organized." One respondent 
expressed appreciation for "Mike and Margo keeping us on task and focused." 
Another participant remarked, "This was an outstanding experience for me, and 
you, as a team, put together an excellent workshop." 



Appendix D 
Interview Questions Used at Tier 1 Schools 

A2A Site Visits 
Individual Interview Questions 

1. Let's begin with your use and experiences thus far using the Internet as a 
personal resource to you in your teaching. How /In what ways have you used 
it? Probes: for lesson planning, downloading information, for exploring 
future topics for study, etc. 

2. In what ways have your students been exposed to the Internet through 
your lessons? Probes: observation of a computer screen, hands-on 
explorations, hands-on for specific uses, etc. What has been their reaction? 

3. Have any "products" (artifacts) resulted from either your use or your 
students' use of the Internet? If so, please describe. 

4. What, in your view, does "routine use" mean for you? In other words, if 
you said that you used the Internet on a routine basis, what would that look 
like in terms of observable behavior? 

5 .. What has been the reaction of other teachers in the building with regard to 
your training and use of the Internet? Probes: Have they asked questions 
about what you learned and can now do? Has anyone asked you for training 
or help to use the Internet themselves, to find resources for them, etc.? 

6. Please describe the response(s) from you or your A2A colleagues to the 
reactions noted in the previous question 



7. Are parents aware that you have had training in using the Internet and 
that you have used/will be using it in your lessons? How did they come to 
know this? What has been their reaction? What kinds of questions are they 
asking? 

8. Have you (and/ or your A2A colleagues) planned or provided any staff 
development activities for other teachers on use of the Internet? Please 
elaborate. 

9. Have you attended or do you plan to attend any workshops/ conferences 
dealing with Internet use? Please describe. Probes: focus, quality, usefulness 

10. Tell me about how you have used the e-mail system. Have you expanded 
the ways in which you use it? What time of day works best for you to use it? 
What's your opinion of e-mail as a communication tool? Has that opinion 
changed since the Summer Institute? 

11. General observations, concerns, joys, frustrations that you want to share: 



Appendix E 
Teacher Articles Published in Research Practice 

Teacher Articles Published in Research 
Practice 



High Tech Teaching 
From Access to Application (A2A) is a project in which classroom 
teachers for grades 4-6 in pilot sites across Minnesota develop skills 
using the Internet as a teaching tool for science and math. The three
year project was initiated by Sci/Math MN and is supported by a 
federal grant. CAREi helps train teachers to use Action Research to 
examine their own professional growth in using the Internet and also 
helps to evaluate the project. 

The findings thus far point to two critical needs: 

~teachers must have on-line access both at school and at home in 
order to accommodate the natural flow of a teacher's work and 
planning time; 

~on-going training for teachers should be available as they are ready 
to learn additional skills. 

The three articles which follow, written by teachers involved in A2A, 
capture their enthusiasm and deep commitment for the project. For 
more information, call me at (612) 624-0300. 

-Kyla Wahlstrom, Associate Director, CAREi 

Internet in the ClassrooITI 
By six experienced teachers who are willing to try new things that can make 
a difference in their classrooms. 

Amy Hagen, Bonnie Holmes - 6th grade tea chers 
Lenny Olson, Becky Williams - 5th grade teachers 
Sharon Miller, Averil Voth - 4th grade teachers 
St. Clair Elementary School, St. Clair School District 

W are a group of six teachers working in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades. We call ourselves the Dream Team because we believe that if you can 
dream it you can do it. 

Our school has had Internet available on a limited basis for seve ral 
years. Our experience using Internet prior to our Acess To Application (A2A ) 
grant was minimal. We were interested in finding ways to incorpo rate the 
Internet into our curriculum but we didn't know how. 

That all changed last year. We applied for the A2A grant and became 
one of the two pilot schools in rv linnesota . After participating in four Internet 
training and exploratory sess ions at our school, we entered the two week 
sum mer training session ( 1995) with some skept ici sm. The two \\'L'eks turned 

our to he wonderful. The sessions offered so much inform.irion. Ir SL'L'med rhe 
more we learned, the more we realized we needed anJ wanreJ ro le ;irn. \X:e 

were all excited h~· different •lspects of training. 

Mike Damrnnovirch and .\Lirgo Berg diJ a great joh of guiding .111 of us 
along this Jifficulr path. The\' ~hm\' L'J us ho\\' to continue the long quest ro 



learn how t0 :iccess and apply the lntc:rnet in our cl:issrooms. 

The fifth and sixth grade teachers c:ime togethc:r in August to devel0p 

one or two projects for use in our respectin· classroom~. After brainstorming. 

we finalJY settled on an "Explore Minnesota Vacation" project. Each student 

would he given a budget of Si 750 with the challenge to plan a Minnesota 
,·acation for a family of four. Students would he assigned to search "The Net" 

to get prices for: hotel/motel/campground accommodations, food, entertain

ment and one stop of interest (historical or scientific) along the way. 

This turned out to be a very interesting project with the students really 

involved . But before we started, we spent two days teaching how to get on 

the Internet and how to do searches. This was another challenge because we 

only had twelve computers for use by 25-30 students. We also had limited 

time on the Internet: approximately 15-20 minutes once or twice a week. 

Consequently, the project took a long time. With some schedule changes, 

we now have access to more computers as well as a little more time during· 

the week to work on Internet. Our students also know proper "net" etiquette. 

A school committee has developed rules of etiquette and we have not had any 

big problems at this point. RIP 
Our biggest problems have been finding time to prepare and limited 11 

access to computers. This first year of using Internet has been exciting but 

also rather frustrating. We have some great ideas but don't have sufficient 

time to research and develop some of them. We currently are using two pro-

jects which have been commercially prepared by others (Journey North and 

The Wolf Study). These two projects have shown the students how to chart, 

do map work, plot locations, compare and interpret data and use the 

Internet . 

We are just in the infant stages of learning how to use Internet in our 

classrooms. Much of what we are doing is still trial and error. For every suc

cess there seems to be a set back . Yet, the Internet has the potential to dra

matically change instruction and is slowly becoming an important tool that 

we can use in our curriculum. 

Use of Internet 
Technology: Year One 
Kris Nei, Clearwater Elementary School 
St. Cloud School District 

After being chosen as a tier one participant for the Access to Application 

Project for Sci/Math MN, I was excited, but also full of questions. Because I 

was completely unfamiliar with Internet technology at the outset of this pro

ject, I was unsure, what, if anything, it could add to my classroom as a student 

resource. What could I really do with this tool in my classroom? I knew that I 

would need to design an instructional delivery to implement this new technol

ogy, but what would that look like? What would students actually do? What 

would I do? 
Having explored inquiry-based learning and rnnstructi\·ist philosophy, 

the answers to these questions c:ime :ifter :i simul;:ited lesson in which my 



classroom ? T-1 :iccl·~~ wa~ not \'l'! ;1,·a ilahk a~ the year bega n, and I h;l\'l' 

used an l en prnil'Ctor a ~ a n a ltcrnatin: Ill h;l\' ing an entire cl:iss on -linl' . I 

havl', IHmT\'l'r, hecn ahle to accomplish mu~· h of what m~- project proposl'd . 

m:iking thl' :idjustmenr~ to my instructio11;1I dl'livcry th at technica l and sd1cd 

uling rc:i litics h:i,·l' dictated along thl' w:i,·. Today, Intern et access conrinues to 

enh;rncc Ill\' classroom and inqructiunal practices, :ind in a pplication h:is 

pro\'ed itseli a \'aluahle rool for inquiry in a constructivist setting. 

Internet 101 
Ellyce Th ompson, Clean•ieu · Elementary School 
St . Cloud School District 

Introducing the Internet to twenty-seven third and fourth grade students 

was , welL I can only compare it to being on the verge of diving into a high RIP 
mountain lake after a 15 mile uphill hike, in 85 degree weather. You know 

you would reall y like to do it. You will feel a lot better after you have done it , 13 
but ... 

I was well prepared to introduce my Literature class to the Internet. I 

had done plenty of exploring on the Net. I had pillaged the local library and 

found all kinds of resources. I had taken additional technology and Internet 

courses. I'd planned, I'd prepared, I'd scheduled-I'd hiked my 15 miles 

uphill. Then, I began to reschedule. Reorganize . Replan . I was looking at the 

lake, wanting to take the plunge, but dreading the initial moments after entry 

into that icy cold water-the chaos of 27 students simultaneously on-line ... 

I shuddered thinking of it. 

Finally, however, I took the plunge. 

Assisting students entering cyberspace truly was like the impact of cold 

mountain lake water hitting an exhausted, overheated body! 

I gave a very brief introduction to Netscape-the open button and the 

necessity for typing in addresses accurately. Then, they were on their own. 

Armed only with kid-safe addresses and a Netscape navigation sheet I had 

created, they soon began to explore buttons, menus, bookmarks, search 

engines. "Mrs. T!" echoed through the media center and four adjoining 

classrooms as they ran into difficulties, sought out clarification, or wanted 

to share some "really cool'· site they had found! The noise emitted from 27 

pairs of lungs as my students entered the "water" was, well, let's just say 

everyone in the building could hear we were on-line. 

We 'd finally taken the plunge. We were up to our necks in that icy 

mountain lake. We were exhilarated, thrilled , and mo\'ing fast, but staying 

put. That's where the analogy ends, we're in no hurry to get out of the water! 



RIP 
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srudents Jccessed and m;inipubred inform;irion on sunspors. (Consrrucrivism 

encournges srudents ro use and manipubre raw d;ira, cre;i re learning ;ind then 

connecr nev.: learning ro rhar which h;i s been learned previously. It also 

encourages srudent input and choict; regarding areas of in q uir y. Ir challenges 

rhe reacher ro become a facilitaror and guide ro learning, rarher rhan rhe 

cenrral source for informarion and knowledge in the classroo m. ) 

Suddenly I could see rhe Inrernet as a rool enabling my students to 

find, examine, manipulate, and construct new meanings and learning from 

raw data. Much of what I have learned about inquiry and constructivist 

philosophy rook shape in a project that I wrote called "A Trip ro the 

Caribbean," a unit integrating science, math, language arts and social studies. 

Targeting upper elementary and middle school classrooms, it uses a coopera

tive group structure and the constructivist learning cycle. 

Today, Internet access continues 
to enhance my classroom and instructional 

practices, and in application has 
proved itself a valuable tool for inquiry 

in a constructivist setting. 
The initial activity is a cooperative jigsaw in which the class reads a 

book, The Cay, in one hour. It is fast paced and exciting, and serves to create 

high interest in the Caribbean and hurricanes. The Internet has extensive 

tropical weather data bases, and we use the hurricane archives at Explores to 

investigate weather concepts including, air pressure, wind speed, and actual 

hurricane tracks. Students use the latitude/longitude pairings ro chart and 

track srorms as well as use the Saffir-Simson scale ro rate intensity. Students 

discover inverse correlation between wind speed and air pressure readings, 

estimate the speed of storms using the time and date data , and estimate the 

size of srorms using satellite images and maps. Students begin ro ma ke gener

alizations regarding when and where Atlantic hurricanes most often form, the 

direction they most often take, and their usual rotation. They are also able ro 

compare Atlantic srorms to hurricanes a nd typhoons located outside of this 

region. 

As this new learning is linked ro old , it sparks many quesrions regarding 

wearher and related sc ientific concepts. Students frame questions a nd contin

ue individual exploration of related, high interest content found on the World 

Wide Web, much dealing with rhe hisrory, culrure , rourism , and geography of 

the Caribbean. 

Beca use the weather archives are extensive, and there is much mater ia l 

there specifica lly for educarion, srudents ha ve many other wearher-relared 

sites .ind concepts to explore. Of particular interest .ire interact ive weather 

maps th<H tell ::ibout current condirio ns, as well as dat::i arc hi ves of regional 

wearher. Students can chart and graph manv r~·pes of currenr ;rnd hi stori ca l 

informarion looki ng for rrends, p;1tterns, anomalies, eve n changes . This 

;1cri viry promotes discus-;ion abo ur environmental factors related to we.1ther 

and ends in an ;1ctivity such ;1s the clim;1tic change simuL1tion using rhe NESP 

'upcrcompurer. 

As I wrote my project, it beg;111 tu look .1mbirious. Co uld I re ;dly do 

;111 this with rhe timt: anJ computt:r 1.:onstc1inrs rhat wert: a re;dit\' in my 



Appendix F 
Stages of Concern Questionnaire 

Concerns Questionnaire 

Date Completed --------------

It is very important for continuity in processing this data that we have a unique 
number that you can remember. Please use: 

Last four digits of your Social Security No. 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using or 
thinking about using various programs are concerned about at various times during 
the innovation adoption process. The items were developed from typical responses 
of school and college teachers who ranged from no knowledge at all about various 
programs to many years experience in using them. Therefore, a good part of the 
items on this questionnaire may appear to be of little relevance or irrelevant to you 
at this time. For the completely irrelevant items, please circle "O" on the scale. 
Other items will represent those concerns you do have, in varying degrees of 
intensity, and should be marked higher on the scale according to the explanation at 
the top of each of the following pages. 

For example: 

This statement is very true of me at this time. 
This statement is somewhat true of me now. 
This statement is not at all true of me at this time. 
This statement is irrelevant to me. 

0 1 2 3~ 60) 
0 1¢3 4 6 7 A123 s61 

\Vl 3 4 5 6 7 

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you feel about 
your involvement or potential involvement with . We 
do not hold to any one definition of this program, so please think of it in terms of 
your own perceptions of what it involves. Since this questionnaire is used for a 
variety of innovations, the name never appears. 
However, phrases such as "the innovation," "this approach," and "the new system" 
all refer to . Remember to respond to each item 
in terms of your present concerns about your involvement or potential 
involvement with 

~-------------

Thank you for taking time to complete this task. 

Copyright 1989 
Concerns &sed Systems International 



0 
Irrelevant 

1 2 
Not true of me now 

3 4 5 6 7 
Somewhat true of me now very true of me now 

I . I am concerned about students' attitudes toward this innovation. ,. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. I now know of some other approaches that might work better. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. I don't even know what the innovation is. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. I am concerned about not having enough time to organize myself each 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
day. 

5. I would like to help other faculty in their use of the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6 . I have a very limited knowledge about the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. I would like to know the effect of reorganization on my professional 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
status. 

8. I am concerned about conflict between my interests and my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
responsibilities. 

9. I am concerned about revising my use of the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10. I would like to develop working relationships with both our faculty 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
and outside faculty using this innovation. 

11. I am concerned about how the innovation affects students. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. I am not concerned about this innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13. I would like to know who will make the decisions in the new system. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

14. I would like to discuss the possibility of using the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15. I would like to know what resources are available if we decide to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
adopt this innovation. 

16. I am concerned about my inability to manage all the innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
requires. 

17. I would like to know how my teaching or administration is supposed 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
to change. 

18. I would like to familiarize other departments or persons with the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
progress of this new approach. 

19. I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

20. I would like to revise the innovation's instructional approach. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

21 . I am completely occupied with other things. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

22 . I would like to modify our use of the innovation based on the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
experiences of our students. 

Copyright 1989 
Concerns Based Systems International 



0 
Irrelevant 

1 2 
Not true of me now 

3 4 5 
Somewhat true of me now 

23. Although I don't know about this innovation, I am concerned about 
things in the area. 

24. I would like to excite my students about their part in this approach. 

6 7 
Yezy true of me now 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

25. I am concerned about time spent working with nonacademic problems 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
related to this innovation. 

26. I would like to know what the use of the innovation will require in the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
immediate future. 

27. I would like to coordinate my efforts with others to maximize the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation's effects. 

28 . I would like to have more information on time and energy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
commitments required by this innovation. 

29. I would like to know what other faculty are doing in this area. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

30. At this time, I am not interested in learning about the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

31. I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or replace the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation. 

32. I would like to use feedback from students to change the program. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

33. I would like to know how my role will change when I am using the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
innovation. 

34. Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my .time. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

35 . I would like to know how this innovation is better than what we 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
have now. 

Copyright 1989 
Concerns Based Systems International 



Appendix G 
Characteristics of Each Stage of Concern 

Stages of Concern About the Innovation 

0 AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is 
indicated 

1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the innovation and interest in 
learning more detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be unworried about 
herself/ himself in relation to the innovation. She / he is interested in substantive 
aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner such as general characteristics, effects, 
and requirements for use. 

2 PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation, 
her / his inadequacy to meet those demands, and her / his role with the innovation. 
This includes analysis of her /his role in relation to the reward structure of the 
organization, decision making, and consideration of potential conflicts with existing 
structures or personal commitment. Financial or status implications of the program 
for self and colleagues may also be reflected. 

3 MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on the process and tasks of using the 
innovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues related to 
efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time demands are utmost. 

4 CONSEQUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on 
students in her / his immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the 
innovation for students, evaluation of student outcomes, including performance 
and competencies, and changes needed to increase student outcomes. 

5 COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and cooperation with 
others regarding use of the innovation. 

6 REFOCUSING: The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits from 
the innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replacement with a 
more powerful alternative. Individual has definite ideas about alternatives to the 
proposed or existing form of the innovation. 

Original concept from Hall, G.E., Wallace, R.C., Jr., & Dossett, W. A. A 
developmental conceptualization of the adoption process within educational 
institutions. Austin: Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, 
The University of Texas, 1973. 



Appendix H 

A2A Self-Assessment Survey of Computer Usage Skills 

School 

Name (optional) 

Type of computer used at school: 

Type of computer used at home: 
if you don't have one at home, write "none" 

Please circle the number that best corresponds with the level of skill you have with the 
computer. 

Use a mouse to point, click, and drag 

Use word processing software to write a 
document, such as a letter or a worksheet 

Use spreadsheet software, for instance 
to create a budget worksheet or a graph 

Print a document 

Save a file in a designated folder or directory 

Move a file from one drive to another 

Use a search or "find" feature to find a file 

Please circle the number that best corresponds 
in using the Internet and/or online services. 

Use email via the Internet 

Use Gopher or the World Wide Web (Mosaic, 
Netscape, etc.) on the Internet 

Log on to an online service such as Prodigy, 
America Online, Compuserve, Delphi, etc. 

None 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

with the 

Never 

1 

1 

1 

Some Moderate Advanced 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

level of experience you have had 

Occasionally Often Routinely 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

Thanks for your help with this! 



Appendix I 
Summary of Self- Assessment of Computer Skills 

Results of the A2A Self-Assessment 
Survey of Computer Skills 
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Appendix J 

A2A .... From Access to Application 
Survey of Experiences & Perceptions of Training 

and Expectations for Summer '96 Workshop 

Confidential Demographic Information 
1. ID Code (last four digits of Social Security number} 
2. Age ____ _ 
3. Total number of years teaching ____ _ 
4. Number of years teaching in this school-:---------
5. Lane placement on the salary schedule (e.g., BA+ 15). _____ _ 
6. How many clock hours in professional development during the 

last 3 years (since June 1993) in: 
technology? __ _ 
science? -----math? ____ _ 

7. Grade level ____ _ 
8. I teach: 

__ all subject areas 
__ selected subject areas (please check all that apply): 

__ .math social studies 
__ s.cience language arts 

9. I regularly spend the following number of hours per week outside 
of student contact time preparing to: 

__ teach math 
teach science --__ incorporate technology 

E ~e,ri e,nQ.e.~l.E x Qfi.Q.tatiQn ~ 
After the series of training sessions in my building this past year, 

strongly 
agree 

10. I feel more confident about technology 7 6 5 4 
vocabulary and terminology. 

11. I can see how the Internet could be 7 6 5 4 
applicable to my teaching. 

12. I am more competent in using basic 7 6 5 4 
Internet skills. 

13. I have a clear sense of how my colleagues 7 6 5 4 
and I will work together as a team 
on this project. 

14. For my personal needs, I am comfortable 7 6 5 4 
with the location in the school of the 
computer(s} linked into the Internet. 

15. For my teaching needs, I am comfortable 7 6 5 4 
with the location in the school of the 
computer(s) lin'f<ed into the Internet. 

OVER PLEASE 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

strongly 
disagree 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 



. 16. This year the training sessions were driven by the needs of the participants as 
opposed to a typical workshop format of being "topic-oriented". Please comment 
on the "needs-driven" format for training used this past year. 

17. If I could change one thing about those training sessions it would be ...... 

18. A concern about the use of e-mail and the Internet that I mill have is ..... 

19. With regard to outcomes for the A2A project, I'm still not sure about ...... 

20. Beyond learning more specifics regarding the use of the Internet and other computer 
tools, what do you expect to gain from the up-coming summer institute? 

Please return this In the envelope provided as soon as possible, 
but no later than Wednesday, June 5. 

Thank you for taking time to complete this survey. All replies will be held in full 
confidence by CAREi, with reporting of findings made only in aggregate form. Your 
answers will help with the planning and evaluation of the A2A project as we move into 
next year. 

CAREi • Center for Applled ReeHrch and Educatlonal Improvement 
College of Education and Human Development, Unlverelty of MlnnHota 



Appendix K 
Self -Assessment Form 

Self-Assessment of Internet Skills 
in preparation for 

A2A Summer Institute 

Directions: Place a red 'R' at each item that you feel you are competent and comfortable with 
now. [R =Ready] 

Place a purple 'P' at each item that you feel you need help with to become competent 
and comfortable in order to design a classroom activity for your students for the 
coming school year. [P =Practice] 

Email one-to-one 

Configuring Eudora with my personal information 

Composing I sending a mail message 

Receiving I reading a mail message 

Replying to a mail message 

Saving I deleting messages 

Sending/receiving files attached to mail messages 

Using special features like nicknames, signature, etc. 

How to find e-mail addresses 

Email one-to-many 

Listservs 

Subscribing I unsubscribing to a listserv 

Posting messages to a listserv 

Reading/replying to listserv messages 

Feel 
Ready 

Need 
Practice 



Feel Need 
Ready Practice 

Retrieve information from Gopher & WWW 

Gopher 

Using Veronica for information searches 

Setting I Using bookmarks 

Downloading files - text, graphics, sound, video 

WWW (Netscape) 

Configuring Netscape 

Using search engines 

Setting I Using bookmarks 

Downloading files - text, graphics, sound, video 

Use all of the above w/students 

The Internet as Library 

The Internet as Curriculum 

The Internet as Professional Development 

The Internet as Project 



Appendix L 
Summary of Self-Assessment 

Self-Assessment of Internet Skills 
in preparation for 

A2A Summer Institute 

Directions: Place a red 'R' at each item that you feel you are competent and comfortable with 
now. [R =Ready] 

Place a purple 'P' at each item that you feel you need help with to become competent 
and comfortable in order to design a classroom activity for your students for the 
coming school year. [P = Practice] 

Feel Need 
Ready Practice 

Email one-to-one 

Configuring Eudora with my personal information 55% 45% 

Composing I sending a mail message 75% 25% 

Receiving I reading a mail message 82.5% 17.5% 

Replying to a mail message 77.5% 22.5% 

Saving I deleting messages 80% 20% 

Sending/ receiving files attached to mail messages 20% 80% 

Using special features like nicknames, signature, etc. 5% 95% 

How to find e-mail addresses 15% 85% 

Email one-to-many 

Listservs 

Subscribing I unsubscribing to a listserv 17.5% 82.5% 

Posting messages to a listserv 5% 95% 

Reading/replying to listserv messages 17.5% 82.5% 



Feel Need 
Ready Practice 

Retrieve information from Gopher & WWW 

Gopher 

Using Veronica for information searches 22.5% 77.5% 

Setting I Using bookmarks 70% 30% 

Downloading files - text, graphics, sound, video 40% 60% 

WWW (Netscape) 

Configuring Netscape 65% 35% 

Using search engines 75% 25% 

Setting I Using bookmarks 80% 20% 

Downloading files - text, graphics, sound, video 45% 55% 

Use all of the above w/students 

The Internet as Library 50% 50% 

The Internet as Curriculum 20% 80% 

The Internet as Professional Development 25% 75% 

The Internet as Project 20% 80% 



Appendix M 
Questions Used With Teacher Focus Groups 

Summer '96 Institute 

Open Ended Questions 

1. Since last fall, in what ways have your feelings, confidence, and comfort level changed 
regarding the use of the Internet? To what do you attribute the cause of this change? 

2. What specific activities, experiences, and/or support did the A2A training provide that caused 
you to be willing to change your teaching to include the use of the Internet? 

3. Please elaborate on the usefulness and effectiveness of the three-day work session you had in 
July, between training times this summer. 

4. What types of long term needs do you still have, or that you feel must be met or addressed, to 
help you integrate the Internet into you classroom? 

5. What advice would you give to a teacher considering learning to use the Internet? 

6. What advice would you give to a building principal, that might be within his/her control, to help 
facilitate the use of the Internet in teachers' classrooms? 



STAGES OF CONCERN (SoC) 
INDIVIDUAL GRAPHS 

Tier 1 Schools: Pre-Post-Final 
St. Clair Elementary School 
Clearview Elementary School 

Tier 2 Schools: Pre-Post 
Bluff Creek Elementary School 
R.W. Handke Magnet School 
Pillsbury Magnet School 
Onamia Elementary School 
Remer Elementary School 
St. Paul Academy and Summit Schools 



ST. CLAIR 

PRE - POST - FINAL CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 
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INFORMATION: 6 0 COLLABORATION: 6 
F·EF:SONAL: 59 REFOCUS I ~IG: 5 
MAN?\GEl'IErlT: 56 



I•-=-) I 

·:-. ~::· I 
:~: .:. L.__ 
7~~ I --...... 
;:: ~1 I 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 2929 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 
INFORMATION: 
PERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

77 
69 
~ .... 
....J.;;. 

34 

II ~11 ~· I 

' _: t-~I 

CONSEQUENCE: 
COLL{\£< OF: AT I ON: 
F:EFOCUS I NG: 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFI CA TION # : 2929 
PERCENTILE SCOPES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAF:ENESS: :-:,7 CONSEQUE~ICE : 

INFORMATION: 40 COLLABORAT ION: 
PERSONAL: 3 1 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 23 

:(!0 l 
9(1 I 

:~:o I 
70 I 
t.O 

:so .....-~ 

-I•) 

to 
i.:-1 ·· · ·· ·- ·· - ,::,1_1_1p 

RESPONDE NT IDENTI FI CA TION #: 2929 
PERCENTILE SCORES B ~ STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAF:ENESS: '16 CONSEQUEl'ICE: 
HIFORMAT [ON: 57 COLLABORATIOn: 
PERSONAL: 67 F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MAt·ii',[:E MENT: ;'.'7 

PRE 

11 
28 
9 

POST 

.,: .. .::.. 
4 8 
26 

FINAL 

30 
68 
42 



1(1(1 I 

7 0 I 
60 f--~ --

~=I i r \I ~~ j1 I I I \I / I ........ , 
~::~;I I I W I 
Hl i I I I I I 

O I .. . ... I. ..... I .. .... .. . I . . . . .. ..I .. .... . .... 1 
~1 .1_1P H!F F' EF: t···1GT 1: 1:• t·J •:·oL F:E~ 

•:; ,-, ,-. Pi:=:•,-, i=- TI ~ 
._ ... _ .. ·-· t I "• .. _ .. i ._ ..._ Lo-. 

RE ·3F'mlDE~H IDUH[FtCrHi Ol' I #: 6~::'1 

PERCENTILE SCORE S B~ ST~GE OF CONCERN: 
AIAiAPEr.iEs ·;: 
ri'· IF1Jli M;; T t 1:: 1·- 1: 
Pf::F: S O~IAL: 

~J~-:i I 
'.:::IU 1 

:::~ g I 
70 I 
50 

5(1 

cm 1:3EC•UEMCT: 
:=- 0L :._ . ~1 8CF' . ..:.; : ·:1"!~ 

f':EFtJC :.J·3 I i' IG : 

F:E SF' DNCENT I DEt·IT IF I \:AT T rn.1 # : ,!J ,l2 l 
PEF' CENTILE SCORES BV 3TAGE OF CONCERN: 
.~-·.J ~ f=:Er~E'3'3 : '29 cm1SEC!l'El'K::::: 
'. r ;F :J Rt IA T ( Oi'I: 

,=·F::F.SO~ i {<L: 

;·11-\ l' ii-, GEMEi\I T : 

70 

Qj.J 

40 

c':•L u~ r;m=: 1• i lo~ 1: 

::·E;::c.·cu·:; r ~ 1r: : 

I I : i I I i I I 

/r--~---- I _ __J___-·i 
I 1 ! . 

1~. . ... ... .... ...... .... J .. . .. I ...... . 
- Al~dF: Hff F'EF: t•1GT COt·l COL .. F' EF 

Soc F'PC)FILE 

RESPOl'IDENT IDHITIFICP1TIClt-I #: 64:21 
PERCENT I LE SCORES BY STAGE OF cm1CEF:~ 1: 

AWAF:E~IESS: 60 CONSEQUEr,ICE: 

I NFOF\MA TI ON: 54 COLLABOF:AT IOM : 

PERSot·IPoL: 8(1 REFOCUSING: 

MANAGEMENT: 80 

7 6 
76 
Sci 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



,~-1~J1-1t -_1 ~J 

:-::o ... 

;-o I \ I 
~:=:I I I \\ I 
~.~. I I I t I I I 
-:;;, I I I I "''-, I I I 
~·=· I I I ",_ I ,.../t-"- I 

l>~ I I 1 I ~/ I ~~ 11 I ·· ···· . I . .... 1.... .. J . .......... ...... .!. 
- ,:> I.UP ft I i=' PEP t" IGT 1:::it·J COL F:EF 

~::; o C P P 0 F I L E 

F.:ESF'Cl' IDEi'IT I OEl' IT i FI CAT I Ol'I ti: s ·~82 

i :·EF.C:Er.JT T LE SCOF:ES £< '{ STAGE •JF cm1CEF'tl: 
.::.1 __ . 1 ~:; PEl ··I E ~- '::\: 

;: ~h-~ :Ji.:;· 1 - 1 ~T r C!' I : •J • ,• 

CC<r ISE•-:•UENCE ·: 
LOLL. i-; f![IF:H T IOi'f·: 
!: E FOC U'.-:, [ t·IG : 

I I I 
~---1 

V I I 
I I 

13 
.:s 

I 
_J 
F:Ei=' 

F::E'.:.F'[lf- l[·ENT IDE!\ITIFICATIDl\I It: 578'.:: 
c" l:: F ;:::;:~IT I LE SCOPE·::; B'f '3T:-)GE OF CONCEF:t·I: 

.- 1l· J ~ :=: Er IESS '. 
·: l' iF ~J~ M ?--~ T 1 :JN : 

.: ·:: ::.-:;ot lAL : ·:··5 

l<':1•J I 
-~(1 

s~.:i 

:5 ( 1 

.20 

t "' 
0 ,)i:1J r.: 

I 

I 

CONSEDUE l., ICE : 
CIJLL~i 9•JF: 4 r I <JN ~ 

PEF tJCUS f.i'l t;:· : 

~~~ I 
I I I "', ~---t ... ....._ I 

88 

I I _, J. . ... ... ......... I .. ~t 
It IF F'EF: t· .. IGT i: or-.f 1:· 0 L F:E F 

:::;oc PPOFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIF ICATION tt: 5782 
l"'ERCENTILE SCOF:ES B Y ST AGE OF CONCEF:tl: 
AWARE~IESS: 1 •.:• COt-ISEQUEl'ICE: ~ 

,_) 

I NFOF:MIH l ON: :27 COLLABOF:?H I ON: 
1 " F'EF: SONAL: .,.. ~ 

REFOCU S I MG: :::: ·-· ·.J 

MA~IAGEMENT: ~7 _ . ..,;. 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



,,,,-,I __ ,_ -J- - --+---- I I I ' 

,~:~: lk___ i' - -~ ~f-- · - ----i ·~...._ _ ii /J) 
1! ~' ..-~ I , - " I 

,.:; o I I i 
~ u I l 
40 I I l 
0~1 1 1 

.2 (1 i 

H~ ! ... .. ... .. ............ ....... . .. ..l 
- AIJJF: It·~F F' EP r-.·1GT cor--1 COL PEF 

Si:•C PF.:OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 7898 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 
I l\IFIJF:MAT I ON: 
PERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

9 5 
96 
85 

11-)0 

COLLH80RA TION: 
REFOCUSING: 

I I i 

8'..: 
68 
8 .I 

I 
::::1(1 I 

/+~~J I 

::: ~t I I 
I I //I I 7 0 

"~11 .; ·D I . / I 5 ~~1 

4 (1 

3 0 

I 
.;::~) 

I I L~i 

I . . . . I I . J i ~1 I ... 1 
~~ i_1_1 F '!t JF ;:·E:::· t·· \ 1~ T i:•:1r·f (o·l ·· 

:=;oC PF.'.OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 7898 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
?WJP1RENESS: 
r NFOF:MAT I m-1: 
PERSO~IAL: 

77 
60 
59 

MANAGEMENT: 39 

CONSEIJUENCE: 
COLLABORATION: 
REFOCUSii'IG: 

I 
I 

.... . i 
F:EF 

5 4 
88 
81 

l!Ct1C1 I 
:::io 

! I I I I I 

(~- ..... HI I ,1 t ( '--.. I 
/ ......_I,,/ ... ,, 

( ' I / l I "'-._),/ 
( I 

l I 

:=: 1!:1 

70 

4 (1 

1 •'1 

,, I....... ..J ..... . ..... J .. .. 
- ,::,l_IJF: It ·lF PEP r-.·1GT CON COL ·· ··· ·· F.:°E F 

~=;oc PF.:OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFI C~T IOi'I It: 7 898 
PERCENT I LE SCOF:ES Et i '3TAGE OF CONCEF:N : 
r~WAF: El' li:O: SS: 37 CONSEC!UEl' ICE: 
I NFOPMAT ION: 93 CDLLABOF:A TI O~I : 
PEl~:sm 1AL.: 78 REFOCUS I MG: 
MA~l {; 1:3 EMnl T: "77 

5q 
8(1 

S·? 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



: ~ ' ~ I I 

~" I I I 
·::, ,-, I il'· 
~0 i / 1\ 

·,'. l I / I \ - - ~-l / \, 
•'.) :) I , ----... ........... I I I / I \ 

~Ii .......... I t'±1/ IJ 
AUJF: !HF PEF: ;- .-1GT Cot··l COL F:EF 

~=; o C P P 0 F I L t:. 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 1594 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 53 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATIO N: 54 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 4 1 F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 18 

Data Not Available 

F:ESPONDENT IDEl'HIFIC AT!Ot-1 It: 1594 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY ST AG E OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS : 29 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 48 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 17 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 39 

88 
22 

76 
77 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



PE5F·Ot·IDENT 1 [ 1Et-IT IF. ICATI!Jr·I # ~ ;? ::;~ 1 

:=-:c: :~· c::::t·I TI :_ c; ;:r:: :JF: f:: 0 BY .3 T >2·CE ·J F .-: •JnC:::: F: 1 1: 
,-"t·r1.-:ir '.::NE S 5: =J<:. CDf·iSEC•UEl\!Ct:: ~ 
i :··IFOH•!f\T '. Ori: <>,~. 1=c1 _L H>o•Of":.4 r j [ .ri: 

r: EFi~·1 - 1.:·; 1 1·1C1 ·: 
.::i ·l-

~f I /1-~-t-rl 
50 r =~o 

40 

30 

F: E SPC~IDEi'IT IDEi'ITIFICiHION It ; 9::"7 1 
:''"EPC:::: 1T ( LE ·3COF:E ·3 B 'f STAGE OF C\Jl"ICEF'~I : 
.-·>"i:;F :O:::•IE :3S : 60 C•Jt·l:"3EC!UENCE : 

.20 ,1 

[~1 

t71 1 ...... . 
- H UJ F: 

I 
I 
I 

IHF 

CC1LL P1F.!O FAT I 1Jn '. 
:::FF1::·CUf3 [1~ 1 13 : 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION tt: 9:71 
PEF:CEt·I TI LE SCOF:ES B 'r" '3T AGE OF CONCEF: ~I: 

;.')v.IAF;:Ei'IESS: 60 COMSEQUE~ICE: 
INFLlF:MATION: 84 COLLAE<OPATrm1 : 
PERSONAL: 78 REFOCUS I NG : 
MAt· IAG l~r·IE ~ IT; 85 

9 r) 

·=-·3 

48 
68 
69 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



RESPONDENT IDENT IFICATION #: 8009 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS : 84 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 93 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 7 •) REFOCUS I MG: 
f'IAl'JAGEMENT: 65 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 8009 
PERCENTILE SCOR ES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
.~l•JA F::ENESS : 72 CONSEQUENCE: 
c ~ IFORMA TI ON: -,~ , '-' COLLABORATION: 
F" '.':: R''.30NAL : 76 REFOCUSING: 
~ 1;2. t .f~ · •:;EME t.ff : ·~ l ·~· 

100 
9~;.1 

:::: (I 

7(1 

60 / 

50 r I 
4 ~~, I 

I I 

2:~::. 

I 
I 

.c.. ~:1 I 
~ 1z1 I I 

0 .I 
i..ll_r_l i::· l 1 !F 

::·ESPCll-J DE f·H I D@-.r: ! FI Co'... T I Cil i ll : f=:.· .. :0·::· 

·EF:CE tH C .. E ·::;COF:E~, f : Y C:· l i;i"E ·~·F CDl'ICEF:l·I : 
.\JJ(;R E.t-IE. S'::· : 
l·IFDF:l'Jt', TI IJ f ·~: 

EF'!:iO l"Ji-;L : 
·:--ol ·JAC3El'IE HT : 

~7 ,..•.:· CDt-l~EC!UF.t.fCE : 

COLLAE:OF~T J ')'. J : 
F·"EFOCL!!' It f[;: 

I 
..... ...! 

F.'.EF 

I 

63 
76 
60 

59 
68 
5 2 

F'.E F 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



CLEARVIEW 

PRE - POST - FINAL CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: A2A PRE CONTAINING 14 RECORDS. 
AVERAGE PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 38 
INFORMATION: 90 COLLABORATION: 7? 
PERSONAL: 87 REFOCUSING: 47 
r·1ANAGEMEr·!T: 65 

I ~.l i"~i l 

.; :;: I I _ .. --- .-+~-~ .. I 
:------r I 

'°''" I ! I ::. ~J 

40 

30 I 

SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: POST CONTAINING 14 RECORDS. 
AVERAGE PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 66 CONSEQUENCE: 63 
INFORMATION: 69 COLLABORATION: 84 
PERSONr~L: 78 REFOCUS I l\IG: 
MANAGEMENT: 60 

1001 
:::10 I 
:=:o I I I 

?1:1 ~ l I 
50 ~----
5 ~.:i ------1 I 
40 

30 

HJ 

73 

0 
Ai.up rr'1F" · ·i=·tF: · r:1,.:;-r ·i':;~,u t:jc F:'EF= 

Soc GROUP PROFIL~ 

SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: POST-POST CLEAPVIEW ELEMENTARY 
AVER~GE PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCER~J: 
AWARENESS: 53 CONSEQUENCE: 48 
INFORMATION: 54 COLLABORATION: 72 
PERSONAL: 57 REFOCUSING: 73 
MA~l~',13EME~I r: 6(> 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



~;:T-r-- r--i,,~ I 

I 

.. 11 ! J L I 
H1F F·Eh''. t.1c;-r COt1 COL i:;:EF 

Soc: PF.:f)FILE 

r:::Es1=·0tmEtlT IDENTIFIC,::,TJON #~ 13413 
F'EC::CENT I LE SCOF:ES 2Y STAGE 1JF-- CONCEF:t·I: 
AVIHF'E~-IE'3'::; ~ 

I i"IF1'iPt"I~< T [ iJN: 
FEf':·,::;m11:·11_: 
l'1Al'IP1GEMEI' IT: 

CotlSEC'Ut::!"IC E; 
•:OLL•\BrJP,:1 TT ot I: 
r:;:EFOCU'.:l I ~IG: 

F:ESPrn.IDEl"ff IDEl'ITIFIC:,TiiJt·I #: 84 l 3 
PEF:C:EdT I LE SCOF:E·S B" STrit3E OF CONCEF ~·I: 
1~1~1Jt~F'.E~,IE':3'3: 

r t\IFC1r•r·1r.:-i r r iJ~,1 ~ .:::;·-;.· 

2i..::1 

1 (1 

0
.::ii_1_1F': 

CON!3EOUENCE: 
COLL.AE<Df':AT I Otl: 
F'EFDCUS I ~--IG: 

F:ESPOl'IDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 8413 
PEF:CENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARnlESS: T' CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 95 COLLABORATION: 
PEl":SONAL: 87 F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 92 

71 
91 
8 t 

82 
72 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



w11:1 I 
':.<O I 

70 

/,/r-·-~l~- I I /~ 

50 

I I IT'/ I 
I I I I 

1
1 

I I I I I 

I I I I 

t i I ! 
I I I I 

... I. ..\ ... 1 ..... L ......... J ............ l 
P1F PEF: !"·1GT 1:ot"1 COL F:EF 

·=· - j-. F· i:;::· 1-1 F I L E ·-' l_! l_ •.••• -· ' 

PESPDNOENT IDENTIFICATION #: 0 5=4 
F'EF".:Et·IT (LE ·:JCOPE'3 B\ ST::;C3E OF r::miCEF~I: 
'"''·J.~\F:E1·11:=::::::;: :3-+ 1:c1r1::Ec:ua1r::E: 
.:i'·IFCF·~1.:; rrrn1: 
1=·EF:·:;o~ 1t1L.: 

li~t··l?113EMErlT: 

60 

40 

. F:EF1.JCUS I NG: 

i ___ _l I 

I 
... \..... . 1 .. 
HIF PEP 

SoC 

1---~---t, 

I 

r-·---·r1 E ~~ r< J .. J ru. ~~ ~ .. 

RESF"Jtlf.•l:'.;·1T ;:r.: .. ,::rr; ['7 IC,ciTICltl ti: .:.;•5:;:c1 
F'EF:CF:J !T :. L_ ;=:-: ·:.: CUPES Ei '/ ·; T;-~'rGE !]F CClr·!C't:~ r I~ 
p.1..<Ji::11:;:Ef'··IE'33: :::: + CDr·iSEC!l . .JE)· 1c:·::: ~ 
.T.1'-IFCF'Mi--~T ri:ir-1: 
F'El'tsot·\Pd_: 
Mi~\'i{1GEME\'H: f::J·-, 

1,:;:1,:;:1 I 

::: .. :i I 
::::o I 

I I 

I I 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9524 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAF:ENESS: 10 CONSEQUEl'1CE: 
I NFOF:MAT I ON: 61) CIJLLABOF:AT I m1: 
PERSONAL: 63 REFOCUSING: 
MA\\IAGEME~IT: ~· _ .. ~ 

63 
59 
77 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



RESPONDENT CDEl'.ffIFIC.:\TION #: 0411 
F'EF:cnn I L.E SCCJF:E'3 :SY STAGE OF u:n1CEF\l'I: 
,·<VJ?\F:El'IES'::.: COl'iSEC!Ul:::i·ICE: 
I r·IFtJH··1,1 TI •Jrl: CIJl_U'1B<Jf-:,; T [ IJ!' I: 

F'EF:S.Ol'iliL; • f;:EFCC:u·:; [HG; 

~.05
1 

I I ~ ;:llc1 k 
·~ :~: I _/~ I ----- '" 
,, .. J ~/ I 
~;,~1 I I I 

J 
PEF 

. ·" 

~:~ I I I 
,~:~: I I 

Cl I I I. .. .... ....... . .......... ········· ...... l 
-AUJF: Hff F'EF: i··JGT Cot"j COL F:EF 

SoC:: PF.'.OFILE 

F'E:iF•!Jr·:Cl:::r·iT IDEl'·ITii=IC:1YrIDl'I #: ·:;;.i l.1 
F'EFC::E:"i TT !_.E SCrJF:E'3 B"•( ·;TAGE o~- :-:er lC~EF.~·I ~ 

1:·111J?;r:·t:.r·1E:: 1:;:3 ~ 15-:. CDt··i~~EC!l'Ef,~CE ~ 

[ i··JFUF-:r-11-·1TI 1 =::~' i : 
F'EPSOl'i•1L: 
!1ril'11~•l3E:::MEr·lT: 

ll)(1 

:S 0 

.. :: .. o 
~ l~t 

f., ~.:::i 

::; ~J 

40 

30 

20 

10 
....... / ..•...... 

C1.:::iLLP1.3C!F'.A r I or,1 ~ 
F:EFCJCUS I i"IG: 

I 
I 
I ~t--.... 
I ,,// J/! / 

"I I ...... ," 
' " ~... I .tr . ,, + / I ...... / 

I I 
I I 
I 

...... , 

(1 
Ai.dF: 

. . . . I . . . . . . 
.HIF PEP r·.·11~·.:r-· ·~Cir"i (1~1L 

soc PFU)t- IL 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION#: 9~ll 

F·ERCEr-ffil_E SCOF:E·3 B'i STP1GE OF CDrlCEPrl: 
Ptl>JAF:E~iESS: 4·!> cm1sEc:>ui::r1C:E: 
[ NFIJPMAT I ON: ·~5 COLLAE<ORA r I IJl'I: 
PERSONAL: 48 PEFOCUS£NG: 

E 

-1 

,,j 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
. l 
F:EF 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9689 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 91 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 96 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 92 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 34 

1:K1 I 

;:h, ,_ __ 
50 \ 
40 

/ 

I 
I 

.!:,3 
91 
65 

I 1 ~, 1 ............... !.............. HJ 

20 

-AUJF'. Hff F'EF: t·1GT. ·ti:1Fi. COL F:EF 

Soc: PF.:Ot- ILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9689 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
A~J/:iF:ENESS: 81 CONSEC!UErlCE: 
INFORMATION: 63 COLLABORATION: 
F'ERSONAL: 63 F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 

~o~'' I '.:.'! ~1 

:::::ic1 

40 

i I 
I I 

/+\ I 
I I \ I 

/ \ j / \ 

10 

30 
8f3 
b5 

0 141~dF: ·· Tr·iF · ·i=:E'F: · · r·:1;:;·y· con coL ··P1F 
Soc PF.'.OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9680 
PEF:CErlTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERrl: 
Al>JARENESS: ~-, 

I, CONSEOUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 30 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONP1L: 4.5 F:EFOCLJS I i'iG: 
MArlAGEMENT: 30 

38 
813 
47 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



1'"1~··1 I 
I 

:~: :~: I 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9589 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 66 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 37 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 70 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 18 

I .J.· ./ ,_,L ---~--

! "' l I I 
.~. r1 I /1 \, 

~:~: /I '\ I /' i 
40 / \I I / 
::::o r \{ / 
2.:) / "" / 

H~ r ...... .... ""V . . . .. . J 
- AU.IF: It--lF PEF: t.·1r::;-r .. 1~i~1r:i' COL F:EF 

~=;oc F'F.'.l]FILt.:.. 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 9589 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAF:nlESS: 10 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFOF:l'lATIO~I: -re-

-' ~l COLLABORATION: 
F·ERSONAL: 28 F:EFOCLJS I NG: 
MANAGEl'1E~n: 2 

90 
98 
98 

1c:1~:1 I I I I 

:::1 '·" II II //II -~·-~~JI 
:-::o /" 

70 I I ,.("'' I I 

40 

30 

~~t1 ·- J' 
10 ~ I 

(1 H iii F: ... It· i"F .......... F .. E"F:···· r.:·fi:'."i"t" ... ti~IN ····,~:ti[""" .. "F'."E F 

~=;oc PPC)FILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 958° 
F'El'(CEl•HILE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF CotlCEF'f'/: 
A\IJAF:ENESS: 
I /iJFOF:MAT I mJ: 
PERSONAL: 
MA~IAGEMErl r: 

=~ _, _, 

45 

15 

CDrlSEOLJEr·ICE; 
COLLABOPAT I otl: 
REFOCUSING: 

71 
95 
87 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



RESPONDErH IDENTIFICATIDl'l #: 8176 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 97 CONSEQUENCE: 
Il'lFiJr:r1AT IfJi'-1: '~0 C1JLL;~s.:1p,·~T IOl,J: 
PEF:SONP1L.: 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 81 7 6 
F'EP'.:Ei'-ITIU:: SCOPES Br STAGE OF cm-JCErr-J: 
i~Vi;~~.E!' JE'3'3: 
c tiF!JF'i'1AT I Cll.,I: 
F'EF :3[1f.1~2iL. ~ 
l·l:.11"1+:-45Ei"'·JE~·jT ;; 

c.o 
consEc1ui::1,1c:::: 
COLU\BIJPi'.:< TI ml: 
F:l::F1j[lf3 I NG: 

Data Not Available 

PRE 

POST 

.-,-,-

. ..:.. .' 

7._. 

FINAL 



H~1 I ....... r .. ·r· .. ;·F ............ F'EF.· . - ..;. .J -· .L AIJJP , t·•lt_;, t_Of·J 1_·0 

:::;oc PF.'.C)FILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6032 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 88 COLLABORATION: 
PEF:SONAL: ·:;>5 F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 4 7 

:::.s 
98 

wn:1 I I I I _L I 

;~:=: I I . /-r~-J __ __,~~~,-~I"·~"~ 
"'I /y I 1' I I 
~:~; ~// I I 
40 I I 

:,~1 I, 

In 

OAUJF: Ir
1
1F ... PEP .. t.Jij'f ·ttitT .... {ti[ F:EF 

:::; ci C P F.: 0 F I L E 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6032 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 46 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 72 COLLABORATION: 
PERSOl'l1C\I_.: 89 REFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 80 

JlJl.J I I 

~H~l I /1\, 
:~:•J I I / \ 

/ I \ 

86 
97 
81 

~u . 1 . I 
-AuJF: rtJF F'EP · i·1GT .. 1:i:1ti' .. i::i:ic ·· F:EF 

Soc: PPOFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6032 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
14L~ARENESS: =~ CONSEOUENCE: ..J-..:· 

I NFOF:MAT I ON: 41) COLLABORATIIJN: 
PERSQt.JAL: =~ REFOCUSING: ..J.O:... 

MANP1GEMENT: 47 

48 
97 
4~ 

"'" 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



I 
~: ~=; I 
.::.) I 

I 

·"'" I 
l •'1 I 

I 
C::1 !. ....... . 

AUJP 

RESPONDENT ID~NTIFICATION #: 6167 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
,:.;t>.iAPEt<ESS: 
HIFOF:MATION: 
PEF:SONl=iL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

go 
;30 

95 
56 

1~-:1:-:1 I 
..::tt.l 

::::ic1 I 

?·:1 I 
5 (1 f--1 ·--..... 

::;o 

20 

CONSEC!UEt·ICE: 
COLLABOF:i~ TI m<: 
PEFOCUSING: 

o A 1i1 F:· .. ff~ F. . F'E F'; . f:1i:'.;T . l:i':1tT co L 

:::; o C P F.: 0 F I L E 

F:ESPm !DENT IDE~IT IF I CA TI CJN #: 616 7 
PEF:CENT I LE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF CONCEF:i'I: 
AWARENESS: 66 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 57 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONP1L: F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 60 

1•)•01 I 
.:i ~:1 i 

63 

8:2 

4•3 

.::::o 
.2(1 

10 

0 AtdF: 'Tt·
1w· p'E:F: t··1GT ·-.:;:.n . C1jc··· ·F;EF 

::::oc PPOFILt:. 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6167 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 46 CONSEQUENCE: 
HIFOF:MATION: 66 COLLABOF:ATIOtl: 
PERSONAL: 76 REFOCUSING: 
1'1A~·l.:01(3E~IEl"IT: ''") 

60 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



1111:1 L. I I I I 
-, o \-'~ ....... _ I I __.- ~-~ I 

~ii -~1 I\ J 
~~,:: '1 I \i-~--~I // I 

1•1 J 
'\:;

1
iilF: Ti·fF PEF: r:ii:ii' 1:i:':1H . i:':'1:1c F.:1F 

!::;oc PF.'.OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICAT rm-1 tt: 6016 
PERCE~IT I LE SCOF'ES BY STAGE OF CONCEF:~I: 

AWARENESS: 97 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 84 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 87 REFOCUSING: 
MANt-iGEMErH: 05 

l•W1 I 
::::i~:i ~ .............. ---·.-r-

;.: .. : .J I 

:-ci I 
so 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6016 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFOF:MATiml: '7'6 COLLABORATION: 
PEF:SONAL: 83 REFOCUS I ~1G: 
MANAGEMENT: 94 

Data Not Available 

24 
31 

.. ;;. . .:;. 
8(1 
-,-:--
1 ·-·· 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 5983 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 84 CONSEQUENCE: 
I ~I FORMAT I ON: 96 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 89 . REFOCUS I 1%: 
MAl'IAGEMEl'JT: 18 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 5983 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
Pil•JAF:E~JESS: 

Il'IFORMATim·I: 
PEF:Sllt-1AL: 
M(\l'JAGEMEl'JT: 

46 
66 
8:S 
18 

cmlSEDUENCE: 
COLLABORATION: 
F:EFOCUS I NG: 

8 
95 
20 

43 
64 

;·~~~· I 
::::[1 I i I I 111 

I __ ~--+\ v II 

/ I I ' I 1
1 

~~ rI ..... F ......... l ... · \,l'JF ... : .. EF 
Atu F: t-l p EF: t··1GT cot··1 COL 

~::; o C P F.: C1 F I L E 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 5983 
PEF:CEl'H I LE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF COl'ICERN: 
1-~il;JAh:ENESS: 29 CONSEC!UHJCE: 
T NFORMri TI ON: 54 COLLABORATION: 
PERSON?\L: =~ ,J , F'.EFOCUS I NG: 
MAl'IAloFME~JT: 6Cj 

19 
C"C" _,,_, 
94 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



100 I I I 

~~ 1-- ----i\ / \ I 

..:1,
71 I l \~/ \ I 

~:I I I I I 'I 
.., 1 ......... J. HJ ... L J ................ l 
- AUJF: Hff PEP MGT Cot~ CC1L F:E F 

:::;oc PF.:CtFILE 

F:ESPDl'·IDl'::l'IT LDENTil"Ic,·1THJ~j #: 5•.~,,:·t 

F'EF:CE~ITILE SCDPE'3 8' ST,'.\f3E <JF. C 1Jl 11-:0:,:;": 

: r·IFCF:MAT r 01'1 : 
~= c;..i:: E.~·:L:L::r·-;c:: ~:: ~ 
C:J L_Li--1 b iJF:r·~ T 1 01'-I ~ 

"'EF .-],.: •. ·3r1· 113: 

l I _,.,-~ I L--r--~----~ ,,,-· \ 

I I ' ~-- ' 
~~: I -Ir \\·\I 
60 l 

~~I I I I 
,7, I .. . . .. !.... .... J ........ . J J ......... F .. El ~ - ~1.ui::. HW PEF: ~>1GT con COL ·: .:.r· 

Soc: PF.:OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 5001 
F·EPCEl·I TT. U:O '3COF:E'3 BY '3T12ii3E IJF' CC~ICEF l'j ~ 
AW~FEl'·IE':Oi'.:3 '. 
Il'\F1JF:i•1f~T l Dfl: 
~:·E::F'.·;c:·1\lt·'1L~ ~ 

1·IMlf'.';GEMEr i ~·: q. 

!•:n~· i 
::!·:J I 
ei:1 

C:Ot·!SE 1JL.1 '::: 1·iC~ ~ 

cr:::-1_~L.: ... f11:·F-:1~1 r I ~:ni ~ 

RE'3POMDENT I DENT IF I CAT I ON #: 5C•O 1 
PEF:CE~IT T LE SCOF:ES E<Y ST ;,GE OF CONCEF:N: 
Al~AF:ENE'.'35: .,.~ 

CONSEOUErJCE: .:•1 

If\IFOF:MATIDrJ: 43 COLLABOF:AT I Dt·I: 
PERSONAL: .,..,. 

F:EFDCUS T t.\G: ·-•._J 

Mr\i"l.:4l3Ei'!Erff: :3•) 

/ 

·:J·--· 

I 
ti'-, I 

1 "-.. 

/ 
/ 

7 

88 
7:3 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



~j'.) I _.-r-}--..___J I I 
;:J ':l r-- 1 r-----i-._ 1 

m 1, I 1~~,,-t\\ I 

~:~. I I I 1 I '\1 
~~ I ' I I 

H~ I Tr· i ~ ···· ·· · ····· ·················· ···· ·· ···· ·· J · HJ 
'4 UJ F: • 'r- F' E F: r·,·1 GT CIX1 C 0 L PE F 

:::;oc PF.'.OFILE 

F'ESPDrlDEl'H IDEl'iTIFICATIOl'-1 #: 4461 
PEPCENT[LE SCORES Bi STAGE OF CONCERN: 
..;i_i.1~:·1F:Eh!ES ·:;: 

[ hlF1JPMA r I Dr·I: 
PE~:·:::.;OtJi=1l_.: 

:'-!i-i1·!1-~i=JE···-1Er·!'T; 

C CJNSECiUEl1 ICE: 
CCLLABOF:AT [WI: 
F:EFOCUS I t·IG: 

RESF'IJl'lOEl1ff IDEl'JTIFICHIDl'·I #: 44.Sl 
PEPCEN TI l_E SCOF E'S EN '3TAGE OF C[Jr-JCEPl•I: 
?\WriF:ENES.-3: 
I i··IFOF:t-1!\ TI m1: 

CrJt.1:3E•7.:L:::::1·1cE: 
CDl_l_.t~P.i=F:~-;-: CJr-1~ 

ft·L:-:FOCU':: r !'JC~ 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 4461 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 84 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 48 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

63 
94 

REFOCUS I t·lG: 

'7 
·.~·.) 

38 

71 
40 
73 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



.J _____ -~-! 
I /,,.I I\ 
[,,/ I I\ 

/I I I\ I 

:-:::o 
i i I ! ""'-

~ ": ! I .. . J I . . . .. ... . .. ,,~ 
,:::.1_1_1p Hff F'EF: i'·!G.T. 1:1~1t·j COL F:EF 

SoC PPOFILE 

F:ESF'Cill[1ENT T DEl'IT IF I C.4T HJi'I ii: 2-!o2' 
F EF:CE-:~ll [ l .. E SCOF'ES f: ·1 3TA1:0E 'JF CC!r·lCEF:l· I~ 
t=1L1 l1~F:E:'.JE·::.·3: C Di'·1~ E::-!UE\\1C. E: 
( !'/FDF Mi:; TI Ot-1: COl_U-\E<IJF:t-'1TI1Ji'/: 

PEF'.SCil'IAL: F;:EF 1:cus I NG: 

F:ESFOl'IDEJI IDE',·r; ~FF>1TlDN #~ '.:'.6::'. 7 

F'EF'CE!' IT IL_ ;c.'CF~:E'3 B'l '3TAGE !JF CClt·lf::EF:r· 1: 
{~1~Jr1f:Ei"iE :;·::; 
.U·.!F.CFf'1H ! :: 1·-;: 

31 

/(10 

CIJt·l 3E·c:t.lJ=:i\IC E: 
CD'.....L.~=.iUF~·H T ~ (J!·· t ~ 
F·t::F·-::CL~'.::;. i J'-.JG: 

.,/~~~--+,I -- ~I \\_ 
::::0 ,./ I -'\ 
70 

40 

30 
2(1 

- ' ' 

10 

OAiiiF: friF ·,:·Ef;: f:jij"f i:iJfi" COL .... F:EF 

~::;oC F'POFILE 

F:ESF'C.lNDEnT IDENTIFICATION #: 26'.27 
PEF:CEr·IT I LE SCIJF:ES BY ST P1GE OF CONCEF:N: 
AWAF:ENESS: 
INFOFMATION: 
PERSONP1L.: 
MA~IAGEMEflT: 

72 
q3 
96 
98 

CDNSEOUalCE: 
COLLABOF:A TI ON: 
F:EFOCUS I r·/G: 

66 
4<) 

6'? 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



~~·~I I I I ; ' I j~1 I I l 

,~~~: 1-~~11-· -·-.---1 ......... _·--i l /t!, 
I'', / \ 

~::~: I i ~, __ / '\ 
4•:::1 I I I ! \ 
.~.~1 I I :I 

l .:, I I 
~ ...... ········· ....... l_ ..... 1 ........ ························ 
-AIJJF: H1F PEP r-.·1GT. 'ci:1t··l COL F:EF 

Soc PF.:OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 2184 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 84 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 88 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 78 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 69 

I 
'.:, ~:-1 1 

'~ ... 7t3 ~ 

I\ r; ~D \ 

40 

\ 
\ 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 2184 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 

48 
72 
38 

Al•JARENESS; 
I NFOF:MAT I ON: 
F'ERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

77 
40 
52 
52 

CONSEQUENCE: 
COLLABORATION: 
REFOCUSING: 

71 
88 
.38 

I : 
::':<>) I '1 

1
1 I I 

'=:n I I 

~:~: ~, l_J~\ A~~ ~o ~ . I l \ // J 
1 

I I ' ' ' .c I 

.-:i~:::1 Ii I II :I \~/ I 
20 I 
1 ~ I L J .. I ... l 

,:~l_IJP H1F PEP t·1GT corj COL F:EF 

Soc PF.:OFILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICr'iTION 
PERCENTILE SCOPES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
l-'\~JAF:ENE'3S: 

If\IFOF''.MAT ION: 
F·ERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

48 
45 
65 

COtlSEOUENC:E: 
COLLABORATION: 
REFOCUS I tlG: 

PRE 

POST 

FINAL 



BLUFF CREEK ELEMENTARY 

PRE - POST CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: BLUFF CREE~ PRE CONTAINING 
A'·/ERAt:iE PEF:CEl'ITI LE SCORE'3 BY STAGE OF CONCEF:~J: 

i'.\1.-'Ji'.\F:E~IESS: 13t:. 
INFIJPMATION: 90 

MANAGEMENT: 77 

CONSEC'UEMCE: 
COLLABOF:A TI ON; 
REFOCUSING: 

38 
64 
4'J 

PRE 
1 3 F:ECOF:DS. 

POST 

SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: POST BLUFF CREEK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CONTAillING 
AVERAGE PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 53 CONSEQUENCE: 54 
INFOF:MATION: 66 COLLABOF:ATimJ: 68 
PEF:sm11;L: 6:: F:EFOCUS It IG: 60 
MANAC-iEMENT: ."J9 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6001 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
Al>JP1RENESS: 
I NFOPl"IP; TI mJ: 
F'ERSOl'JAL: 
MMJAGEMErJT: 

'?5 
84 
78 
t:::··-, 
~ . .::. 

1 ~:~ \.::1 I 
:::..::, I 

70 

CDt-iSEOUE~ICE: 

COLLP1BOF\AT I ON: 
R:EFOClJSlNG: 

RESPrnma.JT IDENTIFICATIQt.I #: 6001-6014 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
?\WAF:ENESS: 66 CONSEQUENCE: 
I l\JFORl'1A TI ON: 63 COLIJ;BOF<AT I Ol'I: 
PERSONAL: 80 REFOCUSING: 
MA~IAGEl'IENT: 77 

44 
42 

PRE 

POST 



!f.~i!~l I I i 
~j ~:1 I I I 

I /I'\ 

I 
... 

/. i \ 
:~; ~-, I / I .... , •' I \ / " / I \ 
7~.:! I/ / I .,,\~ I I/ /' 

I 
\ 

r:: ~.:::i r ,--+-1 '.::i ~j 

40 I 
I I I I I 

.2:~~! , I 

I I I 
-~- ~.::1 ! I ! 

I 
I ~~1 I I i I I i ! -:1 I I ... .. 1 .. I i 

"'1_1jf;: [!!F C•EF'. Lj c; r 1~i~·r:1 ;~=·c· L. .. . -·,, i=· c~ i ~ 0 c p n I --=J i . -· i ,.._ ... _ 

FE·:::F·rn·mEt-1'' FE:·1Tr:= rc::;TICll'I #: c,r:;r:1:; 
F·1:::r~c-E~,j~[L;:.=: ·;1·.::r::::::~: fj'{ ·3·;·r:·1jJE: ']F Cf~;r·.Jc:::=::'1·: 

-1L1 li2.f-~'f:JlE'.35: 

L ;, IF(;J=.'i"l:-1 ·: :: -:.:·~ ~ 

::·:::FSi:Jl'lf'·l.: 
>11 .. 11·1,011~·:,E~;·-1~1'··! ;·: 

~'"" I :::1 ~..:..1 

:=:o I 
7' 0 

L C•I' J:: C!l __ •:=:r IC: E:~ ·: 
:.":1~·'.._1... ~:CF·i:~ T f. 'Jr-1 ~ 

PESF'ONDENT IDENTIFICt'C.TION #: t>')0'.2-908:':i 
F'EF:CENTILE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF CONCEF:rl: 
AWARENESS: 10 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 5 COLLABORATION: 
F'EF:SONAL: 
~1AN.C,GEMENT: 

17 
q 

F:EFOCUSING: 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ I 
\ I \ I " ' \j 

I 

i 
I 

r 

F 

p R E 

POST 

71 



F:ESF'DNDEl'IT I DENT IF I CP1 TI Ol'-1 #: 6(")3 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
P1WARENESS: 60 COi'ISEC!UEr·ICE: 
INFOl"'MAT ION: 8~3 COLU\BOF:;e, TI Di'I: 
PEF:SIJWiL: 9l RE!="IJCU,3 I NG: 
MMl~iGEMENT: 9~3 

.20 

1 JC1 

M~, a...::. 
80 
47 

0 HiiiF: fifF PEF; Fi1'.";T U:irj ·· {{1C ·F;EF 

'.::; o C P F.: 0 F i L t: 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6003-2194 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAf;'Ei'lESS: 
INFORMATION: 
PERSOl'IP1L: 

72 
8(1 

76 
MANAGEMENT: 94 

CONSEOUErlCE: 
CIJLLABOPA TI Ofl: 
REFOCUSING: 

71 
80 
T? 

PRE 

POST 



F;'E:3F·O~·i[1 E::J«iT IL1 ~1·rr F"I·~=i:~TIC!l\I t~: ::,·.·,c··1 
F'EF:c,:~J.lT T.i_.E -=i-··~=·F'.::: E ,' ;r:::1GF.~ r:n::- CrJl"·ICEF·'f·/ 
,.:~d.ilr'~iF'F~:· iE:;s ~ ..: CC!/\l5E !.._if:::! i ~:: 
[ l .. !!=i]i-· 1''1,:, T ~ f~~:l'··I: c: !~l_L._,.·~1 1--:-iF::,:~; ~,-,>I : 

1::'EF:SL1r .. 1td_: F~·EF"1JC ·.:: r I·. 

!1Af'l,~t3E~IE'~i'IT; 

10•:1 I I 

~:~ I I 

;-' 0::

1 1- -- ---~t'-, 6~] -- ...,- ""-.. 

=; ~J 

:JO 

.2(1 

1€1 

,_,.,, 
! 

l = 

4(11 I r 
OAUJF'··· i1·1F. F'EF: MGT .. 1'.:1:1Ff. ····;::1'.:1[ ··r;;~F 

::;; o C P F.'. Ct F I L E 

F:ESF'DrlDEtH I DEtlT I FI c;1T I ON #: 600•1--6897 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
P1W1-'iREl'IESS: 
INFOF:MATION: 
F'ERSONPlL: 
MANAGEMEl'H: 

e~ _, _, 

57 
67 
47 

CONSEOUEt ICE: 
COLLABOF:A f I ON: 
REFOCUSING: 

40 
60 

PRE 

POST 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6005 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AvJARENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 
IrlFORMATION: 90 COLLABOF:A TI Oi'I: 
F'EF:SONAL: 70 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 56 

Data Not A vailable--No Longer with A2A 

PRE 

76 
64 
11 

POST 



40 

F'E·:;;::·IJl"IC1Ef.IT I DENT I~- i C1=1 TI Ct~! #: b(1•).~ 

F 1:=.:r:CEt--lT IL.:::~ ·;c JF;·_E'.::; e.· / ·.; T r~GE OF C\-.:tr !C EF:f'!: 
,:-~l1J;~F:E~·JE-3 5 ~ CDt·ISE·.:-!Ut=.::·-\CE: 
[ i·IF·::F:·r·!;~T [ C!~I: COl .. Lt-:1EllJF'1·::.,T L 1.Jt·I: 
F'EF:S1:J/'IP1L: PE;::ocu·:; HJCJ: 

100 I I I I I I so I 
I I I I 
I ! /T' ..... I ,.....·1\ .. ;~; ~:.1 /' I 

I /t'- I .. ~~"· I '·· I / I \ 

70 / -.., .,, .. / 

I ,./ ! • ! , 
I '·,+/ I . - ·".'~ 

·-.... 1/ 
i:-..:1i.._1 ,, I T I i 

'.50 
I 

I 

I 
I 

40 

30 

2(1 

I 1.0 

0 ... ···,.:.;·1:..i"i 
Al~ijp ftJF F'EF: f1;:'.;T 1:'ot1 

:::;oC PF.: 0 FILE--

RESPONDENT I DENT IF I CAT I ON #: 6006-·2'7'4 1 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 

,:\~H'iREl'/ESS: 
~~ CONSEQUENCE: ... J . ..:• 

INFOF:HATIDrJ: 80 COL LABO PAT I m..i: 

PERSONAL: 59 REFOCUSING: 

MP·~l .. 'iGEMENT: 88 

\ 

I 
... l 

F.:EF 

8f3 

i 

! 
I 
I 

\ I 
'"i 

¢:EF 

6:3 
88 
52 

PRE 

POST 



RESPONDENT I DErH IF I Cf'.\ TI ON #: 6007 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS: 93 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 0 8 COLLABORATION: 
F'ERSONAL: F:EFOCUS I ~"8: 
1'1t-i~l~\GEMENT: 88 

RESPDt!GE~IT IOE~ITIF [(;,:;T [rJrl #: 1, 1:1 (<7·-Sco:'~~ 

PEF:c::::i·n [LE SC:JF'E'~ B" s-i.0,cr:: OF c:m-1cf::T·1: 
(: :.!i 1•:.;::: 1-;I if::~' IC: E:: ~ 

:-·-!: .,~:,nF'r\ r ~ -:,rr: 
1-- ~r-·· ·.-· L'.'.:i ;: ~·II=.: 

59 
64 
77 

,-, ' 
·:l ~ 

PRE 

POST 



1''1n i I i 
I 

I 
;~l ~-· 

i I 
I l I I 

:=: ~·1 I I I I r~~. --~~~~ J I /f" 
I 

: ·:1 I ;t\ I " I I I 
j=~ 0 . ! "· / \ I I \ I I I \ 

I 
' ' ! I 

., ., I .. j I I ... I 

5U I '· I ··' i '\ I I \ I ' ,, I/ I r I '· I 
!.CJ I 'f I \. I j ' I 

I I I \ i / ' 
i 

.30 I 

\ 

I \ I 

i 
., I 

I 
\ I ,I '~ 

2(1 .. 1.J I I 
1 ;:1 I I I .... ....... ! .. I 

. ....... .! ..... ...... 0 
AU.IF: IHF . F=·E:'F=: t·.-11:-;T i:rn··1 COL F:EF 

soc PF.: OF ILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6009 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
1:'.\WAREl'lESS: 
INFORMATION: 
PERSOl•lf'.',t_: 
MAW;GEMENT: 

77 
6<;l 
41 
77 

100 I 
90 

::: i;:1 

50 

CONSEDUEr·ICE: 
COLU'<BOF:AT I ON: 
F:EFOCUS I NG: 

/t\ 
/ \ 

I I \ 
4 0 I'", I I \I 

:: I I lj---- '1 

1 t 
....... .., 
/ . .::. 
26 

0 1 ......... 1.... . 1 ...... •······ .. J... ..... .. l 
:'ii.I.IP Hff F·~p t··1GT Cot·I COL F'EF 

'.::;oc PF.:Ot- ILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6009-4554 
PERCENT I LE SCOF:ES BY ST P1GE OF CONCEPtl: 
AWARENESS: 72 CONSEQUENCE: 
UWORMATIQr.l: 43 CCLLfC'iBOF:ATTml: 
~·EF:SOl'll'\L: 2:3 F':EF•JCl.JS I t·IG: 
M1'1t·IAGEMENT: 13 

PRE 

POST 



f'.:ESF'ONDEl'/T IDEi'ITIFIC!HIDri #~ :,,:,l L 
F'EF?CE/' lT T LE SCIJF:ES 8"/ ·:3T!-~t3E 1]F' 1:::onc:.::F t··i ~ 

;:~;t.i!PrPEJ' :E:~iS: 

[ !.,IFCF'l'"lPI f I 1-::il'I '! 

F'EF:Smlf.\L: 

1L:1~'..1 I 
·~t.~1 I 
:=::n : 

I 
('t:i I 

i ' ' 

'S!::.i I / 

'" 
·~ ~:.:1 r 
.30 

:: ~:1 
1 'c' 

0 
AlilP Tiff 

I 
I 
I 

CCl1h J'3ECHJEl··\CE ~ 
CCL_: .r:EtJF'.(":eT I IJ!'·I ~ 

F::=:::--i::icus I !'IG: 

I 

I 
,.-\.. 

/' 

t"" \ \ ·,, 
I '· 

I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

I 
I 

I ' I 

I l 
',' 

I 
I 
I 

J I 
PEf:'.: 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION#: 6011-3310 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
AWAF:ENESS: ·37 CONSEC!UEl'lCE: 
rNFORMATION: -~ _, COLLABORPr TI CJN: 

PEF\SONAL: 7r) F:EF!JCU'.3 I l'IG: 
1'1Ai'li-)GEl'IENT: ff':. 

PRE 

I I 
I --1 .-1 

/': 

POST 

54 
88 
90 



i:::ESF'Qr.IDENT IDENTIFICATIOl'I #: 6012 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
P1vJAF:E~,IESS: 

M<:' 
7._1 corn: EOUENCE: 

I l'JFCJF:MAT I ON: '.:tO COLLABOF:P1T I O!'I: 
PEF:SONi;L: 78 REFOCUSING: 
1'1ANAGEMENT: 85 

11.:~1J I ii i i I 
~: I !~ / f--"- ~'" i "' I 
~ :~: 1111/// I "'·t~- -·-- I","", I 
40 1 
30 I 

38 
59 
C"~ 
._! ,' 

~q I .1 ~1 . . I·.·,· IF···· \ . H 1_1_1 F , F' E P r .. ·11~ r cm 1 c i:i L F:EF 

'.::;oc F'P()FILE 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6012-1823 
PERCENT I LE SCIJRES BY STAGE CJF CONCEPl'I: 
AWARENESS: 
I NFIJF'M~1 TI IJN: 
FERSDi"Ji.\L: 
/'IAN;.'\GE:MENT: 

7'2 

87 
83 

CONSEClUEl"ICE: 
COLU\BORi~ TI IJtl: 
REFIJCUS I l'IG: 

63 
72 

PRE 

POST 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #; 6013 
F'El'!CErH I LE SCOPES BY STAGE OF CDr-ICEF:~l; 
•;( .. Jf'.:1F:E~ IESS; 95 CONSEC!UENC:E: 
INFOPMATT1Jrl: 8't COLLABORAT I Oi'I; 
PERSDt,lr:1L: 7,:-i F:EFOCUS I NG; 
MAl'lr:;GEMENT: 88 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION #: 6013-8266 
PERCE~JT I LE SCOF:ES B't' STAGE OF CONCERl'I: 
AVJARENESS: 77 CONSEQUEl\ICE: 
I i'IFORl'IA TI Oi'I: 8 4 COLLABOF:AT I CIN: 
PEF:Sm-JAL: 
MANP1GEMEl'ff; 

80 
83 

F:EFOCUS I i'IG: 

30 
40 
47 

7 
4 
8 

PRE 

POST 



R.W. HANDKE MAGNET 

PRE - POST CBAM · 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



PRE 
SUMMAR Y PROFILE FOR GROUP PIA ME : ELK RIVER PRE CONTAINING 7 RECORDS. 
AVERAGE PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN : 
AWARENESS : 8~ CONSEQUENCE : 38 
I NFOF:MAT I ON : 
PERSDt·IAL: 
i'!Arl AGE ~1ENT: 

83 
80 

COLU"\80RAT l ON: 
F:EF IJCUS I i'lG : 38 

POST 
SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP N~ME: R.W. HAND KE MAGNET SCHIJOL CONTAINirlG 8 PE COF ' 
A'·JEF:AGE PEF:CEMT I LE SCORES 8 ·( STAGE OF CmlCERN: 
AWARENESS : 66 CONSEQUENCE: 38 
Il'IFOF:MAT I ON: s .:;. COLL.A80t.:AT I m1 : 59 
F'ERSONi:;L: 67 PEFOCUS I i' IC•: 5? 
MANAGEMENT : 56 



1~ ·11 --1 i I 

"' ''' I I :"'"' ~ I I I 
:· •:1 I '· J I : . -.-. ., 1-·-------L I l 

l I i ' · ... _J I J ___ I 
:::. lJ I I r-. ....._ I / I ···----1 
·~~ I '·,·-,+// I I 

.~(1 ! I i I I I 
to I I 1 I I I 
o I ...... ........ 1. .. ... ... I ... __ _ L L __ J ...... ___ J 

AUJF: INF F·EF: t···\C;T •:ON CO L F:EF 

~::; o C F' P () F I L t:. 

F:ESF' ON DENT IDE~HIFI CATIDl'l #: 4 0 0 1 
F'ERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN : 
AWARENESS; 84 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFOF:l"IATiml: 6 't COLL ABtJF·ATION : 
F'EF:SQt-J;.') L: '.!,3 F:EFOCUS I l\IG : 
MAW'iGEMENT : 52 

FESF·Ot·ID E NT IDQ H JF: CATIOtl tt: 'Vh:•t-1 =;·:::; 
F'EF:CEMTiLE SCORE S Et'r' S Tr.;GE •JF COtlCC:C:·ri: 
o--l~JAl~:E~-iESS: 7'.: COt·l·3EC1UErlCE: 
INFORM;.H tOtl: .':;3 CIJLL A80F:;: ,r !Ot·I : 

F·EP:::ONAL: 45 
MA ~l.:'.GEMErlT : 

. ..; ... ::. 

4 7 

~~ .... -' 

PRE 

POST 



:=::ESF'O f\l f.EriT [ C·f:: i'i r IF r .::~';"'." [ON ll: ·VO:•'.:' 
F·Ef.'CE~IT~LE 3CC:iF'E3 B 'r' ST,2.GE IJF C r:.~ tCE F:M: 

AL11;1F E~ : E s ·:,:. : 

[ i IF l:!S't·J · ~ T" [ ;Jtl : 

1 ~)(1 I 

: .. :i I 
:=::o l 

CC1t-r;r::c!UE i' iCE : 
c:~·L1-r... ::1 cr:- ~1r r.c 1·1: 
!~:E!=OCl.tSi ( ;,;r_::. : 

I 

i 
I 

- - - 1 

7~~ ' ... 
'-....... 

. .. //.~ I 
5(1 

40 

.30 

E< 

I 

OH1~1)F:·. 'itiF " f:·E:F: · " ff1j 't " t 1:1~f . C1~i[' f;: E F 

~::; o C PP 0 F I L E 

RESPONDENT IDENTIF[CAT CON ll: 400~-·~840 

PERCENTILE SCORES BY S T AGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARENESS : 81 cm1SEQUENCE : 
INFORMATION: 57 COLL ABORATION: 
PERSONAL : 72 REFOCUS ING: 
MANAGEMENT: 

6 .S 
8(1 

81 

PRE 

POST 



,, .,, , i l I I I 
.,, .-, I"· -· ... _ .. -- ! ·- · 1, ! 

I ' " . - - I i \ 1· 

' '" ' ' I I I I 

~ . -, ! ! I i \ I 

' .. ) I ! i \ I 
I : I \ / 1 
i : I \ I ,/ I 
I I '· I/ I 

3') ! \ _ ___....,- f I 

::..:1 I ! I ' -~- II 

=· 1:1 

t v) I 1' 

,,, I . . . ..I . . ... .i . . 
· ;::. 1:u F' (r IF" f' E F' t .11:;T COtl COL ' "'F' E F' 

:=; o t . P F.'. () F I L E 

F:ESF'CJNOEtH I Dan IF I CAT I m i #: 40•) ) 
F'EF:CENT I LE EiCOF:ES 8 '( STAGE OF CQt.ICEF:N : 
AWARENESS : 94 CONSE QUENCE: 
INFOF:MATIOM: 84 COLLABOF:ATION : 
F'EF:SONAL: 9.., 

HANAGEMEtH: 95 

~~~1~1 I 
•::t t ..1 

,~, .-:i I 
70 

5 0 

40 

30 

F:EFOCUS I NG: 

I 

i 
i 

--_\ 
\, I 

'\. . / 
........ 

2 7 
36 
60 

'l ............... . 
ItlF '"'i=,'E: 'f;:' ' " ' MGT cor--1 COL F:EF 

SoC PF.'.C)FILE 
"71 ····· · ·· 
- AUJ R 

F:ESPONOENT 
F'EF:CENT I LE 
AWAREtlESS: 

IDENTIFICATION It: 4(>(13-5'.:36 
SCOF:E ·3 8 Y STAGE OF COtlCEF:M: 

72 CONSEQUENCE: 

1 MFOFiMAT I ON: 66 COLLABOPATIOM: 
7?. REFOCUS HIG: PERSONAL: 

MANAGEMENT: 65 

72 
"'' ~1 . ._ 

PRE 

POST 



FE3PONDEN T I DENTIFICAT I ON »: 4 0 04 
P <:: FCEN T I LE SCOF:ES 8 ':' STAGE CIF CDMCEF:r i: 
1:'.\lJJ HF\E:i ·IE SS : 9 ! C;JNSE CHJE i'·ICE: 
H lr-- i jF:t-1,; TI iJ t l : QQ C!JLL.::\8iJF'H Tl m ·J: 
F· E r-·:::,:j~. 1 .c.1_: q5 F: :::~·:-::cu::: . .r r,:c. : 
; .. , t~ l' l ?' 11 3 E i"1E l' I T ~ 3 1 ·1 

i (H.~I ! 
·:.·:i i 
.:: •) I 
, ,~. r·------
"" '" i :. "' I 
.....1 (I 

.?.(t 

F: ESF'ONDENT I DENT i FI CAT r ON tt: '10(• •>-5984 
PEr-:CENTILE SCC1F:E·3 8 'r' ':3TA GE OF CONCEF:M: 
A ~IA F: Et.1E'3S: 7-:.:_ CONSEC!UENCE: 
INFCJr~MAT ION: 6q COLLABOF:A TI Ot-1: 
F'EF:SON1-)L: 85 F:EFOCUS I 1\IG: 
M P1~ I AGEMENT : '1 7 

PRE 

9 
2 

POST 

38 
76 
42 



RES PONDENT IDEN~ I F I CATION # : 10 05 
F E RC Et lT I LE 3 COF:E S B Y S T AGE OF CmlCEF .' I: 
1~ t.i 1 t=.·,PENESS : 

I l\IFOF:MAT I ·Jl' I: 
FERSm·11; L : 
MA ~IAGEMEl'H : 

-:' .!:> 
8 5 

C0~· 1 S ~ C1UE ~· ICE: 

C: O L L. . ~El!J RA T I O~I: 
F:EF GCLJ·;; T ~ IG : 

,, .. ,.-, I ! I ! I 

::1-~~~ I I I _,.-rl'~\ I I 
:::.c1 r- ----r-------.. f·-..-'" ! \ I ! 

~ ~I I I \j ~/1 
5 0 I I 'r--. I 
oflJ I 
::::o 
.2 ~J 

10 

7 L 
'l 8 
·30 

'" ""' 1_,j .f:'· · Iii r= · .. F·E F.: ·r:.1,:; T · ·· .:;:•r j · · · c.:,t:: · F:E F 

~::; o C P P 0 F I L E 

F:E SF' Oi"IDEt·IT I DE~IT IF r C?\T H Jt·I # : •\l)(1 5 - ~' 8 5 <t 
F'EFCEtlT I L E scoF'ES 8·1 '3 T AGE OF cm1cEi::-r 1: 
l~VJl~F: ENE ·3s : 

I l•IFOF:MA r I ON: 
PEF:SO~IA L : 

C ON SE C'UEl•ICE: 
C !JL L liE<Cr F:~\ f [ C) I I : 
F:EFOCUS I l' IG : 

~ .. ... _• . ..:. 
7-

PRE 

POST 



F r::· :: :=·ciNC•EJIT Ic!:::;·1:[FIC.',T [Ol"i It : l jo ).Y' 

:=·EF'CEt·IT IL .::: ·;cc;;·E 3 8 t ST .:;1:;r::: OF C1J i·11: E F' ~- 1: 

;.;l•l 1·\P2:rlE".J C:; .: CC:t'· l~:E C !IJE:· ICE..: 
~ 1-. 1 17c;s: t-1t~ T r 1Ji'- i : C C-L 1 

_ ,~-; 9 ~J Fr . r [ r:, r ' : 
F:EF1_-,:::us [~IC : 

,,,n-, i 
·:-.(, I 
::::•:. I 

I 

4 0 

.30 

20 

l 0 

F: ES F'Ot· IOE~IT IDEtH I FICl'..TIOl' l ff : 4007- 76 .LS 
F'EF:CE ~ITILE SCOFE S 8Y STAGE OF CDr'ICEF:tl : 
;1 1>J ~,f;:EMESS: 4 6 cm1 SEC>LJE~ I CE : 
I ~ I FOPM~• T I m 1: 84 COLLA BIJF:A TI m 1: 
F'EF:SOt·ltlL: 7(1 1:.:EFOCLJS I 1%i : 
M Po ~IAGEME~ I T : 77 

PRE 

POST 

76 
ql 

9•.) 



H ·,1.:1 I .. . r~ ~ - ·-~ I ! 
I .. 

! 
r--·~-\ '.j V_1 I ,. 

( \. I 
:; : _-, I I \ I 

I I " I - l: ! \ 
! I l I \ I I " i r:• •:1 I I I 

::.·j i I 

I I I I 
~(I I 

I I I ·~:o I I 
0:::1.) ' I I I I 
1. (I 

..... I ...... . ....... I ...... I I 
\:1 I. . J 

Al.I.IF:' It"IF PE F: t"·1•:;T - c p F.'. . . 
l -I .::J -

F:ESF·m .man I DEl' IT IF 1 CAT I Ol' I u: 4006 
PERCENTILE 3CORE S BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 

() 

\.I ' 
\ 1 / 
w 
I 
i 
I 
I 

! 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. . . . I . . . 
COtl 

t- i 

PMAF\E l'IESS : 84 CDtJSEC!UEl' ICE:: 

L 

1 l'IFORMA TI DN: 0 9 COLLABIJRA TI Oi'I : 
PERSONAL : 96 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT : -::;;4 

2(1 

RESPONDENT I DENT IF I CAT I O~ I It: 4 (ll)6·-'554 ') 
PERCENTILE SCORES 8 1 STAGE OF CONCERN : 
AWAFiE~IESS : .s6 COtJSEOUENCE: 
INFORMATION: 91 COLL.ABOF:AT ION: 
PEf':SONAL: 89 REFOCUS 1 ~IG: 
MA~IAGEMENT: 77 

' ' .' ~ 
l :\ I ... ! \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

··· ( ,~1' [ '' 

t:.. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
', 

\ 

J 
FEF 

48 
9 -:;. 
34 

.... .l 
F:EF 

!:?b 
q -:-

87 

p R E 

POST 



PILLSBURY MAGNET 

PRE - POST CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



!~h-1 I i 

::..::~ ~ I 
I - i '· ....... _ : I , 

:=:(I I""- ' I I 

~::I I 't-~~\ I I 

:: I I I I \L,,,+--, I 
~~: \ I I I I I l 

0 \. .. .. ...IJF ..... .. . F Fl F .. " 't·,·11,-, T.. .. L .. . .. J . ... .. .. l 
AUJ R t·l · - .: - COt ·l COL REF 

:=: i-. r: e ~· n i i c· F' c:· n c- 1- L' t::. 
- - - ~ · · ··- - l · ··. - i PRE 

SUMM,-·F· 'f F'F:OF I LE FOF: GROUP NM 'E : S T F' ~'oUL ;..)C;.<L'EMY CONH< IM I t·IG 11 RE COF:DS . 
iWEH\GE F'EPCEl' ITILE SC OPE S 8 ·1 ·:;TAGE OF cm1CEF~I: 
!~ v1 1;F'EMES '.3 : '? 1 COl'·ISEQUEt·ICE : 3•) 
I ~IF OF: MA T I IJr·I: 9•:' COL LABOF:AT I ON : 44 
PERSONAL : 7 6 REFOCUSI NG: 26 
MAN(>GEME~IT : 7 7 

SUMM•~F:Y F'ROF I LE FOF: GPOUF' ~ I Al'IE : F'OST ST. F'1;u1.. ACADEMY CDt·ITA HI H IG 
AVERAGE F' EF:CENTILE SCOPES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 

AWAF·El\JESS : 
I NF OF:MAT I m 1: 
F' EF:SmlAL : 

6" 
66 
.~3 

c m1SEQUENCE : 
COLL A BORATION: 
REFOCUSI NG : 

-:,,) 
68 
42 

POST 

l I. F· ECORDS . 



RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION 8 : 2 00 1 
PERCENTILE SCOF:ES E<Y STAGE OF CONCEr·~· l : 

Al1J{;F:Et'!ESS: 
I ~IFOF:MAT I ON: 
PERSOt·IAL : 
MA~ lAGEMENT : 

b(l 

8 4 
59 
65 

COtlSEOUEi'-ICE : 
COLLAE<ORi"tT I Qt-I: 
F:EFOCUS 1 NG : 

Data Not A vailable--No Longer with A2A 

.:;,4 
bO 

PRE 

POST 



4_,: .. - . 1 -· ··-· ·-
F:E SF-'IJN[· ,=: i' rr I DEl'IT 1 FI c ,.; r I •JN ti '. ::: ·>:':: 
Pr-..:F'CE:i'-i r I LE '3CC:F:E·3 :e·1 ·31 ; 1·3E •JF ·::::1 i1

.: ~r:r· j : 
~l..·.J~.\ PE i tE.~ : ·:; : 

[1· 11=-- cH~·;. 1;;,: t •Jn: 

PE:f' :;Ui-:.L : 

10 

·:m ; ;:.;::r•uE > i' ~ E ; 

;-: C.L L. o-"iE· o~·1..::,T ~ 1 -· 11 : 

:~· EF: :]CLI <.=. r f' 11-; : 

F:ESPONDENT I DENT IF I CIH I ml #: :2('<)2--b3 1 3 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN : 
AWAf::ENESS : 77 CONSEQUEl' ICE : 
H IFOF:MATION: 69 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 83 REFOCUSING : 
MANAGEMENT: 80 

-l • ~· 

6 

·:.1 
47 

PRE 

POST 



i i . ..__l I 
I\ I I\ I I 

I\ 1/k I I - - ,,. I ',," 

~~. 0 ,_·,_, F· .. ... r .. r· .. , .. F. · · · · J ·· ···· · ··· · J ···· ... .. J 
n PEF: t·• tG T Cot·l COL PEF 

~::; o C F" F.'. 0 F I L t:. 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION tt: 2 0 03 
PERCENT I LE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF COt'ICEF:l'-1 : 
AvJAF:ENESS: 93 COMSEQUENCE: 
I NFOF:MAT I O~I: 9 7 COLLP1E<ORAT I ot I : 
PERSOt-l~iL: 83 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 30 

RESPONDENT IDHlf[FI CfH! Ol' I »: 2 •) •) 3 - ·43 1 :'. 
PERCE~H I LE SCORE S BY S TAGE OF CO~ICEF·~ J: 

AvJ P1F:El' IESS : 
INFORMATION: 
PEPSON?\L: 
MA~IAGEMEt.JT: 

3 7 cmlSEOUEl' IC E : 
CIJU .A80F:;:'\ I [ IJ~· I: 

l ~:EFOCUS 1 t· IG: 

2 
4 

2 

!I 

PRE 

POST 



_-. 
-.:. :.t' ··: 

F:ES F.,J~!DEl'IT I C•ENT [FI CAT I ON # : .:C•)• :' l 
F'EF·CE~ITILE '3C CF'E S 8 ";' s r ..:.GE •J F cm1cE;:::;-i : 
A~·l f1 F·E~· IES~3 : :3 t C·Jl'·l ''.'.EC• t .. !1="1C:: E: 

11':1 

;-_: 1_:] L ~-~~~ 8DF.~ :· r :~: r l '. 
P EFcc : _ _i S : 1· IC· : 

.. ! 
~: Er~ 

·.:: -1 

0 ACuF: ·T r· 1F" · · · F=·E: F': · · r:-;·;j ·t · · ·,:;::,r r ·· { '~' L.. ·F=:EF 

Soc PF.'.OFiLE 

RESF·ot·IDENT I DENT IF I er.TI O~ I # : 2(l0•l-591\S 
F'ERCENT ILE SCORE S 8 V S TAGE OF CONCERN : 
AWARENESS: 46 CONSEQUENCE: 
I ~IF OR MA T I ON: 
F'EF:SONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

45 
81) 
77 

COLU·'•E•ORAT I ON : 
F:EFOCUS I i' IG: 

54 
59 
57 

PRE 

POST 



1i.:,:n-1 I I I I 
I -~ I I 

·-~ '":' .---- I I 
I I ' I ~ ::: (I ' I I ·\~1 I// /I '\. :--o I 

I 
I I r:••.:.r I 1'. I I ::. (1 I I I '+/1 .. ~ 0 

I I I ~ : (1 

2~:1 I F1 I I I I I 
1 .. . .. I .. I I I 

i71 ... ..... ... ! .... ... ..... ./ .. .... 
- A UJ F: It-ff F'EF: t•1GT co1·1 COL 

:::;oc FF.'.OFILt::. 

F:ESF'Ot.JOEtH I DEt-IT IF I C1; TI ON tt: 20C•5 
F'EF:CENT I LE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF CO~ICEF·~I: 

A~·JAF: ENESS: 9 1 COi' ISEC!UEt lCE: 
INFOF:MATiml: 93 COLLABOF:~nrm.1: 

PERSONAL: 59 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 34 

t -<:1 

' '\ '\J 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.. . J 
P.EF 

48 
84 

.,, ,.::, 1.1.iF: ····niF" ·· ···· PEF:· · MG T a,;:r · ,:::·,:,L.. · · · F.:EF 

::;; o C P P Ct F I L E 

F:ESF'Oi"IDEl'IT I DENT IF I CAT I m1 # : 2(h) 5-7 329 
F:EF:CENT I LE SCOF:E S 8 'i ST 14GE OF COMCEF:t·I: 
A~11;RE t~E SS: 

<: . • CONSEQUENCE : .J _• 

INFORMATION: 6 l ) COLLABOF:A TI IJt l: 
F:ERSmlr.L: 67 F:EFOCLIS I NG: 
MAt·li:'1GEMEt·JT: ·I : 

<: 
, J 

7 

6 

PRE 

POST 



PE '::.PDtl [ 1 N T i DEi"~TT:= · ~cr4T l [l r · I tt: 2·:1t) 6 

F'EG'CEl"·I"! L::: s:.:or:·E= Ei '( ST .. :v;E OF C!Jl' IC F::F:n: 
.::.1> l ~ 1 F'i::i\ : E _.5 : 
~ 1· , r-~c1i--: ti~ 1 ~ ;~. N : 

\':'.f .. . .... . 
- A UJ F: 

C: Ot·1·::.E '.)L:E 1· ICE: 
:: r:;u _r:• C< G ;·,; r [ iJ l' I: 

I 
I 
I 

I 

A"" I 
\ I /I'~ 
\I/ I 

.... ... ...................... J ... ... J 
p E F: . t •I GT . 1:or·1 .. . c·,:, [ F.: E F 

S o C: PP ()FIL E 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICA TION #: 2006 - 7~ 1 6 
PERCENTILE SCORE S 8 Y STAGE OF CmlCEF:~I: 
A~IARENESS: 

I NFOF:MAT I ON : 
PERSONAL: 

60 
6 (1 

MANAGEMENT: 61) 

CONSEQUENCE: 
COLLA80F:AT T CJN : 7 
F:EFOCUS I NG: 4 

PRE 

POST 



F:r:::s i:·oMOEtlT I C·E ~·I r I;- I c.~ T I ·:H'i II: :::" •:1(1 7 

F'EF'CEi'-IT I LE SC :JF'. E~ 8 't ·3 T~~GE QF C!J i' ICEFi' I : 
t:'1l 1 Jf' i ~· Et'· IE '3 S : .:, I C iJ~· ISE:C!UE~ 1::;:. : 
[ l' IFCiF:M.4 TI Dtl ~ 
F' F.F :-;C ~· l ;'..; L _ ~ 

Mi'.'1N; ,1:: E ME t·IT ; 

CDLl._ ;"\~t iJFA r I Ct i: 
F EFCoC US I i., iG : 

Data Not A vailable--No longer with A2A 

PRE 

..:·-..:· 

POST 



:.u 

.: ~.) I 

i .:-1 i 
L:'j j . 
- .:::i i .U~: 

f:·E:~ FD l' l[· Ei~ IT [(!Ei'J'I [Fl C:;r lC:: i·: tt : ·.;'(.i:;8 
._. ~FCE~ IT t 1.~ ·3 :-: ;;~· t::·= ;~\ ·:: T . • ::;E rJ F 1: :=::t·· 1CEF n ; 
.. ·.1,.1;--.i:;·Ei'·lt:·3s : 
[ i· l r=-1~f° MHT ~ 1J tl ' 

·:·. 1 cm 1 ·::::::: ,~: ur::: r 1c E .: 
C!J !_!_. ,,::·1JF :.:. T £0tl: 

I 
I 

. l 
F: E F 

s 1. 

/\ 
/ \ 

I \ 
2 (1 

10 

0 At1TF;·· .. rfiF ···· F·EF: ·· r.- 11~-r ·····a1rf .. i:':'ol. .F .. EF 

~::; o C F' P 0 F I L t:. 

RESPONDENT IDENTI F IC ATION ~: 2008-0923 
PERCENTILE SCOF:ES E< ·/ STAGE OF COt lCEF:N: 
;;i.JARENESS : 
1 NFOR~IAT I Otl: 
PERSONAL : 
MANAGEt1ENT: ~ -~ 

-• ....:.. 

COt- I SE C!UE~ICE: 

COLLAE<OPATIDN: 
REFOCUSING: 

68 
~6 

PRE 

POST 



F:ESF Ct·IC·EJ·IT I CE I IT 1 F I c,; T l C1t·I tt : '.:°:'(• 1 1: 1 

PEP 1-::~::i\IT T i_ E ·~ CCC:: E · ; t~·;' ·;r~·,J3E :J F C CtiC EF' ~· I~ 

. ~\l1J;.; F ::-:;· IE:;:=: : 
TI IF :-1b·t- 1 t-~ TI [:1-.1 ~ 
FEr:~3C l'!t!. L.: 

Mi-\l' lrc,GEi·IErlT : 

CDtlSEDUE~ ICE ~ 

C:C~ L L r:-·1BOF'.r~1 f I OM: 
PE FOCUS 11-.:1;:.; 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION tt: 2 010-1770 
F'EF: CE~I r I LE SCOF:E ·:; BY STAGE OF CONCERt·I: 
AWAG:ENESS : 
I NFOF:MAT I ON: 
F'EF\SONAL: 
1'1A~IAGEMENT : 

86 CONSEQUENCE: 
91 COLLABORAT Iml: 
41 F:EFOCUS I t·IG: 
30 

PRE 

21 

POST 

8 
;.s 
3(1 



!1:-1:::) ! .... -·-r· -..... ... -........... ~ 
S•'1 1---- I I '>. 

:=;:(1 ! I I ' «, , I 
70 I I ',~ 
'5•J1 I 1\, I I 
~:I I I \I I I 

~: 1 I I l+/l 
'"' 1 .. ... .. ......... ....... _I. __ ____ .. ___ _ _ ,, ___ , ____ .. .. ... J .. _ -· ... l 
-Al_IJF: "" " rt--iF PEF: r--·1GT cor·-j COL F:EF 

~::; o C P F.: 0 F I L E 

G:ESPOt-lDENT I DENT IF I Ct-'\ TI C~I -ti: 20 11 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN : 
~WAF.:ENESS : 

!NFOF:MATim~: 

PEF:SONAL: 
MA~I AGEME l' I T : 

94 COt-ISEQUENCE: 
9Cf COLLABORATION : 
9•l F:EFOCUS I NG : 
69 

i~:,~:· I 
,~ :;: i I . I 

;~ l/J ---ri "'-....___ 
40 

::::o 
2() 

/ \ 

30 
14 
30 

1

:JdF:· rrfF' .PJF: · r:i i:ii' 1:i~1tf - C1:1 L F:EF 

:;:; o C F P 0 t- I L E 

F:ESPGNDENf IDENTIF1CATTOl'I tt: 2(•1 l-988~' 
PERCEl' IT I LE '3CORES E< 'f STAGE OF COl'ICEPr-1: 
AWAFEl'IE '3'3 : 4b CONSEC!UEl'ICE: 
1NFOPM~T10N: ~7 COLLABORATION: 
PERSONAL: 6 7 REFOCUS I r-113: 
i'IAl'I Af:'E ME~IT: 5 ,:, 

63 
88 
'17 

PRE 

POST 



Data Not A vailable--New to A2A 

'-"1~,, I I I I _-i ~.:1 

/'\ \\I :·:::(t 

I 
I 

7t21 / 
6•:1 .,i / ~ 5(1 '\. I I 

' I i --1 1:1 I ...... I I 

:::o I "~ I .2(1 

I H:t I . l (1 I J ... .. '4 u.i P. Ir IF F:EF: ··· r:f i::iT · ,: ,:1r i c 1:1i.:.: ·· F:EF 
~=;Ca I_: F'POFILE 

HESF:ONDENT [ t:·E ~ IT IF I CAT !O~I II: ~' t) .t 2-7390 
F:EF:C:E~IT I LE SCOF:E !3 B Y STAGE OF CONCEF:n : 
AWAF'E~ I ESS : 81 CONSEl)lJE t·ICE : 
I NFDRMAT I ON : 8 0 COLL AE<O F: •\ r [ Dr·I : 
F:ERSON1~L: 

MAN1~ Ci EMENT : 
67 F:EFOCUS t i"IG: 
~ . 

·..J C) 
s ~-' 

PRE 

POST 



ONAMIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

PRE - POST CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



SLJ Ml'l ;~ RY PF:OF I L E FOF: GF\OUF' NAl·IE: PRE crnn,:; I 1\1 HJG 1 •) F:ECDF: DS . 
A\.'ER1-'\GE PERC ENTILE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF cm1CEF:N: 
n WAPENESS: 89 CONSEQUENCE: 48 
I ~IFOF:t·:1-~ f I OM: COLLAE<O F:r:\ r I ON: 
PEF;:SOl' lf; L: REFOCUSING: 
MAr l AG EMENT: 

SUMMAF:Y F'F:OF I LE FOF: GF:OUP l'li;ME: P O·:J T Ot- lf'.\M [A ELEMEt-IT Af:: '( 
Al/ EF:i";GE F·EF:CEtlT I LE SCOF:E'3 8 '{ STAGE OF crn1CEF: ~ I: 

68 
42 

AW,'.'\F:ENEs·:;: 6 6 CDrlSEQUEt·ICE: 5 9 
INFOF:MATION : 69 CIJL Ll='<BOF:IHIOM: 8(> 
PEF:SONl\L: 7 6 l'(EFOCUS 1 MG : T3 
MAN.:'.GEMENT: 5 ..':i 

PRE 

POST 



-· 
i::·--· 

-··-· 

C1 ..... 
- ;::.1_1.1F· 

\._ 

I _ . .. - -
... ... i _,/' 

. ; 

':ESPOt l[•EtH I DE!' IT IF I Ci'.\ T I m 1 !t : ·:?•:. l ::o 

·i:::F:cnnI LE SC ORE S B 'f ST ;>GE OF COt- ICEm1: 
1l•il·\FalESS : ·~· 11 COl l::l E ·~1UEtiCE: 

. :•IFOPMA T'I !)~l: 7'2 CGLL?'<BIJF: ,:; TI ON: 
·r::R '.:>DNAL: 55 F:EFDCIJS I t·IG : 
IP,t lAGEMEr·IT : ,~9 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION tt: 80 1 ~ 

PERCENT I LE SCDF:ES 8Y ST .4'3E OF cmlCEF:~I: 

A WARENESS: 86 CmlSEiJUEt ICE: 
I NFOPMA TI O~ I: -~ . ,_J COLLABOPA T iml: 
F'EF:Sml?<L: 45 REFOCUSING : 
MANAGEMENT: 18 

i 
I 

I 

i 
... l 

PEF 

'18 
60 

54 
qc:: 
B l 

PRE 

POST 



~=-1 ; 
-~1 .! 1 F 

· r~::f' Cl' i [i:: r lT f DE~:T r~:~ c .. \T~ ' =ir : ~: 11= 1: · : 

:=·:::-cc: 1 r ~ L~- ·:: crJ :-:: E ~:J :: :; 1 ::· .. 3i=: ·-:F , ... =i .c ;:~- 1 1: 

C: !:: ~ l :~~~C!UE !· :c;:.:: 
;_ (" ._l_ ,.'.,8[1F',.:. rl•J ~1 : 

t:r:·.=!JCUS !:1"11:7 : 

F'E SF'Or.IOEtH H •ENTCFI CATIOt·I #: l(H)l--506 5 
F'EF:C E~IT I LE SCC!F:ES 8 Y STP,GE OF COt~CERN: 
AW\REf\IESS: ~7 

_J .~. CONSEQUENCE: 
I NFOF.:MAT I ON: 75 COLLA80F:AT ION: 
PERSONAL: 8•) REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMan: 3 7 

PRE 
:_-.: 
·· -l 

POST 

8~ 

72 
9•1 



Soc: 

RESFONDENT IDEtH I FIC!H ICitl #: 1002 
F'EF:CE ~ITI LE SCOPES E<Y STAGE OF CONCEF:i'I: 
AvJ~.r-::nlESS : 9 .t CONSEOUEt·ICE: 
I i<.WOFM,CiT lO~I : 07 CIJLLAE<OF:AT I IJt·l: 

i''EF:SOi"l{~L: 

MANi;GEMEtH; 

9 :-; 

60 

5 (1 

3(1 

Ct ...... . 
- ,..:, UJ F: 

F:EFOCUS I ~IG: 

F:E '3F!JMOEMT 1 DENT IF I Gi TI O~I tt: l (1 t (l .' 1 c:i•:>~ 
PEF:C[:M TILE SCOF:E''> 8'( STAGE OF CClt lCEF:N: 
A l>J ~) F\ EtlES '3 : 66 CONSEDUEl"ICE: 

/ 

I NFORrlA T [ ON : 8:-3 COLLABOPATI ON: 
FERSOtlAL: 8 3 REFOCUS I MG: 
MANAGEMENT: 6 •) 

66 
84 
57 

48 
91 
8.1 

PRE 

POST 



F.ESF'Dl\l f· E >l·r 
FERC?.;-i r· fi..J=: 
P1L\i,;F' !=: i· I :~·; ·3 ~ 

I DENT [F '. C~'1 T l 1] 1·1 It : 1·)•:•3 
SC C: t=: := ·:; ::1 ·,. 3T t:;GE 1JF CC•f·IC~r· t· I : 

COMSE !"~~UE.tlCE : 

I ; IFC;P f·I"'; : r:' ~ i : CIJLi fd?Of.':~\ i· 1 ·~,r.i ;: 
: = '. EF :J ·~U'.3 t ~· lt.- : F· E f.;"3 (jl' li:.",1_ : 

i1 ,'..\M;" t:iEME:' I ;- : 

.;:,'.:: 

I I 

I I 

__ L __ ~ 
5(t 

3 0 

.2(1 

1 .::1 

I 

0 A Cd Fi. ''ffiF . . ... PEP .. t,1 GT ·,:i:1r:r ...... (1':1L ·F;EF 

~=; o C P F.'. 0 F I L E 

F:ESPClNDEtH IDENTIFICATI ON II : 10<) 3- t ::•H 
PEF:CEtlT I LE SCOF:E ·3 BY STAGE OF CONCEF:n : 
~'vJAF:EMESS: 8 1 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFClR l' l?\T ION: 93 COLLABORATIOtl: 
F'EF:SrJMAL: 89 REFOCUS I ~IG : 
MAMAGEMEMT: 80 

.:,3 
6 >3 

PRE 

POST 



11 -1 I-~ i -·-r· - I 
I 

_-. ~:1 
-~- I -.... _ I I 

! -., .. I ' 
I I 

[\\ 
; i 

: .. ~:, I I I I 

7 l:t I I I I 
I I I 

:.; .) I I I I 
I 

I ·,I 
=· \_i I I 'l i 
'--1 0 I I ! '-\ 

I 

I 
I 

~: r.:· I I \ , I 
I I ' I 

2 ( 1 i I \ I '\ I _,,.-"!·--'-. . 

ti:) I I I I \ J.r / 

0 \ ..... ... ... L .. J l ... .. r .. .. .. ("1~1 L. 
F: E F' t .. ·11-;T cot 1 A UJ F.: H1F 

::;oC'. F' F'. c:i F I L E 

RESF:mlDENT IDENTIFI C14T :Ot l # : t00 4 
F:EF:CEMT I LE S C: OF:ES BY S TP.GE C•F COMCEF:N : 

c m1·::.E C'!UE!' IC:E: 
A~JA F:E l'IESS: 

I l'IFOF:MAT I ON: 
F'E RS OW\1.- : 
1'11-WIAGEMEMT : 

;~ (1 

30 

.2 (1 

COLU\E:Of.~:,; r I 0 '."1: 
PEFDCUS I ~IG : 

\ 

I 

i 
:. -- L --~ 

I 
; 

·- ---~ -- - · 
I 

' i 
I 
i _, .. , , 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
... J 

PEF 

... _ 

8 

9 

I 
I 

rn I 
0 ,::.i:dF··· .. fi 1F= · F.~ F· .. r.ii::;'t .. ·,: ;:,r:i .. ·· ····;:ot.: 

I 
.. J 

<;:E .,. 

r::: F.si=·m I LEI' IT 
:-·EPC•::n r r 1 __ ;:: 

c\loif~ F:ENESS : 

::: o C F' P Ci F I L t:. 

: c:.i;::1 .1Tl F lCi-•f[ i) 1 1 'I: t · : " :'-1 ·-::~:- '.' 
SIJ JFE ·J S ·· '3 f ,\G E CJF CO~li:E::· ri: 

.:,o cor 1 ·;E C1UE~· ICT : 

i NF OF M r.\ r 1 OM: •:1::!LLf'< F< OF' A r [ 1:11-. 1: 

F'EF: SOl'l ~L: 

t- l ~1i' li~1GEME i' I T: 
9 l P E;:"JC U'3 IM(-; : 

PRE 

POST 



F:E ·:; p (](,IDE~ iT I : ·E:,;·; Ir I c :; r I Cl! ' I ;I; 1 · ~ ;;'·=· 

Pr-: r.:: i: E r--1T ~ LE scct1=: r.:: ·3 '=: ·.· -3 r.~ c;~ er: ::·J~·1 1:E:::.r.1: 

:·\hJ"""1PE l --lE :::. ~:; : 

[~IF ·: ·· F~··1A r r·:::t·I: 
PEi:::~. fJ ~· l 1:,1._ : 

M~1 l ' l1"- • - Ei'IE ~H: 

3!: 

F:ESF'mlDENT IDEMTIFICATION 11: l•)(IS-7: l 8 
PERCENT I LE SCOPE S BY STAGE OF CONCEF'r I : 

AWP1REl'IESS: 72 CONSEOUENCE: 
INFOF:MATION: CDLLA80F:r-H I m1: 
F'EF.:SONAL: F:EFOCUS I ~ I G : 

MANAGE MEN r: 3q 

30 
88 
42 

PRE 

POST 



.. h, I 

.: , _! 

i 

·;\._ 
I \. 
I \ 

\ i 
\l 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. i 
~·Er 

::::Esr· c: f' l[ ·F.:t- r1· r r:· E !> 1r ~ .=r c! .:, r 1oi 1 tt : i ·_1: · :. 

:=·EF:CEtlTILE :::;co ;0·E~3 8 Y S H1GE CF CC "IC::OPN; 
1-\ WAF:E J· JES3: '3·7' C:Jt·l '=EC1UE/·JCE : 
I ~· I FCr-· Mi:-\ TI m1; •'.>(o C!JLL ;:.E .. JF:?; T [ m j: 
F'ER:31Jt·IAL: 13° F:EFOCUS I NG: 8 
MA~11.;GEM E i'H: 

1:C''." I I I I I I I 
::t•~ I ----i-~ I I _,.,,--"J--1 
::::o1 I I "'-~ I I 
7 0 I I I I I I I 

;~I I I I I I I 
~~ I I II I I 

I ~:, I I . . . l . I l 
· '4 1 .u ~· rt1F r ~F: !·1 1:.;_ T C(.1 f ~ ci:1L ;;· i::. F 

:~; o C: P P 0 F I L E 

1 =.· E '.-3F~J tl~)E l·· 1 r ICENf[F( (..: ) .T[ :J tl !"t: J. 1) ( 1 :.·- J.S.::l 
1= Er:·1-: El' IT r ~E ·; c ::FC .:3 [I \ ·:;r,.11;,E:-: LJ F (: f:' i':CEF·r1 : 
,'.',l:IA l~·EMES '.3: :3 l C!Jr·ISEC1u:::: :· 1c E : 
[ i lF i:JPl'I.-\ T [ 1 J~I: :3 >3 CtJU_r'. ~i:JP .-\ T [ ~lrl : 

F F :~: 1;c 1· 1,.a _ ·: 
1'· \ 1~1 1' I, \ C· f~:'-IEl-· 1 f' ~ 

PRE 

POST 



F' ESF'Ot·IVENT I DE ~l TIF [C~T i tJM #: t i:11·=, 
F' EF';::::: r1 T [L':: ·=:.c : JF: E ::i B ': '3 T riGE OF '~ L! t· i C: EFW 

i-;i· l t- 1 F'.Et'li~: ~'3; 

I l'i F IJF: t - 1 ~ TI Dt·l: 
PERSIJ tl! <L. : :39 

1<)•:1 I 

·~ () I 
:~: o I 
; o I 
~ :~: ! / 
3 0 

.2(1 

1 i;:1 

i 
i 
I 

C: Ci'·1·::C: C! lJE :·- iCE: 
CIJL L A 8CHH :1) i'-1: 
F~E FOL U'.:: t1· 11:; ~ 

~f-~ 

7 2 

.IC< r 
OA1.dF; .. Tf1F ... . P.EF: . ... i ; 1;~ ·-( 1~1:1r : i" ··· i:' 1:i[. '" F.; EF 

-- · -- . -. - . 1-1 - I L E :::; 0 I_. t- r:. - t-

RESF'OMD EMT IDE tH I FIC P. TIOM U; ! ('1) 7 -458 ·i 
PERC:EMTILE SCOPES BY STAGE OF COMCEF:M: 

A~J ?\F'El'IESS: 3 7 CDi'ISEQUEt.JCE: 

I MFOF:MA TI OM: COLLA80F:ATI01'1: 

7:: F:EFOCUS I ~ IG: 

MA~l.:'1GEMEMT: 69 

6 3 
88 
77 

PRE 

POST 



Data Not A vailable--New to A2A 

F:ESF'Dt-IDENT I DEl'IT l Fl CAT I Lltl It: 1°:1<:1 :3-1337 
PERC E NTILE S C OPES 8 1 STAGE OF CONCERN: 
A l1J+~ F.:El' IE '3S: C- 7 COMSEQUEMCE: ...J ._. 

I NFOF\MAT I ON: 60 COLLABDr~AT l rn1: 
F'Ef~ '30NP1L: 85 REFOCUSING: 
MA~JAGEME~IT : 69 

6 3 
84 
8 1 

PRE 

POST 



f':ESF'ONl' Ei' iT lDEtnr:=-1c:-nr ·:i 1·1 'II: l 'Y '•'" 
F·EPCE~ iT T LE SC f~F:E S e 'i' ·3 r r 0

1GE Ct= CC:r ! CE ~:· r·. 1 : 

.. : .1 . Jt~,~·El\J E 3S: 
[ :-1F1J F:l' !f:. T 1 D!'I: 
i"'EF·:;ml?\L: 
\·\1-\ l'IP1GEMEI I r: 

--o 

1,;K1 I 

"""' I :~:(1 i 

5 (1 

I 

cm " :.:::c:1_:Et·1et::: 
C1:i l_L ~-1.En.JF'i -'. T ~ C i' I~ 

:::EF:J CU'.::. l l'-IG: 

I l 

---t--r-----.---L-

F:ESPONDEl' IT IC•El' IT!FICATIO\'I #: 10•)9-2808 
F'EF:CEMT I LE SCOF:ES 8 .,. STAGE OF cmlCEF: ~ I: 

A~JAPE\'IESS : 77 COMSEQUEMCE: 
I \\IFORM•.\T ION: 06 COLL ABOPA T IO~I: 
F·ERSO\'IAL: 
MANAGEMENT : ( •:° 

,:J , J 

F:EFOCUS I t!G: 

PRE 

POST 

63 



REMER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

PRE - POST CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP 
AVERAGE PERCENTILE SCOPES 
AvJAPENESS: Bb 
I l'IFORM~T I ON : 72 
PERSONAL : 67 
MANri,3EMEl'IT: 73 

l'-." J I 
-.=. ~:::1 I 
·:::: .-:i ! 

I 

'5 0 

Nf\ME : F:E1·1E;:;:-PF:E CONTAINING 
BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 

CONSEQUE NCE : 
COLLABOF:AT I ON: 
REFOC USING : 

--l ." 

PRE 
6 FECDf:~ DS . 

3 8 
55 
17 

SUl"!Ml'. f:"i F·F:OFILE FOP GF:DUP t· li~l"IE: POS T REMER ELEMEl'ITAPY COl'ITAINitlG 6 PECGFC1S _ 
i'.WEF:AG E PEP CENT CLE SC OPE S GY S TAGE OF COl'ICEF:N : 
AWAF,. ENE SS : 
I NFDF: t1;.'. T [01'1 : 
PEF:SONAL : 
l'IAt·l.:;GEi'IEl' I r: 

cm1SEDUE t·ICE: 
CIJLLABOFATION: 
REFOCUS I MG: 

63 
6-1 
38 



RESPONDENT I DEl'H IF I CAT I ON !* : 3 0 (1 1 
PEPCENTILE SCOPE S BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
P1v11:;REt·IESS : 81 CQt.ISE QUE t-IC E: 
INFORMA TION: 3 4 COLLABORATI ON : 
PERSONAL: 3 1 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 15 

RE SPONDENT I DEN T I F I CAT I ON tt: 30(1 1-3556 
PERCENT I LE SCOF:ES B '{ S T AGE OF cm1CEF:N: 
A WARENES S : '23 CONSE QUENCE: 
INFORMATION: '27 CDLL AB OF:A r I m 1: 
PERSOMAL: ::s F:EFOCU S I NG : 
MANAGEMENT: 18 

PRE 

59 
5 2 
6 

POST 

'.2 7 
36 
26 



RE3F'mH:·Ei"IT [ C·E ~ IT I 1= l C1"\"f l tJi' i Fl : ::'. ':·• :>:: 
PEF:CE t·IT l u:: ::;c ] F E :'3 8'1 :3T1 \ .)f': •JF cor 1c =:.=:ri; 
,:,1,1,: .;::::1· 1E'?.'.':· .: 
l t·W =1F: ~· 1 1-~ T ( iJr I : 
F'EC:"::o1· 1,",L. :: 
t·1,.; r11::iJE:-1E l'IT : 

::· !J l ·i .=. E ·~: l.JEl'I C E : 

CCI_!. ;.: :::·C:;F ~.\ r : !] ti : 
F !=:: ::: -:-: 1~ 1._1·3 c i' IC· : 

.35 

~·~:i I '.::$ ~:I 

::::0 

F:ESPONDENT I DENT IF I CAT I Ot·I lt: 300'.2-';>759 
PERCENTI LE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
1-\~IARENESS: 

INFORMATION: 
PEr\SONAL: 
MMl"GE~IENT : 

l (I 
34 

CONSEQUHICE: 
CIJ LL ABOF:AT rm1: 
REFOCUSING : 

PRE 

POST 



>:· i 
I 

: (1 I 

o I. 
Al.UP 

F:E SPOi'IDEf\I T IDENTIFI CAT I ON #: 3004 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
Al· J ~\F:ENESS : 7 2 CQt. I SEC!UE~ICE: 
I NFOF:MAT I Oi'I: 4(> COLLABOF:AT I C!~ I: 
PERSONAL: 72 REFOCUSING: 
MAf\IAGEMENT: 69 

RESPOt·H!El'IT I DENT IF I C>H I O~I #: 3•) 1:>4-(148':: 
F'EF:CENTILE SCORES 8 Y STA13E OF COi'ICEPn: 
Al>JARE~IESS>: 4 .~ CO~JSEQUHICE: 
I ~ I FOF:M.:\ T :C O~I: ! 9 CDLLA80F:A T I m1 : 
PERSCJNAL: 28 REFOCUSING : 
MA~ I AGE~IE/\J r: C" ~ ._, _ 

86 
98 
:::4 

9 6 
98 
C"--, __, , 

PRE 

POST 



FE·::;:.,Jr·IDE\\I r 1 C' !:: ~ i~- 1 F [ C ;~. T [ !]~I #: 3 0.:i (>S 
F' :=:F CENT i l_ E ·; ciJ RE ':i Er l ·;Thi3E OF= Ci~ f'· l[~C· ~ 1 : 

· , 1;J,:1 F :·~. ! 'I E::: ·:; : 

r i\ IF•JF. i'·!(1 r I · =1~ ! ~ ·=·:J 

!~11j I 
·:1 \.~, I 

CDr 1S E : ~; U E!'IC E : 
CIJL_ ;, E1tJP;~. r ':_:-. ri: 
PEF ·~: .:·_1 3 l !\JC, : 

I 
I 
I 

1.-----~ · 1"-... I ,3 •:i I 
/ ~ 7 0 

4(1 

.30 

/ 
/ 

~-=-1 ... ..... . 
- A UJ F: 

F'ESF' D~IDENT I DENT IF [ G \ r [OM It: "; 0:'1)'5-961 I 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY srAGE OF CONCERN: 
Hl~AF:ENE ·JS: 4 .::, cm1SEC!UENCE: 
1l~FOF': MAT1 ON: 80 COLL ABORAT Iot-1: 
F'ERSDNAL: 87 REFIJCUSING: 
i'1A~lt4GEMEr.JT: .,,q 

PRE 

2 ) 

POST 

6 
7 



RESPONDENT fDENTIF I CAT I ON # : 3006 
PERCE~lT I LE SCOF:ES BY ·3TAGE OF CO~ICEF:~I: 
AvlAF:Et·IESS: 
I NFOF:MAT I CIN: 
PERSONAL : 
MAN AGEMENT: 

9-:;i 
99 
76 
80 

H)i._::1 ! 

s~:::1 

:::::0 

70 

50 

HJ 

COt-ISE!JUEt·ICE: 
COLLABOF:AT I O~I : 

F:EFCICLJS I t-IG : 

J 
I 

4 8 

I 

I I 

~ 
I 

0 A1.1TP. .. ·1 f .. u:· ... .... i=:E: f::· i :'1i~;y .. cot j ;: ,:,c ... · F: E F 

:::; o C P P 0 r I L t:. 

RESPOtlDEl' IT IDEl'H[F[(;;TIIJN 1*: 3 •: " :"-:;··«! Ci 7~ 

PEFCE:·IT[ LE SCOPE~~ £< ';· ST ~GE OF CO~ICEF: t· I : 
Avlf\RE l' IE'.3'3: 
I NFClF:~iAT I ON: 
PERSONf'.'lL: 
MA~IAGEf·IE l· IT: 

CO~ISEC! IJEl' ICE: 
COLL.A E<OR.:', TI CJI I: 
r:;:EFDCLI'=.: J: l' IG: 

~ 

·-' 
.::, 

PRE 

POST 



::·::::i:; .:/·: 1· ! f.~ ~ - : 

· ! 1- ·.t·- 11:..:..(:· E :·- 1 ~ · 1 i : 

- .- ,:: ' 

~·"·'· ~ ,· I 
S•) I \ .. 
:::, ' ,,, I __ )~ I 
e.o 1--V 11 \\ I 
s ·~· I 1

1 \' I 
4(1 I 
-.-. I I I \ I i 
·-·-· I I I \I ~A._ 

.:_ .,, i I I 11. -~ !, ',, - . .. _ ~-,'. 
1.~ I I 

i . , • I . • I . i . i ·= r-.1_ :.._-- '4 I 1J ~ I r~~ P EP ~ I ·~ 1 ~ -;t ! - ~ ( 1_ - • 

'-.: ,-, 1 . i::· ::·~, , ... i ['.".- I 1 (: :· 
· - · ·-... · · ·-·· .. t. ~- - ......... 

,- . 4, ., .: ' fl :. ~ . -

·: -,, . .-_ ;:: ' ' 'i ~ : : • 

i ~-~, _.1 I 

::.:: I 
- .-, ! 

I 

I ~ I 
.:: .~. f'- i J------ i\ I j 

- HIJ_IF' HI "' PEF: r·IGT i: 1:i r I '{ '•:d~ '. " F'°EF 

~=; o C F' F.: C:! F I L t:. 

F:E SF'Ot-JDEl' IT rDEj' I TIF!CATrm1 ti ~ 31 ·1 ( 1 ~-s8-:- ::: 
PERCENT I LE SCOPES 8 Y STA13E OF COf'ICEF:N: 
Al>J1;F:ENESS: 66 COt.ISEOUEl1ICE: '.2·! 
HJFOF:MAT [Oi'I: 45 COl. LABORA r I Cl~ I : ~ ~ 

..... •..::... 
PERSONP1L: a3 FEFOCLJS ING : .3.-) 
MM IAGEl'1ENT: 73 

PRE 

POST 



ST. PAUL ACADEMY 

PRE - POST CBAM 
(CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL) 

GRAPHS 

FOR YEAR 2 



1cn-:-:; : 1 

~·= · I ! I i 
~~: r-~- l- - -. 1 

1 

1 1 

.- .-. I : '-.._J 11'. I 
·~"C' I I l-....._ / I ···, I 

: :~: ! I "'+--,._.,, I / I I '\"'' 

~=I I ',I/ I I 
1:1 1 ... .. . ....... I . I . I ............ l .... . . l 

AU.IF: IN F PEF: t"·1GT CON COL PEF 

SoC GROUP PRO~IL~ PRE 
SUMMARY PROFILE FOR GROUP NAME: PILLSBURY PRE CONTAIN I NG 11 RECORDS. 
A"JEF:AGE PEF'CENT1LE SCOF:ES 8 '-' STAGE OF cm1CEF:N : 
AWAFENE SS: 81 CONSEQUENCE: 2 7 
H IF iJ J:;:MAT!ON: 84 COLLA80F:P1T! ON: 68 
F'EF:SUNAL: 59 F:EFOCUS I NG: 38 
MAl'IAGEr1ENT: 4 7 

70 

6 ( 1 

5 0 

H ) I 
( i w 1:1j P POST 

~. 1 . Jt'-1f" ~,_.·1F.' F·S:l]F { L.!:: Fl]f:: (jF:t:l .! F" Nt-~ t· lf ~: F' r I_ !,.·:: !:.. l.'F·'\• 1·1, i1_:,r .E l :::._: HC1 ·~:1 c ()t ! :·•·t r I ~ :·ii J I ~ ::· ~( C:~ -~ -
,)'.,: EF;',i:JF.: F'EPCEi" i 'l :u::: S C•Jr:E :: 9: ·; r .~.•J IO: CJF ;2Q~1u::H 1 : 

,:lVl1-i F: E !' IE 5S : 
[ i·IFi) Pt·IA T IOtl: 

c >:ir ISE•JL'El'·ICE '. 
•::JLL ;-'..Et1JFAf [(11·1; 



I 

I 
I 

~1-~1 
1 ~, L .. . J . L L . J... l 
.2(1 

-AUJP HIF PEF: MGT COt··j COL F.:EF 

~=; o C P P 0 F I L E 

F'ESPOt·IOan IDEMTIFICl-\T I ON it: 5001 
PEF:CEt·ITILE SCORES BY STAGE OF COt-lCEF:N: 
Al•J AF:ENESS: 
T i' lFCJF:t1AT I ON: 
PERSONAL: 
MAN AGEMENT: 

96 
88 
8 3 
39 

10(1 I 

:=.·::• I 

30 

H) 

CONSEQUEt·ICE: 
COLU'.BOF:A f I rJN: 
F:EFOCUS I NG : 

43 
~8 

34 

0 AiiiF: ·· nii=- ·i=·E:F:: · ·· ·· f:-1·,:-; ·-( ·· t;~,u ···· i:; ·,~,T .. ······F:°EF 

Soc: PF.'.Ot- ILE 

RESF·ONDENT IDENTIFICATION tt: 5001-559:: 
PEF:CEl'IT! LE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCER~I: 
AWARENESS : 60 CONSEQUENCE: 
I NFCF<MA TI ON: 
PEF:SONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

.;,:: 
:: I 

COLLABOF:A r I Ol' l: 
F:EFOCIJ5. I t·l G: 

63 
80 

PRE 

POST 



70 

6 0 

I 
. I . 
! t l r-

j 

I 
I 

------ -··-. 

. I . . . 
!=' E F 

PE :3i='CJN [) E l~ IT 1 ['Ei'IT I ::7 I C i'.-\1 TI DN # ~ 5 1~") '~ 

F'EF:c. a .1 fI L E '3COF"EEi BY S TAGE o :=- :-::m 1CEFt l : 
.~ i) j f:~ F'E !' IE:3S: 3 ,:, ccr 1 : :~ :=:0UEMCE ~ 

CD '._ L..r'·, B 11 r:r~ T [ ;J t·- 1: 

F'EF'S ONAL: F.::: ;= .:JCU!O: [ ~· 113 : 

RE SPONDENT IDENT I FI CATION # : 5 002 -26 18 
t=·EF:CEt"IT I L E '3COF:ES B'.' S T .::'1GE OF cm1CEF:~ I: 

AvlAF:nlESS : 66 CONSEQUEMCE : 
H IFOF:MAT IOM : 8 4 COL L ABOF:o'H ICJN : 
F'ERSOl' l;:\L_: 4 8 REF OCUS I ~ I G: 

MAN{;GEME~IT: 23 

4 

24 
6 -l 
4 '2 

PRE 

POST 



RE SPONDEl'IT I DENT IF I CAT I ON # : 5•)03 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
A~JAJ;'EtlESS: 66 CONSEQUEl,JCE : 
Ti'JFOJ;:MAT ION: 98 COLLABOF:AT Im.I : 
PERSONAL: 8 7 REFOCUSING : 
MANAGEMENT: 27 

Data Not A vailable--No Longer with A2A 

--=· ·-=· 
9 5 
69 

PRE 

POST 



F: E SP 1J tl DE ~· 1 T .: O El' I T IFI C •~ T! O !" I #: S;>:• l 
F' EF'C~NT I L E 5C CJ F'ES 8 \. ·:J T1 ~ • :JE OF C D t 1 C ~ F:rl : 

;.41; 1 t-"1 F:E r-. 1t-: ~:;s : 

l ~I FCJPt'I;-\ r r m 1: · ~ l 
cot i5E C! 1_1 E ~ IC E ~ 

C OL L:.'181JF:;-\ TI Ct·I: 
F:EF QCLJ5 H ll3 : 

f.:E SPO~IDENT I DENT IF I CA T I ON #: 5004 - 3 4 ~o 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY S T AGE OF CONCERN: 
AWARE~IESS : 84 cmlSEC!UEt·ICE: 
I NFOF:MAT I ON: 4 3 COLLABOF:A TI Ot·I: 
PERSONAL: 35 REFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 80 

3 8 
8(> 
6 ( 1 

PRE 

POST 



F: ESF'Oi'IDE~IT 1 DENT IF I UH I 01' 1 lt: 5')05 
F'EF:CEPIT I L E SCOF'E E. B 'r' STAGE OF COt- ICEF:N : 
Poi.<l {lF\D·IE '3S : 72 Cot lSEC!UE~ ICE : 
I ~IFO f.:~lAT I m 1: 5 7 COLL P080F:1~T I Dr' I : 
F'ERSON14L: 7 0 F:EF OCUS 1 NG : 
MA~ IAGEME~IT : <l 7 

Data Not A vailable--No longer with A2A 

8 
44 
38 

PRE 

POST 



F:E SF' C' tl DE l' JT r r:Et 1;rr-r!:·,":;-:- r cr1 H.: ::=i t=J ').-:: 
t='E F'CEr r r ~ L ~ ·:; C';]'..::·E ·.; [: ', ·3 T ; .Gr:: GF C tJ !'lCF:!:: 11: 
1:,t;:n • .::·E t1F~ ·:; ·:; : 1? J. C:JI' , ·: : :: 1~1 U L::t'· I C E : 

t 1·1FCFl'-l14

' • i ~ - i·!: 
F'E:F".'3Ct·l;.\t_ : 

J( 10 I 

so I 
::::.::• I 

50 

1 ~·:!..__ L ; •[;(; F~ t\ "! f CH' I: 
F: f'··= · ~·;::. u·;:. [ l'IG ·: 

/ 

F:ESPONDENT IDEMTIFI CA fIQt.I #: 5(1 (!.6-362 4 
PERCE~I r I LE SC OF:E S BY STAGE OF CONCER~I: 
AvJAF:Ei'IESS: 
I NFOF:MA TI OM: 
F'ERSOMAL: 
MANAGEMnlT: 

3 7 
3 4 
45 
65 

CONSEQUENCE: 
COLLABORATION: 
F:EFOCUS ING: 

I 
I 
I 
I /' 
/ 

43 
68 
92 

PRE 

POST 



Data Not A vailable--New to A2A 

F:ESF'ONDEl'JT TDE~JT IF I C.-\fIDN It: 5 ;)(>7 - 208' 
P ERCEN TILE S CORE S BY S T AGE CF CONCERN: 
Al>J ARE l'IESS: ~~ C ON S EQUENCE: - ·-· 
INFOF:MATIOM: 17 COLLABORA TI ON: 
F'ERSONl~L: ~~ REFOCUS T r~G : ~ · ....J 

MA~l?\GEME~H: 65 

7~· 
59 
6(1 

PRE 

POST 



1:;:E S FCl\JL E :·· IT T DEi· 1T I :~ ( •-::~ r I .: :N :t ~ •:;,:.1• .. •8 
:=·Er=·:::C:NTil _E '.:, ·=·JPE.: ':; 2 ·- :;~-.~ GE :::-! F ;-:1J i"! CF:F rl ~ 

t=·r:: i=::·:;c!l' I•"-· : 
l' :A l ' l r-\G f":l" I E~ I T : 

3-1 

10 0 I 
3(1 I 

I 
:::: ~1 I 

7(1 

60 

5(1 

4•:1 
30 

2(t 

I 

I 

~ 

I \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ 

\ 

Cf.~ f'l '::;::.C! l :.::: · · i E : 
CtJL L. r-- 1 8: ~·r.:· :. ~ C:i'· \ : 
REFDC_!·~ ! : I 

I I 

I J, 
I /I' I / ,_ 
I/. 

1) 

/I 
I 

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION I: 5008-106 , 
PERCENTILE SCORES B Y STAGE OF CONCERN : 
A~JAF: ENESS : 1 (l CmlSEC!UE~· I CE: 

I NFOF:MAT I Of\I: 8!3 CDLLAE<OfO·A TI C~ I : 

F·ERSmlAL: 2t REFOCUS Ii'IG: 
MANAGEMEf\IT: 69 

PRE 

POST 

90 
08 
98 



::; o c: F' P 0 F I L. E 

F:E ·:WOl'IDEl'lT I DE'·IT \FI C1~; T .[!Jr I ti ~ 5 ( 11)9 
FEF:CnlT I LE SC!JF:ES 8 Y STHGE IJF COl'ICEF:M: 
,.\IAl'4f;:Ei"IESS : 
( i ' IF •JF ~1 AT I iJN : 
F·EF:SOi·i1~L : 

MAl' if'..\GE MEr IT: 
H 
l '3 

60 

50 

40 

3 (1 

C !J l\jSECHJENCE ~ 
CQLU'iBIJF»:\ f I OM: 
F:Ei" (jCl.JS T l\JC·: 

I I I 

/+\ ;f~ 

F:ESF'CtlDEi"IT IDENTIFICAT101' 1 tt: 5(109-•)771 
FERCEl' IT I LE ':3 COF:E S B'r' STAGE OF COl'ICEF: i'I: 
,:)WAF:El' IESS : 
( NFDF:MAT I Oi'I: 
FEF:SOMP1L: 
MAN>iGEME~IT: 

89 
66 
:: 1 
65 

car lSEC!UEt·IC E: 
COLLABOPAT I Oi' I : 
F:EFOCUS I MG: 

PRE 

3 

s 

POST 



P ES.RONDEl'lT l[•EJ-·IT 1 F [ C;°\ TI ml ll : 5(• l •)] 
FE::O:CENT I LE SCOF:E·:> [: ' ·::; T ~•3E OF 1:;l]~ICEF:N: 

;';!·lf:'1 PE!'iE S ':3 : 
Ti' IF 1 ~1 Pi" I ~~ T T !Ji'!: 
F'EF'3Dl~ l ~\L : 

.::..':. 

100 I 
~l;:i I 

'''"' I ,o I 

tie) 

C 0!'1 ·::.EC!UF. i' l1~·:: : 

CIJL.L ... ~ f·1-·F·-~, :- : i~r l ~ 

f' EF !.:'C 1_r; fl'IG : 

I I I 

I I .It'\ 
I I '\ 
I I / ~,\ 

/r- ·--( 
I 

0 ,::,i:i.iF: · IifF ··· F'·E: ·F::·· ·r:Jij··r · ·,:i:1rf · · ··· i:' oL· · F:E:F 

:::; o C: P F.: 0 F I L E 

RESPmlOENT IDEN·:-rFIC!H IIJl"I tt: 5(•1•)-:'.76 1 
PERCENTILE SCOPES BY STAGE OF CONCEF:N: 
AWAf':ENESS : 46 CONSEQUENCE: 
HIFOF:MAT I ON: 2 3 COLLA BORA TI ON: 
PERSONAL: t ? REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT: 60 

54 
95 
6(1 

PRE 

POST 



1i:·1l-) I I i I I 

~0 I I I ,It\ 1' 
:~:i:.:1 I I I I / I\ 
?€\ I I I I I / I \, l 

~~ r/r-r~Y 1 1 
2 .:1 I I I I I I 
1 

: 1 11·· ··· ·· .. .... I. tLF .. .... ..... F .. .. EI ·····r·-,·1 .. ,·~: ·T·· · · J · · l ......... l A JJF.: I · F.: - CON COL F.:EF 
.- 1-· F' r:: .• 1-1 - - . E ·=; O -· r:. _ t- l L 

RESPOl' lDEl' IT IDENTIFIC1~TIOl'I #: 5011 
PERCENTILE SCORES BY STAGE OF CONCERN: 
Al>JARENESS: 
HIFORMATION: 
PERSONAL: 
MANAGEMENT: 

o'.16 
6(1 

45 
~~ 

.,_J~ 

':1•:J 

:::: (t 

70 

CONSEQUEt-ICE: 
COLLABORAT Im I: 
REFOCUSING: 

l I 
I I 

~:·~,, ~. 

I . 
-~1 so 

38 
95 
c- •-• 
...J-'. 

-+O l 30 

2~t 

1 i:.:1 

OAi:dF': . . TifF · F·EF: .. . MGT .. . ,:;:1r i" ... ... (i':i[· .. · ~:EF 

:::; oc: PPOFILE 

F:ESPONDENT I DENT IF I CPo TI ON #: 5(> 1 l -8360 
PEF:CalTILE SCOF:ES BY STAGE OF COr·ICEF:N: 
AWAf.; E~IESS: 81 CONSEQUENCE: 
INFORMATION: COLLAE<OF:o'.'\T I Dr·I: 
PERSONAL: F:EFOCUS I NG: 
MANAGEMENT: 65 

54 
413 
4:: 

PRE 

POST 



Data Not A vailable--New to A2A 

j(1 

4(1 

30 

2(1 

1 C) 

c, I ... 
- ,::, UJ p 

F:ESF'm·IDEt-IT IDEtJTIFICP,TIIJt·I 'II: 5•)t ·:::-::::::::<::=:. 
PEF:CE~IT I LE '3CCJF:ES 8 't' ST;:',GE OF cmlCEFt·I: 
AWAF:ENESS: 86 CONSEQUENCE : 
Il'JFORMA TI ON: 66 COL L.:.i80F:;:; TI Ot I: 
PERSmlAL: 6::: F:EF OCLl'3 I t·IG : 
MA~lt'.GEME~IT : 85 

54 
3 1 
~ _, , 

PRE 

POST 



:1. 1;-, 

;------J I I I 
"=' ~:· I I I I 
;:; ~ -. I I'- I I ,.f'--, I i I ", I I I ~~ t=· I I I 't I 

I I J l":• • .I I I - ---- -~~ I f I ~ ~..:.· 
/ 

I 
I I I ' · I/ 

I 
-'· -io 

i I I ''+" 
.~~~; I I I I 

I I I 
.2(1 I I I i I I 
1 (1 I 

..... 1 .. 

I I I I I 

I .. --- I I I I ( 1 ----. I -- --- .... - --I -. -AU.IF .. It-ff PEP 1:1;:;-t cor-.1 { ·cl[ 

~:::o C PF:OFiLE 

RESP ON DENT ICEtJT I FIG\TIOt-l #: '.'_;(l(J7 
PEF:CE t JT I LE SCORES BV STAGE OF COl'ICEF:f'I: 
Al>JAFEl' IESS: 93 CDl'JSEQUENCE : 
INFORMATION: 88 COLL AB ORATION: 
PERSONAL: 63 REFOCUSING: 
MANAGEMENT : 5 6 

100 I I I 
~o I I '~ I /' 1\ 

' '-, .J 
1 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

...... I 
F:EF 

3 8 
88 
69 

I ·-----. I / 

I\ 

1t'~ 
:~: (1 

I / 

7 ::1 --r I ~ 
i; ;.J 

I I \ 5 0 

I 
\ 

\I I I 40 I 
.3 (1 I I ~/ 
20 

I 
I I 

1 0 
_____ . ___ ! _____ .1 . _ . I _ ~':"1 I 

-·- i::OL - A 1.IJ F: ItlF PEF: t··- JG,T 1:0t I 

'.:;; Ci c:: PF.'.CtFILE 

F:ESFGr.JDEl'JT I DEt-IT IF I CAT I tJt·I ·11: '5(• l 3 
PERCEl' IT ILE ·:;coRE S BY S TAGE OF COtlCEF:N: 
AW\RENE SS : 89 COt-ISELlUE f'-ICE ~ 
H IFQf;·MATION: ti•) COLL l'.'1BOF:AT[ Oi' I: 
PER SiJN r'.\L: 7'2 F:EFDCLJS I l .. IG : 
MAMAGEMENT: 95 

I 

I 
..... I 
F:EF 

PRE 

POST 


